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Abstract
This dissertation outlines the relationship between culture and globalization
by using the circulation and rearticulations of national. cultures as a base.
Accordingly I begin by identifying two paradigms for the role and place of
culture within theories of globalization. One limits the cultural t o a resistant
role that blocks globalization's homogenizing effect at the local. The second,
interlocked paradigm is economistic and places these local and national sites
in a reflective role of globalism. After an overview of the relationship of the
cultural and the social, I deme a poetics of articulation which is able to
examine the links between globalization, national cultures, and local sites
and cultural formations without reducing culture to a representational mode
or conceptualizing of the cultural as reflective of the social and economic
structures of globalization.
Secondly, I analyze umulticdturalism" as both a national and exhanational discursive site to be understood within the processes of globalization and the world system as well a t the levels of national policy, national
identity and cultural production. After a synthesis of Canadian multicultural
policies and critiques, and engaging with theories of siteless multiculturalism, I turn to the poetry and visual art from ethnic and racialized artists.
This cultural production rearticulates the logics of multiculturalism while
challenging its discursive effect of materializing a particularized subject into
a national identity via a politics of recognition.
Fin*
t o examine closely the tension between a national cultural
framework and the new relations of the cultural, the economic and the social
within globalization, I read the language writers (an American avant-garde
formation) based on the alignment of their critical reception and their selfdefinitions. I approach this cultural formation as a site a t the intersection of
the definitions of the role of the avant garde (and neo-avant garde) in globalization, the shvggle between institutional and noninstitutional functions of
poetry within the cultural, and as a site which has been understood primarily in a national framework despite their transnational articulations to other
cultural formations and the address to globalization and the world system in
their texts.
iii
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INTRODUCTION: GLOBALISM IN GENERAL, CULTURE IN SPECIFIC

While the local, the national and the global are commonly joined to form an
escalating trajectory for the circulation of culture, it can create the illusion
of a seamless world system where culture - d o n g with capital, and racialized and commodified bodies - flows through porous borders shedding and
regaining meanings as it is produced anew through the agency of local consumers. Within this model of globalism as fluidity and motion, national and
local cultures are imagined as being either in danger of or already effectively
absorbed (without a ripple) into a homogenizing global culture defined and
managed by transnational corporations (hence terms such as Disneyfication

and Americanization). Culture is given a rather bleak role in this narrative
(with its structural resemblance to sci-fi films); cast, on the one hand, as a
cultural agent of globalism's economic mission or, on the other hand, resisting the universalizing force of the expanding world capitalist system

through the defense of particular national and local cultures. Culture either
acquiesces or sets up a resistant roadblock. Here the basic marxist reflection
theory of culture has a deflection function added on. Reflect or deflect
emerges as the model.
Therefore John Tomlinson's aphorisitic statement, YGlobalizationlies

at the heart of modern culture; cultural practices lie a t the heart of globalization" (1)epitomizes a general position on culture in globalism: central and
embedded either as the noun culture, or the adjectival cultural. Yet whereas
culture may have previously been understood as an enmeshed and interac-

tive process within a social whole, or conversely, in some measure
autonomous fkom the social, it is now synched up as a structural feature of a
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globalism defined predominantly by the interpenetration of the economic
into the cultural (Jameson Globalization; Wallerstein Historical;Tomlinson).
Culture is d r a m into the economic struggle of expansionism and universalism (global culture, commoditization, market expansion) against particularism and boundary preservation (local uses of global culture, preservation of
local cultures, defense of identity). In this "scalar dynamicn between the
global and the local (with the nation-state as an ambivalent mediating
space), Arjun Appadurai isolates a defining fkiction: T h e central tension of
today's global interactions is the tension between cultural homogenization

and cultural heterogeneity" (32).Yet, if culture is at the centre of the process
and tension of globalization - or if it is "the ideological battleground of the

modern world-system" as Immanuel Wderstein proposes (Geopolitics 158183) - then it must also be understood as interactive and constitutive of

globalization and not only a vehicle (willing or unwilling) or the site on
which globalization is fought out.

What then are the possible roles for culture in globalization? My dissertation surveys and interrogates the role culture takes and is given within
globalization: I trace globalization's determinations and mediations on the
cultural through cultural formation's oscillations between the poles of the

national, the local, and the discursive. I take a reflective role as a critic by
graphing the resistances and deflections of national and localized cultural

formations in their engagement with globalization. But in a more active and
prescriptive role, I push to locate a theoretical function for the cultural
which is cognitive and discursive as well as speculative and social. My intention here is conjzmctiue, Linking cognition and the discursive, speculation

and the social.
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This text proceeds by a process of articulations and rearticulations,

linking the process of globalization and the discourses of globalism to nation-

d and local cultural formations - as well as visual art which "travels"
transnationally - and rearticulating the elements that Game meaning production within these cultural sites. This involves reading through and above
the primary &meworks of the national and the local, which give texts their
situated meanings. At what points can a text or a work of art be understood
as addressing globalization despite it being a cultural product grounded in
the specifics of a national culture? I also pose a series of questions regarding
the possible sites for cultural production in the altered cultural and social
relations forced through globalization. m a t roles do existing forms of cultural nationalism or local definition (or reification) have within the articulat-

ed relationship of the local, the national and the global? And more specifically, how do antinationalist (or antisystemic) cultural critiques fit into these

relations? Is a new role for racialized and ethnic artists and writers emerging within or beyond national cultures? How can rereadings of "multicultural" cultural works, which go beyond the level of the nation, cast light on the

Yocation of culture" within a global system? I am not slapping a top-down
model, nor a global cultural trickle-down onto national and local cultures so
they are either incorporated into a seamless and siteless globalism or resist-

ant in the Yast instance." Such a dualistic model obscures the productive
and antagonistic relationship between the global, the national and the local,
marking clear boundaries in a theoretical reversal to the '%orderlessnflow of
cultural information. The economic and regulatory changes wrought by glob-

alization no longer permit an approach t o national and local cultural formations as if they were contained within solidly defined geographic, imagined
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and social borders, yet neither does a fictive borderless world provide a

frame for understanding the role of culture. Culture would be mere commodity and circulation,

In this sense I a m initially addressing the problematic of culture within theories of globalization over the last decade. Janet Wow, in response to

conference papers given by Immanuel Wallerstein, Ulf Hannerz, Roland
Robertson and Stuart Hall, writes "that what they share is a failure t o deal
adequately with the question of c d t u r e in a global context" ("Local" 166).

Although since the time of her writing, a large body of work o n globalism
and cdture has accumulated, her analysis asks a question valid today, particularly since globalization - and its discourse - has shifted the basis of
how culture is produced as well as how it circulates and is analyzed. More
recently, Lawrence Grossberg observes that in cases where globalization is
seen as an extension of economic and cultural imperialism, "[tlhe view of
culture remains fundamentally unchanged as well; it is assumed to be the
ideological instrument of capitalism, and cultural globalization merely the
extension of cultural imperialism" ("Speculations" 14). Grossberg identifies
one of the two dominant paradigms within which the role and place of the
cultural in globalism tends to be theorized. In this first paradigm, cdture is
understood and observed in a generalized and near-universal manner,as an
integral part or force of globalization. Yet only occasionally does such theory
descend from an abstract Ucultureas such" to the level of cultural production
to provide a material example. When this occurs, the exemplar sample of
culture is usually itself general o r even homogenizing - using mass-produced items to show that culture indeed circulates globally.

In this formation, globalism is merely the expansion of the distribu-
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tion of cultural goods, but goods detached from their relations of production within a siteless system. Predictably the image of globalism becomes
McDonalds or Disney. Materialized in this way, globalism becomes another
consumer choice and the analytical, empowered consumer can merely say no
to globalism by not buying the goods, and by extension, the lifestyle.
Theorizations of this type then invoke productive consumption or local uses
through which the global consumer can skirt or deflect the uneven power
relations and the ideologies of globalism by refiguring the product to some
unique usage which imbues it with localized and particular meanings. The
tension or struggle of homogenization and heterogeneity emerges as a sign
that global cultural homogenization is resisted a t the local, and that the
local therefore is attached to the global in a productive or dialogic way.
Cultural production appears caught in the ethnographic "predicament of cul-

ture" that James Clifford identifies: "Distinct ways of We once destined to
merge into the 'modem world' reasserted t h e e difference, in novel ways" (6).
Yet today the predicament is that the assertion of difference or particularity
is now seen as materializing within the extension of modernization globalism.
The second paradigm coheres around the concept that the local is
articulated to the global ard that meaning is made at that site (Hall
"Global"; Smith; Dirlik "Global"; Lee). David Harvey in his optimistic and
prescriptive book Spaces ofHope, sees the space for culture changing, yet his
view is still bound to this paradigm:

There are abundant signs of all sorts of counter movements [to
a homogenous global culture], varying from the marketing of

cultural difference as a commodity to intense cultural
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reactions to the homogenizing influence of global markets and
strident assertions of the will to be different o r special. (67)
This differentiated cultural production counters through the afEmation of
existing local culture as "difference" o r reflecting the changes in local cultur-

al production due to the effect of globalization by engaging with the penetration of the economic into the cultural through the commoditization of "difference." Yet, these paradigms are altered by dissenting views, particularly
around the construction of locality (Appadurai), new roles within national
cultures (Kapur), and the formation of translocal (or articulated locals) culture (Hoeller), and approaches pursuing a retrospective reading of cultural
formations previously unexamined or framed at a national level (Denning

Cultural; Nelson "Literature").
There is a critical challenge to go beyond cultural production as symptom o r as best hope for an imaginatively driven local resistance and toward
readings of cultural production and texts that antagonistically and contradictorily engage the manifestations of globalization. While globalism itself
draws out a totalizing analysis which risks vague generalities hoping to
solidify as laws or a map - and I will cover these generalities in an attempt
to establish a ground - it is necessary as well to read, in a full process of
analysis, cultural products within specific cultural fields and community formations framed by local and national contexts. Similar13r, these local formations, resistances and capitulations must be read up, through the framework
of globalization.

In addition to these two paradigms of cultural analysis in globalization - which I will elaborate on in the next section - theories of culture within globalization can also fall in the "accretionist model" (Hitchcock, "The
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Worldn)or Uimmense cultural pluralism" (Jameson Globalization) where
authors situate themselves within the splendid diversity and vivid contradictions of global cultural circulation. These symptomatic texts are closer to
touristic post-cards written on site: Y sit in a working-class cafe in Vienna
enjoying a coffee and Apfelstrudel, reading a Canadian cultural magazine,
watching Turkish vendors sell olives and flatbread as tricked-out
Volkswagon Golfs drive by pounding out hip hop as images of Vancouver
masked as Chicago flash on the TV screen mounted overhead and former
East Block men sell bootleg French cigarettes by the carton . . .".The result
is fetishism of both culture and the author's position and relatively no analysis on what role the cultural might play within globalism, merely that cul-

ture as product is available. Culture exists in the most general and commoditized sense.

If c u l t u r e is seen to be shot through with globalism, then how is this
pervasive structure reflected, deflected, mediated and rearticdated at all
levels of cultural production? An understanding of culture in globalization
necessitates a reading of the macro-ideological and micro-aesthetic. It is
imperative to read beyond representation to the other levels of the text (culturd and artistic). What role does the aesthetic play - once we free aesthetics as a category from mere ornamentation - once it is joined, as the cultur-

al and the economic are within globalism, to the social? This politicizes and
locates a range of culture within globalization from subcultures to avantgarde formations, and opens a field of cultural sites beyond the privileging of
mass culture as the indicator of a global culture. Culture, once

generalized, and exemplified by mass-produced goods can appear homoge-

nous: via a metalepsis of cause and effect, products, ixlformation, and signs
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exported or circulating around the world show the reach of a global culture. l My investigation and survey will proceed almost in reverse: rather
than looking at such particularized consumption a t national and local levels,

I will look at cultural production that engages with the mediating economies
and discourses horn the global to the local (and through the national). The
cultural is therefore a constituent discourse of these sites and not merely the
reflection or deflection of these structures and relations. This involves the
intersection and overlapping of categories, fi-ameworks,discourses and sites
that are tactical and strategic, macro-cultural and micro-cultural, and representational, as well as complicating the mechanisms of representation.
Accordingly, the specific sites that I investigate or inhabit range fiom
and traverse the national and the local but also cross a number of other
communities, cultural formations, and discursive sites. "Multiculturalism"
gives me the discursive site for a rereading of national culture and the formation of the nation as a constructed or managed community in order to
look at how "extra-national" relations and globalization are obscured at a
national level. In a global cultural frame, I look a t Canadian official multiculturalism alongside the more ambiguous formations it assumes in the U.S.
and a siteless or general "multiculturalism."

In "Inside/Outside the

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=ESite: Nation, Avant Garde, Globalism," I focus on the
national limitations that were applied (internally and externally) to the
North American avant-garde formation of the language writers from the late
seventies until today. The intersection of the avant-garde, of a politicized
poetry and shifting national and global relations provides an example of
"complex connectivity" which a reading of cultural production can bring to
light. Each section investigates a particular problematic, yet it is the
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mediations of the antagonistic and defining frameworks of the global, the
national and the local within the particular cultural formation and their production which I hope to track in each examination or reading.

"Multiculturalism": From Scare Quotes to "Export Quality"?

It has not yet reached the point where globalism calls for scare quotes in
order to be seen anew, but the term globalism is rapidly being emptied of a
specific political content and having its form and its effects obscured. In tan-

dem with a neoliberal discourse of multiculturalism, globalism becomes a
worldwide access to pluraliw and diversity. "Multicdturalism" stands emptied by neoliberal and corporate applications (appropriations) of it as happy

culturd understanding, a t one end of the spectrum, to the state management
of racialized and ethnic subjects and an enabling symptom of global capital a t

the other end. "Multiculturalism's" intellectual and social cultural capital has
plummeted as the struggle over its possible meanings and potential social
effects appear at times to have been won by neoliberalism, that confident
combination of ontological openness based on structural containment and
self-assuredness based on the "historical necessity" of global capitalism.
Overdetermined to the point where the constitutive discourses that define
"multiculturalism" have rendered it siteless, nonrelational and pluralized into
a dispersal, this term suffers from both particularism and universalism. As

Paul Gilroy points out, "MultiCUIturalism was attacked by the advocates of
absolute homogeneity but invoked against them by their opponents: the apostles of an equally absolute diversity" (241). Ironically, it is the discursive site
where the social struggle of particularism and universalism materializes.

9

My use of quotations marks around the term multicdturalism is to
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initiate several effects: first, the slight typographical defamiliarization signals that I am not deploying it without some caution, implying a philosophic a l optimism cut loose from social facts, nor a critique too easily arrived at

by rendering "multiculturalism" siteless, cut fkee eorn the nation-states,
policies and groups that define it within the social. Secondly, I want to indicate that it circulates through multiple contexts, but in the passing between
these discursive and social fkames, it both accumulates and shucks meanings, becoming quoted into particular usages. I follow David Bennett who, in

his introduction to the anthology of multicultural rearticulations,
Multicultural States: Rethinking Difference and Identity wraps "multicultur-

alism" in so-called scare quotes. For Bennett:
Scaremongering aside, then, the quotation marks are a sign of
contestation within the multicultural imaginary, not just fiom
its margins. In the disparate domains in which the term has
circulated during the past three decades - from political party
m d e s t o s to fashion advertising, &om law education and arts

and healthcare administration to the rhetoric of ethnic group
leaders and the academic discipline of cultural studies - "multiculturalism" has served variously as code for assimilationism

and cultural separation; campus marxism and ethnic nationalism; transnational corporate marketing strategies and minority
competition for state resources; radical democracy and cosmetic
adjustments to the liberal-democratic status quo. (1-2)

By this I do not intend so much a reclaiming of the term (as if the movement
out of quotations marks is like a Dutch land reclamation on which a new

social site is constructed) but rather a recirculation and rearticulation of
the term so that its potential social uses and effects may be contested or
deployed in an appropriate social field.
Contested rather than languishing in a discursive scrap yard unat-

tended by the left or the right because both feel that the other controls the
term, if not the concept. Other terms therefore rise up to take the place of
"multiculturalism" or to redefine it. For instance, Arif Dirlik saturates the
sign by making "the interpenetration of the global and the local (which
shows culturally in a simultaneous cosmopolitanism and localism of which
the most cogent expression may be 'multiculturalism')" ("Global" 32).
Transnationalism, the merging of the global and the local, cosmopolitanism,
and traveling cultures all come to stand in for "multiculturalism." However,
these do not have the discursive effect that mdticulturalism as government
policy does. Therefore, while they may "describe" aspects of how cultures,

bodies and labour moves, and how identities and communities are earned,
these terms are not so readily critiqued as they do not have the constitutive
effect on identities and the formation of citizenship that state policy does.

And therefore their relationship to power and its disciplining potential is
radically different. My approach is to return to "multiculturalism" as a problematic and therefore a discursive site open to rearticulation. To understand

it as a discourse, it is necessary to look a t its discursive deployments and
effects in the constitution of culture and identities within a nation as well as
the rehsals and rearticulations of it. This must be done with the awareness
that "multiculturalism" is always and simultaneously extra-national as well,
that a discursive exterior acts on it as well, in tandem with the economic

and cultural determinations &om globalization.
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My theoretical tactic, therefore, is to identify "multiculturalism" as a
concept which has predominantly been imagined a t a national level, as a
constitutive discourse of the nation, national identity and national culture
whether it is officially and legally implemented (as in Canada) o r as part of

a national popular fought out in the mediascape and other sites. From this
national basis I investigate it at two levels: the cultural and the global (or
extra-national). For the cultural level, I turn t o the production of racialized

and ethnic artists and writers whose work deflects, exceeds, refuses o r
rearticulates the official discourse of "multiculturalism." Cultural production, in the way I use it here, is a national policy alternative, rearticulating
official multicultural policy by altering its effects and by interrogating the
cause ("multiculturalism's" historical deployment).
One critique applied by racialized and ethnic artists and writers has
been to highlight the constituting discursive effect of "multiculturalism" - to
point to its role as a constitutive discourse, in varying degrees and forms,
both of the nation and of racialized and ethnic identities. This risks the
ambigious form of a refusal t o be constituted as "multiculturaln citizens in
the particular regulations of "multiculturalism." This tactic follows Judith
Butler's proposition that subjects can refuse to be materialized under the
conditions given by the constitutive discourse. For Butler, the resistance of
materialization is not retrograde:

The task will be to consider this threat and disruption [of materialization] not as a permanent contestation of social norms
condemned to the pathos of perpetual failure, but rather as a
critical resource in the struggle to rearticulate the very terms
of symbolic legitimacy and-intelligibiliw. (Bodies 3)

12

This is, in some senses, to resist the "always already" call of interpellation
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that Louis Althusser narrates.
Secondly, in order t o locate "multiculturalism" as in excess of the
nation and, therefore, being a part of other transnational and extra-national
flows and forces, I articulate it t o the "gendered race labour system" (Ng
1993) and therefore to =[t]hepaired ideologies of universalism and racism-

sexism [which] have been very p o w e f i means by which the contradictory
tensions of the world-system have been contained" (Wallerstein Geopolitics
180). In this sense I apply "globalization," as Leslie Sklair defines it, to
"multicultualism": ''mecentral feature of the idea of glob&zation is that
contemporary problems cannot be adequately understood at the level of the
nation-states, that is, in terms of international relations, but need t o be theorized in terms of global (transnational) processes, beyond the level of the
nation state" (296). "Multiculturalism,"even though it is materialized within
the nation-state, is simultaneously extra-national (above the level of the
nation-state and part of the world system), it is thus possible to understand
the national function of "multiculturalism" by locating it as a part of the
world system, as Etienne Balibar does in the volume he co-authored with
Wallerstein, Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities. "Multiculturalism"
can be understood through the concept of globalization and of the nation, but

it can also be seen as a symptom and as an enabling agent of multinational
capitalism (primarily Zizek's caustic and exuberant position).

Can critique lead to rearticulation and redeployment? In the case of
"multiculturalism,"critique seems the necessary f5st step, but not the end
step. Monoculturalism, or a defensively strong national identity which is
able to deny difference culturallx only to exploit it in the fields of labour and

access to social rights, are not adequate alternatives. My base examination
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of Canadian official multiculturalism provides a touchstone for other cases I
approach. Over the last year, having the perspective of a transnational
writer and "scholarship boy" (Hoggart),I've taken a more urgent and opti-

mistic view of the potentials of CCmulticulturalism"
as a constitutive discourse
of the social, and as a mediated understanding of the social fact of the mix of

culture. Studying at a public university in Manhattan and living in
Brooklyn during the troubled and systemically racist civic government of
Mayor Rudy Guiliani, the deep inequities of the American social system

(made even more obvious during this uneven economic boom period) were
shocking yet structurally predictable. With the "retreat from classnas a
basis of analysis, and 4multiculturalismnrejected on both sides, a rampant
neoliberal individualism is inflicted as the frame for understanding the
social. "MulticulturaJismJy
does not intervene in these relations, since it
appears that even at the level of a U.S.national popular within the media,

the most basic liberal-humanist positions are passed over and therefore not
even existing to be critiqued.

Having resituated to Vienna at a moment when the right seems to be
reforming itself spchronically within neoliberalist economic formulations

while also tapping into a residual fascist past in Austria (as well as similar
formations in Italy, Switzerland, and France) the lack of a popular progressive discourse (or even vocabulary) of "multiculturaIism" leaves the formula-

tion of an Austria monoculture as a possibiliw for the right.
Yet it is vicarious to imagine the policies of one state as being sexport
quality" and ready for a contextless application to another state. Rather it is

the critique of Canadian multiculturalism from c u l t u r a l producers which can

rearticulate "multidturalism" as a policy. In this sense,it is the critique
which is more usefully exportable. The texts and art projects that point to
forms o f culturalism and the forms of racism within "multiculturalism"
themselves provide policy alternatives. These discursive speculations then

have to be imagined (in the way that I define imagination) as part of the
social and toward the rearticulations of a national popular.

The Equal Signs of Ideology: The Return of the Imagination?

To "figureoutn the contemporary situation without resorting
either to the tropes of sublimity o r t o the schematic shorthand

of economics, theoretical work will have to cultivate its own
powers of imagination and transmission.

Richard Dienst, Reading the Shape of the World.

One man's imagined community may be another man's
political prison.

Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large.

Perhaps it is what Peter Hitchcock calls the "uncognizable" of globalism

which is caused by "the absence of a cognitive correlative for its apprehension" ( T h e World" 18) that then brings forward the anxious attempts at

mapping, cognition, and more recently, invoking the imagination to compre-

hend and resist the current form of globalization. For instance, consider
Lawrence Grossberg - a cultural critic not often given to the function of the
imagination

- and his recent invocation of the imagination as a way to
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counter "neo-liberal restructurations of the forces of domination and
exploitation themselves": "Ithink we need to find ways of imagining new
futures, new possibilities for re-contiguring reality, in order to find alternative modernities structured according to principles of justice, equaliw and

respectn ("Speculationsn 20).This quotation is, at first glance, uncharacteristic of Grossberg's position, which can not be reduced to an engagement with
the imagination, but it aligns with affective social formations he foregrounds
in his work; I use it because it is a compelling plea for the imagination as a

means to grasp globalization in the face of the "rampant undecidability" it
creates.
But Grossberg starts from a point where the imagination is already a
social practice and not the attempt to slip outside of ideology that the more
ineffective moments of Literary modernism and its extensions have producedCharles Altieri sums up this moment succinctly in an essay on "postmodern"
poetry:

Countering realism entailed treating art less as a mode of
referring to the world than an emphasis on the capacity of the
artistic syntax to exemplify ways of feeling, thinking, and
imaginatively projecting investments not bound to dominant
social structures. ("What Is Living" 767)

Yet, if these "imaginatively projected investments" are 'hot bound to dominant social structures" then the imagination is an attempt to somehow move
beyond ideology, rather than to imagine a recofigured reality. A problematic
of conjunction and disjunction, of articulation and disarticulation arises. Any
imaginative projection is relationally bound to hegemonic or dominant relations: they can only take their meaning as nondominant in relation to the

dominant. This proposes a methodological shift fiom a poetics of resistance
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to an articulatory poetics where texts construct link..; toward understanding
rather than moving to an imagined space outside of ideology.
Once recognized within ideology, Grossberg can assert the imagination and the "imagination of political community (that is, of the relation of
the individual to the group, and of identity t o the investment in struggle)"is
a site that is "being actively deconstructed" ("Speculations" 12). This decon-

struction is identified by Pierre Bourdieu as a neoliberal political operation,
and therefore "a programme of methodical destruction of collectives (neo-classical ecomomics recognize o d y individuals, whether it is dealing with companies, trade unions or families)"("Acts" 96)? The imagination is recuperat-

ed from its deconstruction (disconnection) as the means for Grossberg to link
the individual to society as a collective and not a neoliberal society where
the individual has been delidced fkom the older firnctional liberalism of a
"common good."
The imagination, if it is to take a formative role in the shape of globalism and of a collective social, must therefore be d e k e d in relation to the
social. Appadurai does precisely that when he writes: m e image, the imagined, the imaginary - these are all terms that direct us to something critical

and new in global cultural processes: the imagination as a social practice"
(31).It is hard to think of these terms as "new" rather than renewed, recall

for instance William Carlos Williams' social application of the imagination
from the 1950s. But Appadurai does lay out a social function for the imagination. And it is worth quoting him at length here:

No ionger mere fantasy (opium for the masses whose real
work is elsewhere), no longer simple escape @om a world

defined principally by more concrete purposes and structures),
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no longer elite pastime (thus not relevant to the lives of
ordinary people), and no longer mere contemplation (irrelevant
for new forms of desire and subjectivity), the imagination has
become an organized field of social practices, a form of work (in

the sense of both labor and culturally organized practice), and a
form of negotiation between sites of agency (individuals)and
globally d e k e d fields of possibilities. (31)
Appadurai perhaps gives the imagination too large a definition and one that
momentarily eclipses certain categories in its expansiveness (class, in
particular), but he does sharpen the definition to locate imagination at the
centre of agency in social life. To see this as a profound shift, recall Louis
Althusser 's parenthetical yet direct definition of ideology in his Y deological
State Apparatus" essay: "(ideology = an imaginary relation t o real relations)"
(For Marx 167). "Imaginary" here s t i l l carries the entirely negative view of a

false consciousness which is not just Ufantasy"but invokes and materializes
a social subjugation and regulation for the subject. Critics of Althusser found

this formation simply too locked in, that his knitting of the subject,
Ideological State Apparatuses, and the imaginary into an always already
prescribed relationship left no place for agency As well, it is Lacan who
provides, for Althusser, an understanding of the Law, of Order, and leads

him t o abandon the concept of ideology as simply a process of misrecognition.4

To pry the imagination loose from this closed circuit, Appadurai turns
to Benedict Anderson and his influential use of "imagined communities" as
the process of nation formation within and through time. Appadurai scales

Anderson's concept up a level to propose that there are "imagined worlds"
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within globalism today "that are constituted by the historically situated
imaginations of persons or groups spread around the globe" (33). While these

imagined worlds are situated within history, there are troubling moaents in
Anderson's use of the imagination within the nation which enact again the
split of ideology and the imagination. In particular, Anderson writes that,
'The cultural products of nationalism - poetry, prose fiction, music, plastic

arts - show this love [of the nation] very clearly. On the other hand, how
truly rare it is to find analogous nationalist products expressing fear and
loathing" (141-42). Yet, it is immediately possible to draw a number of contemporary examples of nationalist cultural production which express

loathing and anger.

In this study of cultural production, I will look at several instances in
poetry and art that are a critique of the nation and cultural nationalism.

From Bruce Andrews' I Don't Have Any Paper So Shut Up (or, Social
Romanticism) with, just on the semantic level, poem titles like Welp Defeat
Your Country," and "My Roots, No Thanks,"to the wide spectrum of work
from racialized artists and writers who critique national identity and multicultural policy and its imaginings in North America. Most graphically strik-

ing,the work of Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, a First Nations artist whose
perf~mancepiece, "Shooting the Indian Act," involves blasting bound copies
of Canada's Indian Act and then sending the tattered papers to the Queen of

England and the Parliament of ca.nadam5
Likewise, cultural formations such as queer nationalism are not a celebration of an existing nation-state, but imagine an alternative "citizenship."

And the separatist literature of Quebec could not be read as supportive of

the Canadian nation, but of the potential nation of Quebec. The production
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of meaning within national culture does not rest solely in the artists' intentionality nor in the fiamkg of culture in the benign and cohesive service of

the nation. The cultural products of nationalism may be redeployed by
nationalist governments precisely to invoke a fear and loathing of a national
other; the definition and celebration of a national identity o r image may also
be used to exclude a group who does not fit the image. Even within the

nation-state, a national identity is developed on equally deep disarticulations and exclusions over time as well as diachronic articulations and coherences. Nations, and national culfxra.1production, are thus not so easily disarticulated fkom racism and placing it is "his homogenous empty time of the
'modern' social irnaginarg" (Bhabha Location 249), as Anderson would himself imagine. These speculations on the relation and role of culture and cultural nationalism are more M y discussed in relation to globalism (or the

world system) in my section on "m~lticulturalism."~
In the sense that I intend to deploy it, the imagination is social,

enabling, and ideological. So I take Appadurai7sh a 1 phrase that the imagination is "a form of negotiation between sites of agency (individuals) and
globally defined fields of possibilities" to outline a mediation between a n
unfettered fantasy or contemplation and the overly determining construction

of the imaginary and imagination for which Althusser is critiqued. A space

for a speculative h c t i o n for cultural production is then opened up beyond
the imagining of possible social relations and formations outside of ideology.

I'll posit the term speculation (despite its ocular connections) as a politicized
(and therefore ideological) function that recognizes the possibility and
agency of imagination, while at the same time acknowledging the

restrictions ideology puts on such imagining.
The forms of cultural production I investigate - primarily poetry,
videos, sculpture, and photography - circulate and h c t i o n as speculative discourses. Following theorists who grant discourse an active cultural and social
role - Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mode, and Judith Butler are prime in
this respect - I approach the cultural as a discourse both constitutive of
(shaping) and constituted (being shaped) by society. Having made this active
transom between the discursive, the cultural and the social, I also believe (an
underused verb in theory these days) that cultural production plays an important speculative role as a discourse. T h e theoretical articulation then is of the
imagination, speculation, and discourse as the space or flows where the cultural mediates the social. And in this belief, I am not cordoning cultural pro-

duction off into an autonomous aesthetic realm where it is fkee to speculate
on the social yet fiee of the effect of social discourses and, ultimately, severed
&om any influence itself on the social. To define cultural production as a discourse is a means to locate it within a chain of relations and effects within the
conjunction (or, for Appadurai, disjuncture) of the social.

From the uCommodificationof Everything" to "Everything Is Being Made
'Cultural"
[ . . .] We may say that the historical development of capitalism

has involved the thrust towards the commodification of
everything.
Immanuel Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism with Captalist
Civilization.

Everything is being made "cultural."
Gayatri Spivak, A Critique of Postcolonial Reason.

In order for cultural production t o be something more than an artifact,
symptom, or a limited agent, it must have a field to act on. The imagination
and speculation of cultural production would otherwise circulate freely and
unconnected to the world. Yet, with the generalization of culture within globalism theory, the cztegory of culture expands to the extent that it overtakes
the social. Culture can then act only on itselfin a closed logic of the cultural

field without effects in the social. Slippages between the cultural and the
social in globalization theory are a result of the generalized sense of culture
that the more totalizing aspects of globalization theory invoke, but also
emerge out of recent theorizations of postmodernism which, Mike
Featherstone argues, "proclaim the triumph of culture and along with it the
end of the social" (UndoingCulture 2).

Gayatri Spivak reads this shift toward the primacy of culture as a
symptom she locates in cultural studies and partially attributes to Fredric
Jameson: T o recode a change in the determination of capital as a cultural
change is a scary symptom of cultural studies, especially feminist cultural
studies. Everything is being made 'cultural'. I hope the reader will notice the
difference between this statement and Jameson's [ . . .In(Critique 412).
Jameson, of course, argues that culture has lost its relative autonomy t o the
economic as the result of the logic of late capitalism. However, this does not
mean that culture wiU be absorbed by the economic and thus cease to exist

but rather:
Quite the contrary: we must go on to afErm that the dissolution

of an autonomous sphere of culture is rather to be imagined
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in terms of an explosion: a prodigious expansion of culture
throughout the social realm, to the point at which everything in

our social life

. . . can be said to have become "cultural" in some

original and yet untheorized way. (Postmodernism 48)
The difference Spivak exhorts us to be attentive to is the emphasis on the
verb "made," altered fkom Jameson's "become." It is a symptom of Jameson's
methodology, for Spivak, that everything has been "made" cultural, rather
than it being a social fact read back into the analysis. Yet, despite this culturalism, Jameson does not wholly eclipse the social with the cultural, and a
value of Jameson's work is to place cultural production within the Yong
waves" of capitalism (Jameson Postmodernism;Mandel).

If there is such slippage or traffic between these two terms - the cultural and the social - how have their meanings been altered? Here I want to
initially clarifl and define my application of the terms culture and the
cultural in relation to the terms society and the social in order to locate the
two categories. Culture has proven to be a notoriously slippery concept to
define, particularly since it has carried multiple meanings which have shifted over time. A central point of Raymond Williams' defmition of culture is
that it indeed develops as a.historically determined and shifting term.
Williams traces culture from synonymous with "civilizationn(with its highcultural connotations) and "as a general classification of 'the arts', religion,

and the institutions and practices of meanings and values" to a "metaphysics of subjectivity and imaginative process" and on to more "social concept" (Marxism 14-16). The often-cited (and critiqued from E.P. Thompson)
statement fkom Williams is: Y would then define the theory of culture as the

study of relationships between elements in a whole way of lifen (Long 46).
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This "whole way of lifenis not merely the configuration of or sum of activities and relation but rather it is defined by "actual experience through which
these were lived" (Long 47). In order to refute the notion of culture as an
ideal, Stuart Hall argues, for Williams, "[culture] is threaded through all
social practices and is the sum of their inter-relationship" [TWO
Paradigmsn

60).Hall also usefully contextualizes this as Williams' argument with reductive marxist determinism and the relegation of culture to a reflection (and
therefore merely a superstructural aspect) of the base. Hall writes:
[mTilliamsl offers a radical interactionism: in effect, the
interaction of all practices in and with one another, skirting
the problem of determinancy. The distinctions between
practices is overcome by seeing them all as variant forms of
praxis - of a general human activity and agency. (Two
Paradigmsn60)

Culture is more actively defined as having a role on the construction of society as a whole and not placed in a mirroring superstructural capacity.
Williams' gambit leads to a h c t i o n a l cultural studies definition:

In cultural studies traditions, then, culture is understood both
as a way of life - encompassing ideas, attitudes, languages,
institutions and structures of power - and a whole range of
cultural practices: artistic forms, texts, canons, architecture,
mass-produced commodities, and so forth. (Nelson et d 5)
Although this understanding is encompassing, it does not fold the social into
the cultural, rather, it maintains Williams' emphasis on a praxis (way of He)

and on its interelatedness to a range of sites.

I draw my definition of society and the social &om a more contained
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usage (although not a synchronic moment) from the work of Ernesto Laclau.

Laelau's short essay m e Impossibility of Society" (fist published in
Canadian Journal ofPolitical and Social Theory. Vol. W, 1&2, 1983) turns

to the "crisis" of the concept of social totality in order to propose an "infinitude of the social." In general (post-structuralist and marxist) terms, Laclau

presents the views of society as Kanintelligible totality" (1990 89) of the relational system of base and superstructure. In contrast to this fixed and knowable system, is the idea of the "infinitude of the socialn whose excesses of
meaning can not be contained (or structurally limited) by society. The sum of
social relations and meanings are no longer imagined as being knowable in
their totality and therefore they cannot be arrested into a fixed society. Thus

a tension of an infinitude of meanings and positions and the finitude of an
order are a t work within the social: this is the process through which the
order of society works t o hegemonize the social (1990 91). Thus, for Laclau,
society becomes "impossiblenbecause "the social only exists as the vain
attempt to institute that impossible object: society" (New Reflections 92).7

This defines a role for ideology as a force which fixes meaning into a
sutured society. Developed further in Laclau and MouWs Hegemony and

Socialist Strategy, these tensions lead to the contingent, unstable and (ultimately) always-under-construction social. Judith Butler provides a summary
of this process:

Because this ideological suturing is never complete, that is,
because it can never establish itself as a necessary or
comprehensive set of connections, it is marked by a failure of
complete determination, a constitutive contingency, that

emerges within the ideological field as its permanent (and
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promising) instabiliw (Bodies 192)-

The promise of this instability of the ideological and social fields is that the
impossibility of society opens possibility. So the adjectival, the social, is set

against the noun society in a relation ofprocess versus ~ t a s i sAgain
. ~ the
problem of determinancy is dealt with in a manner similar t o Williams'
interaction between culture and society. With this sense of an unstable and

in process social, culture can maintain its status as a form of practice and a
way of life.

The emphasis on culture as a form of praxis which is woven into
social practices does not lose the distinction between the cultural and the
social, for culture (as a praxis) acts on the social rather than being directly
determined by it. In a subtle contrast, although one that invokes a more specific anthropological sense of culture, Appadwai shifts fkom the noun culhre
to the adjectival form, cultural. He does so in order to avoid culture being
understood as "some kind of object, thing, or substance, whether physical or
metaphysical. This substantialization," he continues, "seems to bring culture
back into the discursive space of race, the very idea it was originally
designed to combatn (12).This idea of culture approximates the first of the

two Wallerstein lays out, where culture is "the set of characteristics which
distinguish one group from anothern and which u l h a t e l y serves a differen-

tiating effect which can be deployed as a function of racism o r culture as
"some set of phenomena which are different from (and 'higher' than) some
other set of phenomena within any one group" (Geopolitics 160) . For
Appadurai, "cultural the adjective moves one into a realm of differences,
contrast, and comparisons that is more helpful" (12). He then escalates this

into his working definition:
[Clulture is not usefully regarded as a substance but is better
regarded as a dimension of phenomena, a dimension that

attends to situated and embodied difference. Stressing the
dimensionality of culture rather than its substantinli-fypermits
our thinking of culture less as a property of individuals and
groups and more as a heuristic device that we can use to talk
about difEerence. (12-13)
Through this sense of culture and the cultural as differential, Appadurai
also seeks to complicate culture and ethnicity, so that ethnicity is not "primordialn and dependent on a "unidirectional process," but rather instrumental; that is, that ethnicity (like Williams' way of life) is inscribed through an
assemblage of smaller practices.

What is a t stake in these definitions of culture? Williams breaks down
two dominant senses of culture t o saturate culture with the social and t o
make culture a form of praxis. Appadurai redeploys culture (and the cultur-

al) as a process which can "articulate the boundary of difference" and
against a use of culture as a substance which is seen as "shared" and therefore can cloak inequities. The consequence in Appadurai's work is that culture and the cultural are at a remove fkom the social; simply put, the cultura1 tends to work on culture, marking boundaries of differences which can be

utilized to articulate a group identi@. This may indeed be a reflection of
Appadurai's disciplinarity as an anthropologist where, as Pierre Bourdieu
notes, the sense of culture is "broad" and "general" (1984 1,99). What tends

to be obscured is culture as a form of praris that acts on and has effects on
the social, and on social relations. I a m carefid here not t o lift difference and

the deployment of differences out of the social. But in Appadurai's formula-
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tion, there is the possibility and the tendency for culture to not act on the
social in the more oppositional way that cultural studies has defined and
defended.
Whereas Williams emphasizes the interrelatedness and connection of

all practices with one another, Appadurai focuses on culture as a "device to
talk about difference." This leads to Appadurai's nuanced and brilliant
analysis of culturalism and how it can be mobilized for violence (158-79).
But to invoke another viewpoint on the relationship of difference, the cultur-

al and the social, Appadurai's position risks being read as a symptom of culturalism itself. F o r Slavoj Zizek, the foregrcunding of difference comes as a
result of a limiting of the social imagination:

It is effectively as if, since the horizon of social imagination no
longer allows us to entertain an eventual demise of capitalism since, as we might put it, everybody silently accepts that
capitalism is here to stay - critical energy has found a
substitute outlet in fighting for cultural differences which leave
the basic homogeneity of the capitalist world-system intact.
("M:ulticulturalisrnn48)
While Zizek's position on the usurping of the primacy of the working class by
the micropolitics of multiculturalism may itself be a symptom of globalism in that it disarticulates race from class and invokes a form of neoliberal individualist competition for recognition - his general point that difference c a n
overtake the economic and the social is salient. A theory of globalization can
draw some methodological strength fYom Williams' initial fusion of culture

and social practices by imagining the cultural as a form of praxis that is not

isolated to the cultural field.
Where do culture and society, as categories, meet? What verb can join
these nouns? The verb determined gave way to the more tempered mediate
and the categories of autonomous, semi-autonomous and relative-autonomy
are available to locate culture in larger social fields. As I will discuss in the
following section, globalization has complicated this already complicated
relationship to the point where previous positions may be again applicable
in a new set of relations. For instance, in certain configurations, a s e d -

autonomy of the cultural may open possibilities of the imagination and discursive speculation by loosening the parameters these can work within. If
the ideology of globalism (and neoliberalism) can be said to invoke a closure
on the imagination, then t o imagine a semi-autonomy for the cultural may
work against this ideological closure.
Yet, a method of understanding the relationship of cultural products
to pursue a semi-autonomous position for culture may lead to an
autonomous position. If culture is at the heart of globalization, we must be
able to read the reflections, determinations, and mediations of globalism in
it. Not all culture is resistant to dominant relations, there m a y be subtle

alignments with elements of neoliberal globalism in cultural production that
should not be left to the productive consumer to refigure. And forms of
resistance need not be materialized on the semantic level only; formal
strategies as well as the construction of a political economy of a community
or cultural formation can, as well, prove to be unabsorbable by globalism. At
the same time, we must be careful not to block potential roles for the cultur-

al by a methodology that can only read the economic determinants of a
symptomatic culture. That is, we must not make the cultural merely eco-

nomic just as it must not be seen as a wholly autonomous field of produc-
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tion operating within its on rules and laws. The problematic lies between.

T h e Lonely Hour": Ever-Changing Methodologies

As a literary critic, I've engaged in the study of the internal

laws that govern literature. If I may bring up the analogy of a
factory, then I would say that neither the current state of the
world cotton market nor the politics of cotton trusts interests
me. One thing alone concerns me: the number of strands that

make up the cotton plant and the different ways of weaving
them.
Viktor Shklovsky, Theory of Prose.

Need to examine
uncritical times.
Stereolab, "New Orthophophy."

From the first moment to the last, the lonely hour of the Yast
instancennever comes.

Louis Althusser, F o r Mam.

The scale and reach of the cultural logic of globalization provokes a return t o
the original problematic of cultural studies: what critical methodology (or
combination of methodologies) is necessary to understand the current forma-

tion of the world? I write these lines, of course, at a moment when the cul-

turd logic of globalism appears to be expanding and becoming increasingly
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naturali~ed.~
Leslie SLdair proposes that, in the cultural sphere, globalism
builds upon a culture-ideology of consumerism, and that "[tlhe creation of a
culture-ideology of consumerism, therefore is bound up with the selfimposed necessity that capitalism must be ever-expanding on a global scale"
(302). If culture is now bound up with the expansion of globalism, any previ-

ous sense of autonomy or ambiguous semi-autonomy for culture is negated.

Pushing this lack of an autonomous space t o a greater extreme, Slovenian
critic Marina Grzinic argues that capitalism has spatialized ideas and. concepts: "It is not really a question of going to some geopolitical spaces, such as
M c a , eastern Europe, or Asia; it is about the capitalisation of ideas and
concepts becoming territory itself" (9)- So when Jameson asserts the "becom-

ing cultural of the economic and the becoming economic of the cultural"
(Globalization6 0 ) as a feature of postmodernism, it is not a collapse of the
c u l t u r a l into the economic or

a vulgar economism, but a fusion attempting to

understand the relationship of the economic on the cultwal (and vice versa)
within globalization.
Globalization provokes a crisis in the methodology of reading culture.

In this sense, the methodological rupture and restructuring of cultural studies must be retooled for the shift &om cultural studies' impetus - national
cultural formations and hegemony - to globalism as the site where hegemony is structured, performed, and maintained. The return to this original

problematic is also a return to the question of base (the economic as the primary defininddetermining factor in society) and superstructure (the social,

cultural and subjective formations which are determined by the economic).

But this return is not as a farce (as Marx adds t o what Hegel "forgot" to add

in his view of history [Eighteenth 71 about the return of history) but as an
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attempt to develop a more flexible and multi-determined view of the relationship of the spatial and the temporal, of%ghn and Yow" cultures, of the
"developed" and the uundeveloped,"and ultimately (but not in the last
instance) of the relationship of the cultural and the economic in the development of globalization.
Nor are Jameson and other theorists of globalization (Tomlinson,
Robertson, Hall, Sklair) initiating this problematic of the relationship of economic and the cultural in their cultural mornent.1° Hal Foster likewise
sounds the alarm - in the emblematic moments of the centenary of M a d s
death and Orwell's dystopic 1984 - for a new understanding of the cultural
and the economic as previous attempts have been transformed by current
reality:
However incisive, all of these [previous] critics still see the
cultural and the economic as (semi-autonomous)realms related
by ideology. They are concerned with the demystification of this

separation, with the silences created by it; they do not reflect
on the potential reintegration of one realm into the other. And
yet, such is the reality we seem to face now: a breakdown in the
old structural opposition of the cultural and the economic in the
simultaneous "commodification" of the former and the
"symbolization" of the later. (Recodings 145)
Foster's argument is not an indictment against marxist cultural theorists
who continue to get the relationship of the cultural and the economic wrong,
but rather a prescriptive and retrospective look at the possibilities of a concept of political art a t that moment. Likewise, I am not joining in a belated

quest to access some moment when the cultural and the economic were in

a reflective relationship, but rather to bring a more nuanced, dialogic interpretation of the base/superstructure paradigm within a cultural and social
field seemingly more contradictory and cohesive than previously imagined.ll
Theories of globalization stress (as I have stressed) the c o ~ e c t i v i t y

and overlapping (or shrinking) effect of globalization, and with this interrelationship of the economic and the cultural, the reflective model of base
and superstructure is inadequate for imaging a role for the cultural. Earlier,
Althusser made a break &om Marx's more direct reflective relationship to a
relationship similar to that of the cultural and the economic within globalization: Wthusser eliminates the last traces of a 'reflection' theory in favor
of an indissoluble, active union between what M a n called structure and
superstructuren(Dupre 243). The concept of overdetermination, introduced
into this relationship by Althusser, acknowledges the multiple determinations and multiple contradictions through all levels of social relations, and
emphasizes the relational character of social formations over their relative
autonomYl2 Overdetermination complicates the two-way determination
between base and superstructure:
Althusser proposed t o substitute for the notions of reciprocal
action and retroaction of the superstructures on the base, that
of "overdetermination," which expresses the irreducible
complexity of the 'social whole' posited by the materialist
dialectic. (Balibar Philosophy 93)

The cultural then is not merely reflective of the base and active in its construction, but interactive in all levels of the social whole, in a similar (yet
more contradictory) way that Williams conceived of the interactivity of the
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cultural in the social. For globalization, this formulation allows the cultur-
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al to have also a n active force within global flows, but with an outcome that
is not predictable due to the overdetermined nature of the cultural. The last
instance never comes, in Althusser7sformulation because determinations are
multiple, contradictory and, in some sense, unpredictable.
With this overdetermined relation between the cultural of the economic, the boundaries between high culture and low culture have been altered,
which brings consequences for methodology. Cultural studies has tended to
focus on popular culture at the exclusion of so-called elitist culture, ironically maintaining the high cdture/low culture and masslmicro-cultural distinctions that have evaporated or a t least weakened by the saturated relationship of the cultural and the economic. This tendency to privilege mass culture as the object of study presents a simplified view of the cultural sphere
or field in which different levels of culture are not articulated or in which
mass culture is exemplar, standing in for

as a whole.

Of course, the cultural is not only articulated to the economic, but is
itself an intricate economy where influences pass easily from low to high,
from mass to micro, and vise versa. The postmodernist erosion of the distinction of high and low culture is, by now, a totally recognized and functioning
fact - both from cultural producers and (more effectively) by the marketers
of culture. This recognition has different results, naturally, in different sites.
Artist and curator Gregory Shollette structures the collapse of high and low,
not as a victory of the avant garde - which could have developed, if not an
emanicipatory art, an engaged art practice at a popular level - but as coincidental "with an ethical and political vacuum in which transnational capital
holds a political and technological monopoly t o which visual culture will

soon be added" (not paginated). C d t u r a I studies, in its privileging of the
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popular, isolates the influences and effects of smaller-scale and avantgardist cultural practices (perhaps better understood as part of subcultural
production) by seeing their circulation as autonomous. So when Grossberg
writes "hegemony always involves a struggle to rearticulate the popularn (We
Gotta 247) we have to add that now hegemony's struggle (within the new

culturaVeconomic relations formed by globalization) to rearticulate the popular enlists all aspects of culture - whether high or low, mass or micro, sub or

high cultural.
If cultural studies is indeed "interested in the articulation between
everyday life and the formations of power," as Grossberg proposes
("Genealogy" 144) then both "everyday lifen and formations of power must be
located within (or circulating through) all levels and forms of culture. In her
study of nationalism and literature, Sarah Corse usefully locates the use of

high cultural literary production in relation to a particular formation of
power, national culture. Corse acknowledges the division between high c d -

turd production as "consciously constructed pieces of the national culturen
(9) and the commodity status of popular literature. Yet Corse allows for some

overdetermination of her categories:
Thus it is important to understand that the analytic difference
between high and popular culture, although necessary for an
understanding of the diverse constraints and influences on the
types of literature, is not suf£icient for a complete description

of the conditions within which cultural works are produced,
consumed, and evaluated. (167)

A case study of Canadian literature shows the effect of high cultural literary

production on a national popular, as the themes and images from these
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texts circulate through other media and are embedded in educational practices. Through the overdetermination and movement of culture across not
only national boundaries, but across divisions within a nation culture, the
effects of (what is coded as) high culture can materialize in a more popular
form. This is not some boundary blurring where all cultural effects are

homogenous, but rather an acknowledgment that cultural effects are not as
predictable as the convenient categories of study (highflow, mass/elite, etc.)
would contend.
What is the cultural consequence, then, if globalization's cultureideology has reached all levels of culture due to the invasiveness and expansionism of globalization? In a sense, there is no outside either for high culture or for low-level cultural production. This, of course, becomes a point of
contestation for cultural production itself. This is the effective problematic
rather than the ideological defeat of culture in relation to globalization. In a
more positive way, Jameson extends the reach of the economic and macrosocial into genres:
There is of course no reason why specialized and elite
phenomena, such as the writing of poetry, cannot reveal
historical trends and tendencies as vividly as "real Wen- or
perhaps even more visibly, in their isolation and semi-autonomy
which approximates a historical laboratory. (Ideologiesvol2.
179)

Progressive as this statement may appear, it still falls back onto a reflection
theory for poetry, that despite its "isolation," poetry can have the world
embedded in it, ready to be dug out and reassembled by the observant critic.

Two other anachronistic assumptions about poetry should be addressed
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here as well. "Poetry" is a homogenous category or field for Jameson, he does
not differentiate between "official" or "unofficialnpoetry (Bernstein Contents
Dream 244-51),nor recognize that there is no one political economy for poetry. This political economy ranges fiom the "official verse culture" where cul-

tural capital can be transformed into positions within the academy to a more

subcultural view of poetry where cultural capital circulates within a smaller
and less normative field.13 An analysis of production, reception and con-

sumption has to take into account the political economies of poetry texts:
small-press editions and larger, academic press publication are not in the
same economy, even if they both generate equivalent cultural capital within
their particular cultural fields. In this sense, cultural capital can abstract

the effect of capital. I f cultural capital slides into a homologous position with
actual capital, the real economy of cultural production becomes obscured.
The semi-autonomous cultural field of Bourdieu (Cultural Production)
is within globalism as well. Therefore Bourdieu's field theory provides a

model for "understanding works of art as a manifestation of the field as a
whole, in which all the powers of the field, and aIl the determinisms inherent in its structure and functioning, are concentrated" (Cultural Production
37). But put bluntly, globalism now saturates and determines the field. The

field model faces a pivotal revision provoked by globalization: a critical
methodology for culture can choose to go to the level of the field to conceptu-

alize tensions, positions and struggles, or it can go to the level of globalism
as the logic of the culture-ideology of consumerism and, even more menac-

ingly,as "the contemporary transformation of every part of reality into a
market" and subsequently "the production of a new reality" (Grossberg

"Speculationsn 19). Within its homologous field, cultural production must
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still be understood as being engaged with globalization.
When Ron SilIiman contends, "Poems both are and are not
commodities" (New Sentence 20) he opens the poem up to a range of possibilities beyond his original problematic "that consumption for fil-ther production is a moment of production itself - it is actionn (30).Firstly there is an
intersection with an avant-gardist position with the cultural studies position
of productive consumption. A curious enjambment given cultural studies
emphasis on mass culture and.its wariness of avant-garde formations. But,

as I will discuss later in the section on their reception, the language poets
imagined a productive reader being actively engaged in meaning production
precisely through the structuration of the text. The writer, in a sense was
constructing an enabled reader (at which point, the author function dropped
away). Secondly, SiUiman's positioning of the ambiguous commodity status
of poems intersects with Jameson's casual remark that poetry's "isolation
and semi-autonomy [ . . .I approximates a historical laboratory." To figure
poetry as a historical laboratory is reactive, liRing poetry outside of social

relations (as if it were not produced within these very relations) and then

granting the critic the role of rereading the determinisms back into the text.
But within globalism, can we ask if resistance to the incorporation of the
consumerist ideology of globalization is now an emergent tactic for cultural
production? That the refusal to be interpellated as a consumable cultural
product - and consumed toward a normative end - can be rearticulatory of

the role given culture within globalization. To return again t o the notion of a
crisis in both culture and in a methodology for reading culture within the
relations of globalism, Foster proposes a contextual option for a neo-avant-

garde:

[Tlo rethink transgression not as a rupture produced by a
heroic avant-garde outside the symbolic order but as a fracture

traced by a strategic avant-garde within the order. In this view
t h e goal of an avant-garde is not to break with this order
absolutely[ . . .I but t o expose it in crisis, to register its points
not only of breakdown but of break-through, the new
possibilities that such a crisis might open up (Return 157).
For Foster this move away from a transgressive model of the avant-garde is
also away fi-om "grand oppositions to subtle displacements" (25).

A further move £?om "subtle displacements" to a forceful poetics of
articulation would give a stronger more tactical role for cultural production.

Cultural production could be imagined as a practice which does not find value
per s e in transgressing boundaries, for what is t h e discourse of globalization
if' not a discourse of transgression: transgression of national borders, of local
boundaries, and of regulatory laws. What form does an antisystemic cultural
practice take when it is realized that there is no oppositional outside? How
are "resistance," "struggle," "opposition," or "transgression" refigured given
the impossibility of society and the possibilities that formulation opens up?
Imagined as a discursive element in an overdetermined social field, where
contradictions overlap and determine each other in multiple directions, what
tactics and strategies does cultural production take up? And given t h a t this
complexity takes place within globalization - a force moving simultaneously
toward homogenization and expansion - there can be a focus or site of articulation. This is also a return to the problematic of cultural studies' formulations of resistance. However, I am interested in t h e speculative fimction of

cultural production within the framework of globalization: it is a shift in
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levels that does not cancel out effects at another level. Speculation does not
exclude forms of cultural praxis and indeed must be thought of as a necessary
stage or moment which is linked to a reimagining of the shape of the social.
Articulation is usefidly defined by Grossberg as series of linkages:
%&iculation links this practice to that effect, this text t o that meaning, this
meaning to that re&@,

this experience to those politics. And these links

themselves are articulated into larger structures, etc." (We Gotta 54). As part
of the social, Laclau and M o d e give articulation a more transformative
function: W e will c a l l articulation any practice establishing a relation
among elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice" (Hegemony 105).Articulation h c t i o n s within the social to
form the contingent connections that give society its shape; not, however, as
a sutured totality but, as I wrote earlier, as an "impossiblenformation.

Stuart Hall, adds a cognitive function to articulation:
Thus, a theory of articulation is both a way of understanding
how ideological elements come, under certain circumstances, to
cohere together within a discourse, and a way of asking how
they do or do not become articulated, at a specific conjunctures,
to certain political subjects. (CriticalDialogues 141-42)
As is characteristic and valuable InHall's work, he moves from the structural to the subjective in his function of articulation; thus articulation describes

how social discourses cohere but also how these discourses have an ideological effect on a subject. Grossberg's perception is that "the concept of articulation marks Hall's unwillingness to accept the necessity of either correspondence or non-correspondence, either the simple unity or the absolute com-

plexiw of the social formation" (Critical Dialogues 156). This is particular-
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ly valuable within a theory of globalization where the tendencies can be to
accept the simple (homogenizing, totalizing) unity or the (overwhelming)
complexity of globalization: either acceptance leaves little place for agency.

Cultural production as an articulatory practice can also operate on a
variety of levels; ranging fkom the stmctura.1 to the subjective, f?om the discourses of the social to the positions of the cultural field. An articulatory
poetics is based on a poetics of conjunction, of showing how discourses and
social formations are themselves articulated. This does not imply a unity
within the text as the conjunction can be between disjunctive elements,
materials, discourses, histories, etc. For instance, photographer Ian
Wallace's Clayoquot Protest series of documentary photos of protests against
clear-cutting logging practices on Vancouver Island represents a complex
articulation of the global, the local and the aesthetic debates within the
modernist cultural field.14 A series of colour photos of a rally with protesters
on the logging roads leading into the lush rain forest are printed onto large
canvases via photolaminate. Jutting into and covering the images are monocolour rectangles patterned with the distinctive wood grain swirls of plywood.

In this effective combination of semantic content and artistic material,

Wallace articulates the cause of the protest (logging practices) with the productive outcome (the plywood): the usually unrepresentable process - the
mode of production - is represented through this use. In the image field
there is both the raw material of the trees in their local site and the h i s h e d
product which will be sold transnationally. These monochromatic intrusions
also refer to modernist monochromatic painting, the modernist gesture
against representation. But the monochrome plywood rectangles appear as if

they are boarding over the protesters. They are rearticulated into a role
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that flickers between representation and nonrepresentation, between signifi-

cation and nonsignifying colour. This dense articulation of sites and discourses (aesthetic, cultural, economic) links to the ideology of globalization
where all locals must be articulated into the global economic system.
Another visual project exemplifies the materializing of articulations

that globalism obscures. Martha Rosler's super-8 61mFlower Fields (1975)
holds a long shot of a near-Impressionistic landscape with fields of geometric
colours and cloud-spotted blue sky. As t h e aesthetics of t h e f
i
l
m begin to
dominate, the shot comes abruptly into focus, leaping forward to focus on
the bent figures picking the flowers; migrant workers in the flower fields of

Southern ~ a l i f o r n i aThe
. ~ ~aesthetic is disrupted by the political, the cultur-

al shot through with the economic as t h e fetishization of a product (flowers)
is articulated to its production. This materializes t h e labour that commodity

fetishization hides. It also highlights the transnational aspect of migrant
labour, as well as the economic relations between Mexico and t h e US.

A poetics of articulation is not merely a semantic expansion of putting "the world" into a text, b u t an attempt to link cause and effect, rather

than catalogue the effects of bad history, or imperialism, or globalization.
Often such documentary political art presents a fetishized image with no
articulation of cause to effect, with no analysis of a system of domination or
of a structure of resistance. Let me present a small case study around a specific content. Carolyn ForchBYspopular book The Country Between Us, is a
key text in a "poetry of witness" that was formulated in t h e early eighties in
North America. This poetics asserted t h e poet as an objective yet impassioned observer of social evils. Forch6 focuses her gaze internationally, but

Latin America during the time of popular leftist resistances to military
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juntas and puppet governments: her work documents El Salvador, and

Argentina, as well as Hungary. Her work coincides with a swell of interest in
Latin American politics as well as some symbolic support for the rebel
movements by progressive groups. This attention also surfaced at a popular
level with films such as Salvador (1986 regarding El Salvador), Missing

(1982 regarding Argentina), and Under Fire (1983regarding Nicaragua) In a
much-anthologized poem, "The Colonel," Forchk lucidly writes of a colonel in

El Salvador (whose house she has been invited to as a poet) who spills a
sack of human ears (cut off from dead resistance [FMLM fighters] onto the
table and rehydrates one in a glass of water. While this is a powerful imagis-

tic representation of oppression, there can be a critique of Forch6's poetics.
Her conceptualization of power (throughout the book) is diffuse and siteless,
but its effects are visible on the body. Forch6 locates power (and correspondingly corruption) in individuals;her work subjectifies power, making it

appear as an internal corruption rather than the result of exploitation,
uneven development and imperialism. T h e texts do not make the connection
with the role of imperialism and globalization (the cause) in the oppression
(the effect) of a country like El Salvador. Amazingly, for a book so pointed in
the effects of power, Forch6 does not adequately bring up the role of the U.S.
or the history of dominance fkom transnational companies (TNCs) in the
imperialistic relations of Latin America. Forch6 tends to cast a First World
gaze onto these countries: they become the place where atrocities occur,
where barbarism is everyday. A series of relations go unacknowledged - historical, economical, geographical, racial - and as Jed Rasula comments, the
poetry of witness becomes semantically bound as a code of poetry amongst

other codes; that is, it codifies "poetry of witnessn as a model of poetry
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rather than a social act (381).
Conversely, a Canadian poet, Pat Lowther, writes at approximately
the same time and engages with similar semantic content in her posthumously published The Stone Diary. Unlike Forche, Lowther articulates historical conditions t o existing economic relations within transnational globalism. Lowther points to TNCs in both the system of domination and in the
difficulties of an effective structure of resistance:
they forgot the strength of I.T. & T.
United Fruit Co.
Anaconda

who do not give up
what they have taken (16-26)

Semantically, Lowther's work articulates the sites of her "witnessninto larger discourses and economies.
From a different literary and ideological formation, Bob Perelman's
poetic critiques of U.S. foreign (and domestic) policies are fueled by an anger
processed through irony as an appropriate social response. In his chapbook
from 1984, To The Reader, Perelman includes this analysis of the condition
of Latin America in the poem "Statement":
[

. . .I

In Guatemala in 1954,

Arbenz began to expropriate unused land.

Offering United Fruit Company exactly the same

Low figure United Fruit Company had given

Earlier as a base to calculate taxes.
At that point, the CIA intervened.

There is a line, and it makes a picture.
I write "includes" this analysis because Perelman's text is not a unified
narrative or a poem about Latin America. As part of a radically conjunctive
method, the text ranges through social, economic, historical and political
sites o r topics, making links - oblique, humourous or direct

- between these

elements. In the more unified section I have quoted, Perelman supplies the
information but then asks the reader, obliquely, t o make the ideological connection. Perelman's text places the U.S.'s policy and interventions in Latin
America into a broad social and political spectrum, articulating the economic
persuasion and power of the United Fruit Company with U.S. involvement.
So, rather than attempt to disk& from certain bad relations in an
attempt to get t o a spacialized aesthetic outside, an articulatory cultural
practice attempts to articulate links where they are not immediately evident
or where they are obscured through ideology This is the cognitive function
of articulation that Hall identifies. It is also a counter or reaction t o the ideology of globalization, as I discuss at length in the up-coming "As Ideologg"
subsection. Articulation can also be a t a methodological level, at a formal
level. As my section of the Language writers will show, the radical conjunc-

tion of their work, the range of semantic material and the hyperreferentialit y produced by this range, makes their texts densely articulatory In my

study of their development as a cultural formation, I use a rearticulatory
methodology to move their work beyond the limiting framework of national
culture; that is, I disarticulate their formation and cultural production Grom
an overdetermined relationship with American national culture and articu-

late it t o the discourses and ideology of globalization. The language writers
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are not only a challenge t o the official verse culture of America, but provide

an extra-national critique of the ideology of globalization.

In approaching cultural production, I try to read its relation to its
saturation with the cultural logic of globalism - how does this work react to
the culture-ideology of consumerism, to the restructuring of the subject into
a neoliberal individual, t o the discourses of globalization which pose the end

of history in the inevitability of globalism (and along the way, erasing the
nation-state)? How do these works make the ideology of globalism visible?
Broadk how do these works engage with the world system?And, what
world do these works imagine in their rearticulations? Obviously not every
work can do - o r try to do - all of these things. But all of the works I look a t

do not separate themselves fiom the cultural, the social or ideology. In reading the ideology of form and of aesthetics, even the most formally engaged

works are also an engagement with ideology, with the shape of the world. An
extremely clear statement of such a methodology, despite attempts to define
a cultural poetics within the literary field, is from the field of architectural
history. In this passage from Eve Blau7sexemplar study-, The Architecture of

Red Vienna 1919-1934, substiGte poetry for architecture:
Yet revelation of those conflicts [of social and architectural
ideas] and of the ways in which ideology operates in
architecture does not account fully for the architecture. To do
this requires a different historiographical method, one that
takes into account the operations of both ideology and a form of
knowledge that is particular to architecture - that allows us to

ask not only, What is the ideological content of the architec-

ture? But also, in what ways can architecture (filled with
ideological content) be instrumental, operative, strategic?
Where, in effect, is the locus of politics in architecture? (12)
And, then for the purposes of "understanding," "grasping,"or mapping,
substitute the cuLtural for architecture.
Too often, in the attempts to formulate a cultural poetics, context is
approached as that which is somehow "behind" the texts, as if determinants
and their mediations are the scaffolding of the text which will be revealed in
an informed reading.16 Further, this context is often understood as syn-

chronic and static instead of open to the flows of history as well as the constitutive hand of historiography. The readings in my dissertation will be

diachronic as well as synchronic and address the context of the production of
the works (the structures of feeling of the sites of production), the discourses
constituting the work and the cultural formations it comes from, as well as
the aesthetic and cultural fields which inform the structure of the works.
And they will also be idiosyncratic in the uses which I put the text o r art

work to; I am not trying to read intention or static context back into the
work, but rather to approach these works as speculations that exceed intentionality and which can become recontextualized as social relations shift.
Globalization is such a shift. The oscillations of cultural nationalism is
another such shift. The articulation of locals into a global imaginary is
another.

In some cases, then, I do not dwell on the determinants of the text,
but rather redeploy the text or art work into another problematic; to move
the text as a speculative discourse into another problematic. To introduce
a concept from Theodor Adorno which I will revisit in my discussion of

ideology: 'The greatness of works of art, however, consists solely in the fact
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that they give voice t o what ideology hides. Their very success moves beyond
false consciousness, whether intentionally or not" (Notes 39).The tension in
Adorno's observation is in his shift ikom author t o reader; from that texts
(texts themselves?)"give voice" to what ideology obscures, and that their
"success" lies beyond the text's intentionaliw. What can culture say beyond
itself rather than how culture speaks its context.

To s u m up and recapitulate my intentions. I've identified or isolated two

paradigms for the role and circulation of culture within theories of globalization. One limits the cultural t o a resistant o r oppositional role that blocks
globalization's homogenizing effect at the local. Following an ethnographic
model, local meaning production (subjective and collective as a "structure of
feelings") is resistance to globalization in that particular site and moment
and takes the shape of rearticulations of global culture (localizing them in a
sense) or by affirming the existing local or national culture (producing difference). I called this a resistance at &thelast instance" with the local being the

last defense of a cultural homogenization. The second, interlocked, paradigm
is more crudely economist and places these local and national sites in a
reflective role of globalism's effects. These paradigms present a conceptual
challenge to configure a more complex, nuanced and potential role for the
cultural within globalization as well as a methodological need to develop a

way of reading the complexities and intersections of culture and globalism at
a l l levels (of culture and of cultural products).

Secondly, I have defined "multiculturalism" as a national and extra-
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national discursive site which needs to be understood within the processes of
globalization as well at the national level. The cultural production of ethnic
and racialized artists and writers provides a speculative discourse that can
rearticdate LCmulticulturalism"
and redefine it in a more specific and poten-

tial manner.

Thirdlx I point out the re-emergence of the imagination that theorists
of globalization have recently invoked. I define this refigured imagination
within a social field as well as within ideological effects. Once figured as tak-

ing shape within ideology and the social, the imagination is the site where a
speculative function of cultural production can take shape. I then define a
usage of the terms culture and the cultural alongside society and the social
in order that cultural effects can be read into and on the social rather than

being limited to the cultural field. This opens a role for cultural production

as a speculative discourse which is in relation and interactive with other
constitutive discursive formations in the social.
Fourthly, I present a model of a poetics of articulation in which the
cultural is understood as an articulatory practice, engaging with globalization at a speculative and discursive level by a series of linkages or articdations within the social and artistic field. The movement that I have traced
begins at an overdetermined relationship of the cultural and the economic,
where these two spheres are no longer seen as separate due t o globalization's expansionism ("the commodEcation of everything") and the consumerist cultural logic (or ideology) of globalization also saturating the cul-

tural field. Then I move to a speculative function for the c u l t u r a l which is
enabled by a more semi-autonomous position for the cultural within global-

ization; not an imagined outside to ideology, b u t a discursive function for
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the cultural within t h e process of the social. From this place, cultural production can be imagined as an articulatory practice within the social, linking

and delinldng relational chains of meaning, altering the formation of social
meaning, and rearticulating possible social formations. A poetics of articulation is both cognitive and speculative.

A tension within t h e relationship of globalism and culture is the dispersal

and reception of culfxre which still carries its semantic and social determination of national and local sites. Not only how local readings or uses of culture S e c t new and particular meanings into a universalized cultural prod-

uct, but how cultural production inscribes its o w n local and national mean-

ings in other sites and within globalism is one of my nodal points. Am I circling around the idea that culture, somehow talks back t o globalization,

inflecting itself into the character of the global? Is this a global plea for a
cultural dialogism? If this is an aspect, then it is a reaction to the predicament of globalization and theories of globalization in which culture h a s been

figured without t h e kind of dialogic or mediating or productive or constitutive effect that it was previously given when nationalism and its permuta-

tions were the primary framework for the cultural. I intend to enter t h e
relationship of culture to globalization and of the micro-aesthetic to t h e
macro-ideological in particular cultural products and formations. This
involves the difficult task of reading culture through what Adorno calls "the
total social process" (1977 129). Since my object of study is culture (the formation), the c u l t u r a l (elements in the process of formation) and cultural production (literally t h e products within the cultural), my methodology must

also be an articulation of different sites and discourses.
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Attempting this project of rereading national cultural production at

the level of globalism and reading globalism down to sites where it may be
rearticulated, is t o admit to an incompleteness, perhaps a necessary
incompleteness. I'm wary of a mapping of globalism - whether cognitively or
systematically - because it proposes that globalism is knowable in its totali-

ty. This then renders globalization as static, as being comprehended synchronically rather than recognizing the diachronic formations, articulations

and disarticulations, uneven development, belated and competing modernisms through which globalization proceeds. I am not pressing toward, as

Anthony King is, "the understanding of cultures on a global scale" (1991

149),but t o understand the determinants, mediations as well as the materialization, potentid and effects of "the culturdn within globalization - and
within a globalization that contains nations, borders, identities, differences,
bodies, genders and cultures.

Notes

See Hitchcock Workers of the World

!" (71)and Spivak

(Critique 412).

For instance, consider this neoliberal destruction of collectivity:
"Workers' Compensation Board monopoly challenged"
Webposted Jun 27 2000 10:ll PM. EDMONTON - Billboards

and radio ads will soon be appearing across Alberta as a
business group begins a campaign t o end the WCB's monopoly
on workplace insurance.

The Progressive Group for Independent Business is
behind the campaign. It wants business owners to have a choice
over where they get insurance.
We're not saying we want t o get rid of the WCB. The WCB
needs to be there but the WCB can't be the ody option," says
Joe Keunen, who is a member of the business lobby group.
Y think we'll be very successful because we're just tslking

about common sense here," says Craig Chandler, president of
the Independent Business. cwww//http:nationalpost.com>

A collective agency such as the Worker's Compensation Board is seen as a
monopoly rather than a legislation regarding workers' rights. The neoliberal
program as well specializes in dismantling the progressive gains of the
1930s and 1950s in the workplace and the 1970s and 1980s amendments in
equal rights. Their cultural logic is challenged through the very nondiscriminatory logic that initially formed them. It's "ievel playing fieldnversus
"equality."
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For an overview and productive rearticulation of Althusser's conception of ideology and the subject, a rearticulation which finds a positive
function for Althusser, see George Hartley's chapter "Ideological Struggle
and the Possibility of an Oppositional Poetic Practice" in his unparalleled

book on the Language Poets, Tex~ualPolitics and the Langrcage Poets
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: U of Indiana P, 1989.) Summarizing the critic of Althusser he writes:

T h e story is that Althusser has conceptualized the relationship
between ideology and the reproduction of the relations of
production in such a way that the possibility of opposition o r
revolution is denies: once a mode of production is established

and begins interpelating subjects through Ideological State
Apparatuses, there is no release valve o n Althusser's conceptual
machine that provides for the death of a mode of
production. (26)
See Althusser "Freud and Lacan" (Lenin 189-220) and Martin Jay,
"Lacan, Althusser, and the Specular Subject of Ideology" (329-80).
See Michael Tumer "Shooting Gallery" (Vancouver magazine JanJFeb.

1998 16).
For instance see Anderson's claim that "The dreams of racism actually have their origin in the ideology of class, rather than those of nation
[ . . .In (149).While it is important to make visible the link between racism

and class formation and the strategic deployment of class-defined subjects

against racially defined subjects, class must not be disarficulated from
nationalism.
Laclau and MoufTe follow through in this definition of society in

Hegemony and Socialist Strategy:

The incomplete character of every totality necessarily leads us
to abandon, as a terrain of analysis, the premise of 'society' as a
sutured and self-defined totality. "Society" is not a valid object
of discourse. There is no single underlying principle fixing -

and hence constituting - the whole field of differences (111).

One note of clarification. "Society" is not a valid discourse precisely because
it cannot be sutured into a totality: it is not a structured totality (it is struc-

tured, but not a totality). Laclau and M o d e define discourse as: The structured totality resulting f3om an articulatory practice, we call discourse"
(105).
This grammatical homology is an aspect of Laclau and Mouffe's

writing, for M o s e a s well use this model for a on politics and the political:
"Politics, as the attempt to domesticate the political, to keep at bay the
forces of destruction and to establish order, always has to do with power"
(Return 141). Again, the noun tames the adjectival form.
Althusser includes a fascinating and effective footnote to his writing
in the ideological state apparatus essay to illustrate that ideology is time-

less. To the sentence, The writing I am currently executing and the reading
you are currently performing are also in this respect rituals of ideological

recognition, including the 'obviousness' with which the 'truth' or 'error' of my
reflections may impose itself upon you," (173) Althusser follows with the
footnote: "NB: this double 'currently' is one more proof of the fact that ideology is 'eternal', since these two 'currentlys' are separated by an indefbite

interval; I am writing these lines on 6 April 1969, you may read them at any
subsequent time" (173).My own "execution" of these lines is 6 June 2000:

you may perform a reading a t any subsequent time.
loMy temptation is to write "our d t u r a l moment" here. But this

impulse can be read as the very kind of totalizing move o r homogenizing
gesture that globalization itself brings. I'm not cautious in a liberal sense of
being so attentive to the differentiation of subject positions that any sense
(symbolic or imagined) of collectiviw is sidestepped. Rather I want to
acknowledge that these writers are writing from a problematic determined
by shared but not universal conditions. Again, note the uneven development

within globalization - and likewise within the critique of globalization.

Spivak applies a typographical defamiliarization to a sentence *om Jameson
where every time he invokes "our" it is italicized. The result shows
Jameson's methodological positioning of a cultural dominant as the base
f?om which to project his critique: It's really one of those brutal moments in

Spivak where she steps outside of the normal politeness of academic discourse to scour someone. Regarding Jameson, she writes: Z e t us now read
this sentence: 'it is at least empirically arguable that our daily life, our psy-

chic experience, our cultural languages, are today dominated by space rather
than categories of time, as in the preceeding period of high modernism proper' " (Critique 313).
Her analysis begins:

For Jameson's text to make sense, the reader must fill a
subject-position referring at least to State, Institution, Hero-

ritual, construction of the object of investigation: distinguished
U.S. professor of the humanities with a considerable radical
reputation commenting on the postmodern cultural dominant:
one of the new "nomads." (3 13)
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l1 Marx famously described it in the preface to A C ~ n ~ b u t i to
o nthe
Critique of Political Economy: "The sum total of these relations of production
constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation on which
rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite
forms of consciousness" (Reader 4).

l2 See my introduction of the Open Letter, ?Disgust &
Overdetermination: a poetics issue" ( 10: 1[Winter 19981) for an elaboration.
l3Let me be a bit more specific in my use of "subculturen here. If

globalization has constructed a culture-ideology of consumerism, I will designate a subculture as a cultural formation which is not based on such consumerism.

l4 For an explanation of the project and reproductions, see Canadian
Art Summer 1998: 53-7.

l5See Martha Rossler Martha Rosler: positions in the life world

(Vienna: Generali Foundation, 1999).

l6 For instance consider this statement from Rachel Blau DuPlessis
and Peter Quartermain (eds. The Objectivist Nerus: Essays in Cultural
Poetics Tuscaloosa: U of Alabama P, 1999):
The term "cultural poetics" is used by [Stephen] Greenblatt t o

mean a systematic way of articulating the working
assumptions, the premises, the ideologies of practice of any
discursive system that gives rise t o texts whether poetry or not.
But "poetics"is used generally by poets and critics of poetry to
mean the working assumptions, the premises, and the ideologies of practice lying behind the creation of poetic texts. (21)

"ANDTHE CONDITIONS THEMSELVES CRY OUT":
GLOBALISM AND THE ROLE OF THE C
a
m
Intro (Fade In)

I title this section with a fragment fiom Marx at his most quotable, The
Eighteenth Brurnaire of Louis Bonaparte, not to invoke the positive correlation in which the right combination of social conditions necessarily leads to a
transformation of society - a correlation deflected by capital's mutabiliQ and
misrecognition - its negative capabiliw - but with the simple stance that

the cultural field and cultural production both respond t o and circulate within networks of mediations and determination. In this sense, the conditions of

late capital, of globalism, cry out for a critique, for contextualization, for a
reaction against themselves.

A Different Kind of Tension: Theories of ~ l o b a l i z a t i o n l
Globalization demands a large gesture t o comprehend - and resist -

its logic. The analysis of globalism (the structure, the political project) and
globalization (the process) provokes a return t o totalizing theories. In this

sense, globalism is t h e inevitable - and theoretically necessary - endpoint
for critics such as Fredric Jameson whose work has been to find the right
totalizing theory to cognitively map the world's formation at a moment theo~ breakdown of t h e cold war
retically opposed to totalizing t h e o r i e ~ .The
division of the world and the fragmenting of class as a transcending category
created "the absence of general categories under which t o subsume such

particulars" and leads Jameson to scale up from a "national allegory" t o a
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"geopolitical unconscious" as the mechanism of cognition (Geopolitical

Aesthetic 3):

This [geopolitical unconscious] is which now attempts to refashion national allegory into a conceptual instrument for grasping

our new being-in-the-world. It may henceforth be thought t o be
at least one of the fundamental allegorical referents o r levels of

all seemingly abstract philosophical thought: so that a fundamental hypothesis would pose the principle that all thinking
today is also, .whatever else it is, an attempt t o think the world
system as such. (3-4)
That the pressures of globalization are so great that all thinking is necessarily and also an attempt t o cognize globalization shows the degree of intercon-

nectedness and totalizing force with which Jameson approaches globalization. This force to understand the world system as such is parallel to the
homogenizing force globalization is granted. Thus the expansion fkom
national allegory to world system is, as Roger Burbach attests, an attempt
to "create a grand new narrative that is capable of challenging globalization"

(63)by somehow being as big and totalizing as the narrative of its target of
critique.
At a Werent site in the movement from reason, historical consciousness to praxis, The Canadian Centre for Policy alternatives in Vancouver
issued a brief by Marjorie Griffin Cohen, concretely entitled "What t o Do
About Globalization" which assumes that the shape of globalization can be
understood in how it appears a t the local. Griffin Cohen locates the sites in
which globalism materializes and bases her globd %hat is to be done" o n a

resistance which counters globalization's logic as well as its articulation of

the national and the local :"there are measures at both the local and the
national levels which can serve to counter the notion that a social-welfare
state is incompatable with a healthy economy" (5). Her critique of globalism
thus takes on the "notions" or logic at the base of globalization rather than

trying to map its expansiveness.
The analysis of globalism thus carries a structural resemblance to
globalism itself in that it constructs its totality by merging or joining fkagmeated areas; in this instance, fields of andysis and sites of intervention.

Cultural studies, economic analysis, marxism, postmodernist thought, postcolonialism, socialist feminism,etc., become constituent tools and positions
in the critique of globalization rather than their own semi-autonomous

standpoint theories. Following the necessary critique and resistance of
grand narratives by poststructuralism (in the aesthetic field), postcolonialism (in the social field) and postmodernism (in the cultural field), the critique of globalism emerges as the encompassing contestatory discourse of
and for this moment. Yet, David Harvey uses globalization's ascendance in

the last biventy years as a key word and as an organizing principle to question its relationship t o "words like 'imperialism', 'colonialism', and 'neocolo-

nialism', [which] have increasingly taken a back seat to 'globalization' as a
way to organize thoughts and to chart political possibilities" ("Globalization"
1).Harvey ultimately ties the rise of globalization (the term) to linked world

events (financial deregulation; new media and technology; and "the simple
shift in the cost of overcoming space" by capitalism) but also, on the left,
that these other terms "imperialism, colonialism, neocolonialism - appear
now far too simplistic t o capture the intricacies of uneven spatio-temporal
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developmentn(14).Harvey also questions: 'Who put it [theword globalization into our discourse] and why and by what means of what political project" (1).This query serves two purposes: firstly to quickly and clearly denaturalize globalization as a concept; and to suggest that the other terms are
not necessarily historically spent in their usefulness, but rather that they
have been supplanted. Crucially, various writers on globalism identify it as
extending from or including the terms of postmodernism (Jameson, Sardar);
modernization (Smith, Appadurai), postcolonialism (Spivak, Dirlik), urbanism (Sassen, Harvey), world systems theory mderstein), multiculturalism

(Balibar) or technology (Rifkin). Theories of globalism attempt to trace how
capitalism has mutated and expanded, become flexible (or disorganized) in
absorbing its contradictions, and how - seemingly - the categories of analysis have become shot through with one another in a way that defies a nonarticulated or fkagmented method of analysis.
The dynamism of globalization itself proceeds through a network of
articulation and disarticulation by linking and delinking discourses and
sites, economies and modes of production, commodities and markets, images

and ideologies, etc. This is generally described within the theory of globalism
as the world becoming smaller (Robertson, Hannerz), spatial geographic
relations (Harvey, Hitchcock, Smith), accelerated connectivity (Tomlinson)

hyper-commodification and consumerism (Wallerstein, Sklair, Jameson) or
with it becoming more complex and disjunctive despite the new forms of connectivity (Appadurai). Globalization is predominantly defined in terms of
flows metaphorized into a liquidity and porousness. Immanuel Wallerstein,
in his world system theory, describes how the economic reality of the world
system forces this interrelatedness of the economic and the cultural due to
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the transnational "flows of commodities, flows of capital, flows of laborn
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which are restricted yet significant and which pass through state boundaries
(Geopolitics 191).The result is:

At the very moment that one has been creating national
cultures distinct fi-om one another, these flows have have been
breaking down the national distinctions. We talk of this when
we speak of the steady internationalization of culture, which
has become striking even in the realms where it seemed least
likely - in everyday life: food habits, clothing styles, habitat;
and in the arts. (Geopolitics 191-192)
These flows, beginning as economic flows, penetrate other levels of society
until the social and the cultural are transformed by this information;
although the process is not as smooth as the metaphor of flow implies as it
is based on expasion and erosion.
A j u n Appadurai in his influential Modernity at Large elaborates on

Wallerstein's flow theory by proposing that the global economy is now not
comprehendable by a system of flows working in tandem for the expansion
of world-capitalism. Rather Appadurai characterizes the complexity of a
"new global cultural economy" as based on the disjunctures of rather than

the conjuncture of capital and sites. These disjunctures between "economy,
culture and politics" (notice that society is not one of the terms of disjuncture) form a framework through the relationship of five diachronic, situated,
historical yet "deeply perspectival constructsnwhich Appadurai terms scapes

(33). These five scapes - ethnoscape, technoscape, kanscape, mediascape,

and ideoscape correspond to the movement of people, technolo=, h a n c e
capital, entertainment and ideology within global flows.

Ethnoscape is a 'landscape of people" (33) which encapsulates the
movement of people between nations. These groups of mobile people - from
tourists to guest workers and refugees - are set in motions "as international
capital shifts in needs, as production and technology generate different
needs, as nation-states shift their policies on refugee populations [ . . .In(34).
The technoscape is the "global configurationnof technology, fkom high to low,
which moves between nations. Presumably this can mean the internet o r the
run-away factories which are disassembled, retooled and set up in an area
with cheaper labour or less restrictive (less fair to the workers) labour laws.

The "mysterious, rapid, and difEcult" f nanscapes are the movements of
global capital. These three scapes are interrelated yet still disjunctive and
"unpredictable" (35). Neil Smith takes a more aligned view of the interrelatedness of these three scapes. Pointing out that from the late 1970s there has
been an "unparalleled global movement of labor," Smith asserts that:

If the unprecedented mobility of labor lends credence to claims
of a certain cultural globalization, it is important to remember,
too, that the globalization of culture is tightly enmeshed with
expanding communications technologies and therefore with the
drive for economic accumulation. (177)

Here the cultural and the economic are conjunctive with the technological
and therefore somewhat predictable in their accumulation of capital.
Mediascapes and ideoscapes, the remaining two in Appadurai's spatial
model, are "related landscapes of images." Mediascapes facilitate the movement of the information and images of the media (private and public). Ideoscapes are the management of ideologies of states and the counter ideologies
of groups challenging the state. These five scapes, containing:
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First people, machinery, money, images, and ideas now follow
increasingly nonisomorphic paths; of course, at all periods in

human history there have been some disjunctures in the flows
of these things, but the sheer speed, scale, and volume of each
of these flows are now so great that the disjunctures have
become central to the politics of global culture. (37)
The advantage of Appadurai's flow chart is that it identifies the flows within
globalization while not trying to totalize globalization into a unity.In this
sense, Appadurai's configuration does not create a system in the way
Wallerstein's world narrative does or in the quest for a knowable totality in
Jameson's work.

This theory of global disjuncture has drawn some criticism. Lawrence
Grossberg points out that: 'Wnfortunately, in Appadurai's argument, the relative autonomy of these various vectors has become an absolute autonomiza-

tion; and this absolute fragmentation has become the crucial fact of contemporary globalization" ("Speculationsn15). Grossberg prefers to see these
flows more as %ectors or machines," (that is, as causes more than effects)
and to find more interaction between the flows (15).3 Grossberg supplements

Appadurai's configuration (rather than merely contradicting it) with a model

of articulation, rather than disjuncture, as a means to configurate globalization. Grossberg outlines three "machines" which are articulated into neoliberal globalism-Thefirst produces a new subjectivity within globalism (a
"monetary subject"); the second rebuilds politics around "the production of
identity and difference" (18); and the third produces a "new lived geography"
which privileges the local as the site of identity. These machines produce the
neo-liberal effects of globalization in which resistance is not imagined
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because these new forms of interpellation isolate subjects in identities
based on negative difference (rather than relational difference) and based in
particularized locales. Grossberg is not dismissing "identitarian politics" but
asking how capitalism limits the possibility of resistance through a Limitation (via an articulation) of subjectivity, identity, and place:

I refuse to believe that these are the only two possibilities
imaginable: a universalization built on the negation of the
other (resulting in the apparent construction of a positivity and
a negativity) or the refusal of the universal in favor of difference (resulting in an apparent double negative). (28-9)
Grossberg is joined by Paul Gilroy in this rearticulation of "racen from an
inversion of a negative image (and thus being made into a source of collec-

tivity and pride) into a more present politics of collectivity. Both suggest that
the local, articulated to identity,is not the only nor the most effective site of
resistance to globalism: in this sense they are theorizing past the two para-

digms of resistance in theories of globalization. Particularities, argues
Gilroy, may not be able to withstand the tensions within their own formation, but as well, m a y not be able to hold against or counter what he calls

"the destructive forces of globalization and localizationn ( 1 4 ) . ~
These new imaginings of resistance address the uneven character of
globalization. Globalism materializes in different forms in different sites and
correspondingly, it creates different effects in these sites. Despite its effects

of homogeneity, globalization is not homogenous. Likewise, globalization
does not emanate or flow out from one site, thus the image of globalization

as a centralized force (or "Americanizationnin earlier terms) does not adequately account for how globalism is applied and transformed at the local
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level, but also that it is not evenly applied or forced in all sites. Globalism
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can be a new imagined universal, but it is not universally accessible or univerally avoidable (resisted). It would be a mistake to see this articulated sys-

tem as having the same effects in different sites or of having an even application across the world.
Neil Smith complicates what could be an even application of globalism

and thus an equalization of the place and role in globalization of nationstates by identifying it as a continuation of the paradigm of modernization;
but this current form of globalization lacks "the optimisitic message of modernization discourse, promising development and prosperity t o the Third
World [ . . .I" (174). Instead globalism looks for the sites of maximum profit,
sites opened up by governmental deregulation and the speed of the finanscape, the development of the technoscape, and the function of the
ethnoscape (or, by a subcategory of it, labourscape). These sites (nations,
locals) do not necessarily profit from development as the surplus value is
shipped out (via the finanscape) and the mobile factories shuttled out on the
technoscape. For Smith,then, "[

. . .I the current fluid pattern of uneven

development represents an always fleeting spatial solution to an inherent
contradiction in the social relations of capital" (184).
Some statistics fkom the United Nation Conference on Trade and
Development illustrate Smith's argument of uneven development and globalization as "an increasingly pure form of imperialism" (182). According to the

U.N., Foreign Direct Investment "flowsn (their term) increased almost 40 per
cent fkom 1998 to 1999, up to a total of $644 billion. However, the share of
this amount from developing countries decreased by 26 per cent. The reason
for the total increase, the report indicates, reflected the general growth in

the "globalization of economies" through cross-border mergers and
acquisitions brokered by transnational corporations (TNCs) fkom the "driving engines" of expansion, Europe and the United States. Yet the unevenness of this development is reflected in the statistic that the world's top 100

TNCs (whichhave assets of $4.2 trillion) only has two member corporations
from the developing world. The press release notes that T D I flows were

highly uneven among developing countries, and the report warns that many
of the poorest, or least developed, countries are becoming increasingly marginalized because they are largely bypassed by transnational corporations"
("Monday" 5). The UN uses a centrdmargin model in its analysis of uneven
development, rather than a model of disjuncture. Clearly then globalization
may be impossible to find an outside to, but "globalism" is not felt in the
same way in every site.
Uneven development is reflected as well in another of the scapes or

"driving enginesnof globalization as well, technology. At the fifty-second
Non-Governmental Organization Conference, organized by the Department
of Public Information of the UN and held at the UN in September 1999, Ali

Mazrui, Director of the Institute for Global Cultural Studies at the
University of New York at Binghampton "pointed t o an uneven and potent i d y divisive distribution of computer skills in the world. One university in
the United States might even have more computer-literate people than the
whole of an &can

country" ("Impact" 2).Reading this through Smith's axis

of modernization, imperialism, and uneven development, this "potentially
divisive distribution" is a product of globalism, rather than a contradiction
that globalism will solve.

Another contradiction that the NGO representatives discussed was
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the phenomenon of "narrow-casting-"In contrast to broadcasting, this
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phenomenom is the lack of coverage of international news within the U.S.
On the surface this appears to contradict the accepted notion within globalization theory that the world is connected via information systems a n d
therefore there is more cultural intersection. As Director of Communications
for the UN Secretary General, Shashi Tharoor noted: %ere had been a dramatic decline in the coverage of international affairs, even in the respectable
print media, such as The New York Emes and The Washington Post, let

alone a country's average newspaper" ("Monday" 4). The tension then, of
global homogenization and cultural heterogeneity that typXes theories of
globalization is complicated by this sort of narrowing of the semantic content
of information; the bandwidth of homogenization is not so wide as is predicted. Thus, the U.N. faces "the challenge of reaching an international audi-

ence in both the developing and developed world" ("Impact" 4).
Certainly within the U.S., the amount of information regarding other

countries has been diminishing with the "localization of the news" (Impact
3). In this way, the dominant mediascape could be seen as disjunctive in the

sense that it serves (against its technological capabilities) to disarticulate
certain regions of the world from others. The functional irony is that the
nation which dominates the mediascape is disarticulated at the level of
semantic content. Alongside a solidification of the U.S as the centre or
source of the mediascape, within the U.S. there is a disarticulation of "mar-

ginalized" nations from an imagined world produced by the mediascape; they
are not part of the semantic content of the world. As the U.N. press release
notes: "It [is] therefore more =cult

for the United Nations to raise public

interest on Chadn ("Impact" 4). Yet, one would hope the U.N.'s missions are

not driven by the amount of public interest within the u.s.~
This is the
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cruel structure of humanism: in order to have the benefits of a universaliz-

ing humanism, one must be included in the category of "human." In globalism, in order to be part of the world (and thus to have access to universalized human rights), a nation must be imagined as a part of that category the world.
These complex processes of articulation and disarticulation and of
conjuncture and disjuncture bring in the spatial relations of nations, sites,
locals, etc. that form an image of globalization. For Harvey, space is the central category around which globalization as a project of capitalism is built.

Capitalism constructs a "geographical landscape" suitable to its "dynamic of
accumulation" at a particular moment, and, since historical capitalism is a
process, it constantly revises this geographical landscape (1995 6 ) . For
instance, in conjunction with a mediascape which elides a nation from the
content of the world, a geographical landscape of globalism can exploit the
resources (labour and natural) of that country without the recourse of supranational organizations and with a deepening alienation of how and where
modes of production take place. In this way, a site can be brought into one

flow or scape of globalism while being kept out of another. The autonomy of
the scapes and flows is utilized by globalism as a means of having access t o
a site, but without granting that site return access to globalism (in the imagined sense and in terms of access to flows). Here Smith's analysis that the
"ambivalent modernization" of the civil societies of Newly Developing
Countries (NICs) encouraged a shift from the project of modernization to
globalization: a shift which does not carry forward the modernist project of
an "improvement" of these societies (174)-

If, as Harvey writes, "[clapitalism thereby builds and rebuilds a
geography in its own image" (Spaces 54), then consider the mystification of
the world system and of globalization when it is described as a simultaneously transnational and non-national system in which imaginary capital
£lies above the earth - aided by the technoscape and by the immateriality of
capital on the finanscape - somehow free of the regulatory efforts of the
nation-state (diminished or "post" in this formulation).Althought this
description has a basis in early marxism (Economicaland Philosophical
Manuscripts of 1844)it can result in the kind of "siteless globalism" that

Deleuze and Guattari imagine in the "deterritorializing of the State":.
Today we can depict an enormous, so-called stateless, monetory
mass that circulates through exchange and across borders,
eluding control by the States, forming a multinational ecumenical organization, constituting a de facto supranational
power untouched by governmental decisions. (453)
Freed of any site and somehow both "supranational" yet Umultinational"an
ungovernable mass circulates among us (starring Sigourney Weaver). Here

Ellen Meiksin Wood's criticism of Althusser (elaborated on Iater in "As
Ideology") is applicable to Deleuze and Guattari in that there appears to be

no agent in history, no agency through actors within capitalism.

In contrast to this sitelessness and immateriality that invokes a lack
of national boundaries, Saskia Sassen argues that there has been the construction of a new regulatory regime within globalization which overrides
and renovates nation-state legal systems. This new regime is an aspect of
the reformation of the nation-state. But, as well, Sassen argues there is a
material "gridnfor globalism with locatable control sites:

This globally integrated stock market, which makes possible
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the circulation of publicly listed shares around the globe in
seconds, functions within a grid of very material, physical,
strategic places: that is, cities belonging to national territories.

(Losing Control? 12)
The finanscape is grounded in "global citiesn (Sassen Discontents). This
grounding, as I have called it, o r materializing, tends to loosen Appadurai's
definition of the finanscape as a flow and bring it towards Grossberg's model
of a machine: for machines need a site of operation. Sassens' model also has
the advantage of giving agency to the flow of the finanscape by defining
their sites as strategic. "Flow" appears t o grant a naturalness t o the function
of the scapes; and globalism proceeds by naturalizing itself (as does ideology)

and therefore creating its ineveitablility and presentness. That is, naturaliz-

ing globalism makes it seem inevitable and entirely present rather than in
process and constructed.
To imagine globalization as an in-process and incomplete formation of
a hegemonic structure with a discursive flow or scape provides a wedge for
the cultural. Cultural production, conceived of as a discursive element of the
social, is equally a discursive element of globalization. Art can be an antago-

nism within the ideoscape. Artist Oliver Ressler uses the resource of

transnational corporation's annual general reports to foreground the selffashioning of the term globalization; Ressler highlights the discursive and
textual aspects of the images and discourse of globalization. In this work,
globalization does not appear so total, but rather, at moments, a speech act
reiterating itself into being- In his installation The Global 500, RessZer com-

bines statements drawn from reports of the top five hundred income-gross-

ing companies - the corporate elite of the global market - with photo-
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graphs also appropriated horn the reports. The original report images are
crumpled and then flattened out again by Ressler, and then photographically
reproduced into larger, deteriorated and (in a sense) abused o r bruised
images. This manipulation is the symbolic mark or trace of a subjective
agency upon the image and representation of globalization. More effective in

an uncanny manner, the bannerlike call outs of the isolated quotations from
the reports hover as speech acts that attempt to both materialize, represent
and enact globalization. For instance, this quotation from Amoco's Annual
Report wills Amoco's global position into being:
Amoco will be a global business enterprise, recognized through
out the world as pre-eminent by employees, customers, competitors, investors and the public. We will be the standard by
which other businesses measure their performance. Our hall

marks will be the innovation, initiative and teamwork of our
people, and our abiliw t o anticipate and effectively respond to
change, and to create opportunity." (Amoco, Annual Report

1996)
Is Amoco telling its shareholders that it is yet to be a global player, as if the
discursive act can inspire 'linvestor confidence," as if language can materialize the most immaterial commodity, that of capital?
More perniciously Mobil intemenes at the level of national policy as it
steps outside the boundaries of an address to its shareholders: "Because the
international economy is changing so rapidly, globalization poses problems
as well as opportunities for business and workers. The challenge for policy
makers is to ensure U.S.policies help, not hinder, America's ride on the glob-

a1 express." (Mobil, Website 1997). By metaphorizing globalism as that

favoured modernist avant-garde force - speed - Mobil suggests a national
policy that would weaken the role of the nation-state; the irony is that it is

asking the legislators of the nation-state to do this. This statement by Mobil
gives credence to theorists of globalization who see the role of the nation
state evaporate as TNCs drive policy. For instance, "work force hturist"
Jeremy Rifkin in his flawed The End of Work deduces from his primary
research sources of The New York rimes and Newsweeh that TNCs have
taken the global spot of nation-states because nation-states are unable to
alter or regulate (via policy or armies) the flow of information and communication transnationally.
Another apparent demise in Mobil's view is that of class antagonism.

In their assertion that "globalization poses problems as well as opportunities
for business and workers" they create a view that these two groups o r formations have the same interest, following the neoconservative credo that
business is good for everyone, that profits spreads evenly or eventually
trickles down. Other corporations at least maintain the basic structure of
class antagonism that Marx presented, posing their progression and profits
on class antagonism: "We also are downsizing or closing production facilities
that no longer fit within our global low-cost strategy" (Heinz Company,
Annual Report 1997).While emphasizing the textual and discursive imagining and structuring of globalization, Ressler's The Global 500 shows that

even the view of globalism these five-hundred companies present, and the
view that they define themselves via, is itself .meven; totalizing perhaps,
but not totalized. The video which plays continuously in the installation is

a recognizable documentary form in which theorists and oppositional groups
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representatives outline the logic of globalism and propose tactics for
intervention. As Georg Schoellhammer points out, The Global 500 itself is a
discursive intervention at the cultural level of t h e discourse of globalization:

Oliver Ressler's work on such a conceptual change and his
insistence on the emancipatory ability of such work also in the

art realm has led with T h e Global 500" to a shift; in attention
away &om local points. It is from these points that most of the

resistance to the incessant western imperialism is developed,
also at the level of symbolic politics, i.e. in art. (The Global 500
33)

In this sense Ressler engages with t h e siteless globalism in an effort t o
demystify it and expanding on the usual tactic of "resistancen taking place
(literally) at t h e local level.

To apply a taxonomy to these various positions, theories of globalization
approach globalism through a series of linked pairings: conjunction a n d disjunction, articulation and disarticulation, total connectivity or uneven development. In seeking to "grasp" its totality or to break it down into its constitutive sites, these theories of globalization factor in a discursive flow of globalization, b u t do not emphasize it. Appadurai's ideolect accommodates a discursive flow,in t h a t it facilitates as "differential diaspora of [ . . .I keywords"
(36). I do not want to define globalization as a discourse itself, b u t t o fore-

ground the discourse of globalization: a discourse which constructs an image
of globalism as inevitable or as already present in its totality And
further, t o account for the discursive effect of globalism in which it produces
and reproduces itself. If globalism is a "social project* then it is a part of the

social (in the way I defined it in the introduction). There is general agree-
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ment within theories of globalization that it is not knowable in its totali@, so
we could propose an infEnitude of the global in a similar manner that Laclau

posed the infinitude of the social. Globalization would then have excesses of

meaning which could not be contained within globalism. As with Laclau's
formulation of society, the sum of social relations and meanings in globalization cannot be imagined in totality and therefore cannot be arrested into a
f i x e d globalism. Uneven development provides a model for the kinetics of

globalization as an unfixed structure: "Absolute economic expansion would
henceforth involve relative geographical expansion of one place vis-a-vis
another - the constant division and redivision of the world - rather than an
absolute geographical expansion" (N. Smith 185).

Yet, once identified as a process - and a process which is, in part, discursively formulated - globalism is no longer the seamless inevitability it is
projected as. Harvey sees a foregrounding of the process or structuration of
globalism (through Deleuze and Guattari's work).which figures globalization
as a historical process rather than a n inevitable present (the so-called end of
history) :W e then see a process of territorialization, de-territorialization
and re-territorialization continuously at work throughout the historical

geography of capitalism [ . . -1" (Spaces 60). A key parallel in this formulation
by Harvey is the refiguring of hegemony as a process - as an effective yet

unstable social, discursive, and ideological formation. Derived from Gramsci,
this model of hegemony is developed further by Laclau and MoufTe in their
work on radical democracy and by Stuart Hall in his cultural studies project
(particularly Critical Dialogues 411-4401.Laclau and Mode's concept of
hegemony is based on an incompleteness: "It is because hegemony supposes

the incomplete and open character of the social that it can take place only
in a field dominated by articulatory practices" (Hegemony 134). The econom-

ic logic of globalization is also built on such an incompleteness. This incornpleteness leads to the expansionism of globalism, t o complete itself toward
its goal of accumulating capital.
This process of globalization is also an extension (or stage) of the
social system Wderstein defines as "historical capitalism":
Historical capitalism, is, thus, that concrete, time-bounded,
space-bounded integrated locus of productive activities within

which the endless accumulation of capital has been the
economic objective or Yaw" that has governed or prevailed in
fundamental economic activity. (Historical Capitalism 18)
What forms is the image of a spatially and temporally bound system that is
continously rearranging the "spatial geography" of its elements as it

expands and develops unevenly. Again, there is a parallel in descriptions of
hegemony. Hegemony is also a process bound by space and time. Hall characterizes restlessness in the articulation of a hegemony: "Even the 'hegemonic' moment is no longer conceptualized as a moment of simple un..im,but
the process of unification (never totally achieved)" (1996 437). Behind the
"never totally achieved" unification of globalism is the process which works
to hegemonize globalism. Following the homology of society and globalism
which I have set alongside Laclau's proposition of society - recall he wrote
"the social only exists as the vain attempt to institute that impossible object:
society" (1990 92) - I propose globalization exists as the attempt to institute
that impossible object: globalism. This is not an attempt to claim that glob-

alism is a fiction. It is an attempt t o rethink globalism's status as a totality.
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The Nation's Oscillations

Fundamental nationalism arises in the loosened hyphen
between nationalism and state as the latter is mortgaged further and W h e r by the forces of financization, although the
determinations are never clear.
Gayatri Spivak, A Critique of Postcolonial Reason.

...Dl ut one of the lessons of oscillation is that one may be able
to think the totality in specific ways without being able to
represent it (except as a movement between two poles that
oscillation cannot guarantee).
Peter Hitchcock, Oscillate Wildly.

T h e trajectory of cultwe within globalism, as I wrote in the introduction, is
along the local, the national and the global. These three linked terms appear
t o give a spatial coherence to the movement of culture, goods, capital, information and bodies along the scapes snaking through the world system by
providing the boundaries that must be negotiated. The boundaries are cul-

tural as well as spatial and political. Yet within this triangulation of the
global, the national, and the local, an emergent disarticulation is occuring.
The nation-state is imagined as the weak link in this trajectory, following
the predictions of the withering away of the state as an economic and regulatory power, as well as the privileged site of culture. On three levels then,
the cultural, the geopolitical and the theoretical, the nation-state is seen as

losing its dominance as an organizing element of the world. On the geopolitical level, the formation of supranational organizations after the Second
World War and the subsequent strengthening of globalization - as way of
organizing a world economy and as a keyword for organizing our view of the
world - contribute to the imagined demise of the nation-state. On the theoretical level, there has been an argument that the nation-state is the site of
resistance and nationalism as the mechanism of resistance has been under
attack from poststructuralist theorists p ah mad).^ But, one could equally
argue, cultural shidies has used national culture as the site for the cult-

ural, both in the sense of a national popular and as a dominant culture
which subcultures define themselves against and alongside. On the cultural

level, the greater circulation of cultural products (mostly mass produced),
the linking of transnational cultures with the force of homogenization (as in
the tensions in globalization), and the development of the mediascape has
led to the concept of a global culture. As well, the privileging of the local as
the site where meaning is made, where culture is produced collectively and
individuaLly, has obscured the role of the nation in the cultural.

However, there is a different kind of tension here as well. The nation
continues to be a potent frame for the way people organize and produce
meanings within the increasingly large set of fields of a geopolitical unconscious. As a link in a relational and signfying chain, the nation both constructs meanings (to the extent of Balibar designating identities as "fictive
ethnicites" [Ambigious Identities 491) and is constructed by a discursive exterior. In this sense, the nation functions as what Erving G o f h a n calls a "primary framework" in making occurrences meaningful, in moving fiom mean-

inglessness to cultural meaning. Although the nation-state and its effect (or
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its ideology), nationalism, do not constitute the only frame but are part of
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messy perspectives and interpretations which, combined with agency, pro-

duce contextual meaning. In this tension then, the role of the nation-state
has been transformed while the role of cultural nationalism as a way of
understanding culture (and by extension, the world) remains effective.
Within the global circulation of culture, this national ~~g

of transnation-

al culture takes o n a renewed emphasis. As Will Straw notes, the cultural

(andsubcultural) "things" which provoke "affective investments" (Grossberg
We Gotta) often come to us from elsewhere, and their meaning is made as
their strangeness intersects with the frames of meaning of where they are
subsequently reframed into (new, variant, subversive, hegemonic) meanings.

Straw defines this process: "Before they are texts and meanings, these texts
are things which have arrived fkom somewhere else and bear the marks of

this elsewhereness" (no pagination). Cultural nationalism overlaps and competes with other frames of meaning from the corporate to the subcultural in
the circulation of cultural information. T o grasp the nature of the culture
we live in now," ULf Hannerz notes, "we must also take an interest in the
management of meaning by corporate and institutional actors, not least by
the state and in the market-place" (22).7 To pluralize and allow contradictions among the frames through which meaning is made is one step toward
a more adequate method.

It is possible then to think of nationalism as being in a more mediated
relationship to the nation-state. That is, the status of the nation-state does
not directly determine the form nationalism may take (and of the cultural
products of nationalism). A diminishing of the state does not necessarily lead
to an equal loss of nationalism and its meanings: rather it may add to the

possible cultural and national fhmings. In this way, contradictory or
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unpredictable cultural nationalisms form and frame meaning production but

in ways not previously imagined when nation-states were conceptualized as
central t o the world system. Cultural meaning within globalism is made via
a set of frames which are contextual and flexible, which overlap, intersect

and stack up. The triangulation of global, national and local does not require
a disarticulation of any one element, as they too overlap, intersect and share

in meaning production and the resistance t o meanings.
Framed by orthodox theories of globalization, the nation state is imag-

ined as diminished or "withering away"; cultural nationalism, however, is
not correspondingly vanishing although is may be multiplied and dispersed
spatially. The nation-state within globaIization and cultural nationalism is
in an overdetermined position. The competing theorizations of the nation-

state and its effects create a field where this overdetermined nation oscillates. Peter Hitchcock introduces oscillation as a critical fiulction and concept for negotiating the problematics of determinism, the dialectic and the
dialogic. As oscillation, in Hitchcock's usage, favours combinations and
dynamism, it is particularly suited for tracing culture and its materializations within the world system. As well it is useful, as a metaphor, to apply to
the dynamism of the nation within both theories of globalization and within
the constitutive (materializing) discourses of globalization: KOscillationis not
the means t o survey various spatiotemporal coordinates as much as a way t o

put them to work, to draw out or produce their implications for complementary and conflicting fields of knowledgen (Oscillate 7). The nation oscillates
between the poles of weakness and strength, between mediator and mediated, and, criticdux the nation oscillates within the triad of the global, the

national, and the local, infusing meaning into these other sites and struc-
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tures as itself takes on meanings. Temporally, the nation oscillates beween
the past and the present and has a dynamism in what possible fiture can be
imagined. This is not to bolster the nation as the defense, in the last
instance, of globalization, but to allow it to shifk in a manner that is not narrowly determined. To oscillate between the poles of retrograde or progressive
nationalisms (or "nationalisms of liberation" and "nationalisms of dominance" as Balibar calls them €Ambigious Identities 461).
These oscillations of nation state within the world system questions
the nation-state's historical centrality - a centraliw established by
Wderstein who bases the formation of the world system on it. Wderstein
develops a grand periodizing to map the origins of the nation-state.

Beginning with the fist period fi-om circa 1450 to 1815, he moves through

the various stages of the ascendance of the nation-state via its various
expansions and antangonisms t o the "surge of nationalist movements" of the
nineteenth century and the "extension of nationalist demands throughout

Asia and f i c a [which]resulted in the almost total spread of the nationstate form globall~by the mid-1960s" (Geopolitics 151-152). The processes of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization identified by Deleuze and
Guattari (and modified by Harvey) is but one in the "chain of processes" or
"circuits of capital" through which historical capitalism has expanded, developed and accrued since (by Wallerstein's estimation) the late-fifteenth century in Europe (Historical Capitalism 15). Sovereign states, for Wallerstein,

are therefore intrinsically bound into this process:

In the real world of historical capitalism, almost all commodi
ty chains of any importance have traversed these state &on

tiers.
the

This is not a recent innovation. It has been true since

very beginning of historical capitalism. Moreover, the transnationality of commodity chains is as descriptively true of the
sixteenth-centurycapitalist world as of the twentieth.

(Historical Capitalism 31)

The nation-state is thus not historically in tension with globalization, but
can be thought of one of the engines which drives globalization. Sassen concurs with this view through her theory that the nation-state is a force shap-

ing "transnational regimes" at the moment (Losing Control? 17).
Yet within theories of globalism, this historical "strong nation-state"
position is contested by the "weak-nation-state" position. Anthony D. Smith
summarizes the "end of the nation-statenarguments which point to a technologically aided formation of a "new cultural imperialism" leading to an
effective finish of the nation-state:
We are entering a new world of economic giants and
superpowers, of multinationals and military blocs, of vast
communications networks and international division of labour.

In such a world, there is no room for medium or small-scale
states, let alone submerged ethnic communities and their
competing and divisive nationalism. (172)
The homogenizing rhetoric of homogenization is at work here: once the
nation-state is in tranformation, the logic of homogenization predicts a total
sweep. King counters this view by granting the technoscape a more produc-

tive aspect, that of linking "submerged ethnic communities" (175).At the
low-tech level, the inexpensive satellite TV dishes allowing ethnic groups in
Europe (migrating as immigrants o r guest workers or perhaps forced out as
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refugees) to receive programming fkom the home countries exemplify this.
Likewise, medium and small-scale states have not disappeared but
are easily articulated into globalism and neoliberal globalism seems to have
antagonisitically opened up space for "submerged ethnic communities"
rather than covered them over. Zizek in particular argues that globalization
creates these very conditions through the suspension of the political as a
space for protest and thus representation and its replacement with a
"process of negotiation" which pits a multiplicity of particularized groups
and levels of society against each other ("Eurocentrism" 997). The cause of

this antagonism of fragments (and fkagmented antagonisms) is the breakdown of the category of the working class around which collectivity and
social change has been defined. Zizek productively reads this as a function of
neoliberal globalization and not the function of a discursive retreat fkom
class, evacuating the space for agency and filling it with particularized subjects apparently without agency.

In such a theory of the disappearance of the nation-state and the
identities tied to it, or 'submerged" within it, there is little consideration for
what mechanism will replace the traditional roles and services of the nationstate. Maseo Miyoshi sees the decline of the nation-state not forced from
above by globalization, but by the internal chipping away and cutting back

of the role of the nation-state that has been dominant in North America for
some fifteen years. For Miyoshi:

The state fails t o satis& most of its sectors and leaves most of
its citizenry resentful. Thus, there is a palpable aversion to
taxation amongst all segments of the population, rich or poor,
although everyone knows that tax is the glue that keeps the
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nation-state coherent. The nation-state, in this sense, no
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longer works; it is thoroughly appropriated by transnational
corporations. ("ABorderless World?" 744)
While Miyoshi appears to be traasposing an American view of the state onto
all nations (for instance recent polls show that Canadians do not simply

want lower taxes and reduced social services), his salient point is not, like
orthodox anti-nation positions, that the nation-state will Literally be leR
behind as the driverless global capital speeds along powered by transnation-

al corporations and technology, but that nation-states are not fulfilling their
traditional role of supplying the rights of citizenship and economic guidance
within a transnational system.

At another pole, critics like Linda Weiss and Jurgen Habermas propose a new role for the nation-state within globalization, stressing the historical adaptability of its formation. Habermas inverts the neo-Leninist position that global capital is structured by linked national economical units
(Willoughby):Today it is rather states which are embedded within markets

than national economies which are embedded within the boundaries of
statesn (48).Weiss is more strident in her rigourous taking apart of the
assumptions of the economic and geopolitical demise of the nation-state:
"Proponents of globalization overstate the extent and 'novelty' value of
transnational movements; they also seriously underrate the variety and
adaptability of state capacities, which build on historically framed national
institutions" (4). Weiss maintains as well that the advantages of the mobility

of capital and factories is overstated and that there remains a national basis
of production. At the same time, she shows that regionalization (bade within Asia, North America and Europe, etc.) is growing faster than a globalizing

tendency (7). In arguing7on an economic level, that globalization has been
overstated by its pundits, Weiss is pointing t o the kind of iterative speech
act that Ressler's The Global 500 also located at work in the discourse of
globalization, that the discourses of globalization both assume and materializes its inevitability or totali* despite signs to the contrary. When ideology
and discourse link so cleanl~the smooth effects make contradictions appear

superfluous.

The tension in the roles played by the nation in the circulation and
dehition of culture is exempmed with the firm binary set out by Aijaz
Ahmad in In Theory: Classes, -Nations, Literatures. Ahmad boldy proclaims
that:

[OJne
is struck by the fact that while the privileging of cultural
nationalism as the determinate political energy of our time
takes place under one or another variant of the Three Worlds

Theory,the subsequent move against nationalism - all of it - is
made under a completely different theoretical sign,that of post
structuralism, (36)
Ahmad in particular goes after Jameson's privileging of national cultures;
Jameson gets a respectful dressing down by Ahmad for his (pre-geopolitical

unconscious) assertion that all Third World novels are allegories of the
nation.
As always with Jameson, his theoretical statements derive fiom a

methodological application of social relations and cultural production in

which a reflection theory of base and superstructure is present but modified
sufficiently t o reveal links between levels rather than stark and predictable
correspondences. Following the model of capitalist development fkom Ernest
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Mandel in Late Capitalism,Jameson develops a cultural correspondence
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of a grand scale. Mandel periodizes three moments within capitalism: market capitalism, the monopoly stage, and the postindustrial (for which
Jameson corrects to "multinational" [Postnodernism351).The macro-economic shifts of capitalism, as Mandel outlines them, provide an aerial view
or panoptic narrative of capitalism, a map drawn large in which to locate
general tendencies, not exclusionary of particularities but to which particularities can later be added in a rearticulatory role. To overlay this model
onto a cultural development can provide a general map of the cultural.
However a methodological problem inherent in Jameson's is the application
of an economic formation onto a cultural formation via the use of homology.

"But the practical and theoretical problems homology] raises,"
Raymond Williams writes, "are severe" (1977 106),and the fiction is not
between the possible correspondences of the cultural and the economic, but
in the dualistic nature of homology itself. Detailing a movement fkom reflection theory to mediation, Williams moves to homology and correspondence as
a further negotiation of the base-superstructure relationship.

But because

homology is a "dualistic theory" for Williams, it can not fully reveal changes
within history as a process.8 The homology, then, does allow for oscillation
but looks for correspondences.

In his controversial essay Third-World Literature in the Era of
Multinational Capitalism," Jameson applies the same blunt scheme to the
"third-world novel" in total. Jameson invokes nationalism's reemergence

fkom the past due to its correspondence with a stage of capitalism within an
uneven development. Through correspondence, this nationalism is reflected

in that "all Third World novels are necessarily [ . . .] allegorical, and in a

:

very specific way: they are to be read as what be] will call national uZZegories [ . . .](I98669).9 Through the application of a broad homology,

Jameson concludes that all novels produced in the Third World are tied to
the nation-state as the de-g

referent. Ahmad points out that Jameson

arrives a t this conclusion via a Three Worlds theory where the Third World
is outside of "modern systems of productionn (107). Jameson has cultural
production reflecting the stages of capitalist development, Third World novels are all at an equivalent stage.10 Although Geeta Kapur is in agreement
with Jameson's deterministic (nonoscillating) allegory, she questions:
Does the third world, so designated, as a place of aggregative
self-representation and collective nemesis, become a revised,
anthropologically dictated narrative that excells in revenge
histories about otherness but lacks the initiative on historical
reflexivity for envisaging a kture? (202)
Here the Third World is placed in a past where modes of production and cultural production are tied to the nation-sate and to nationalism. Denied
access to the present, such marginalized or peripheral (or unevenly developed) cultures inherit the role of always reclaiming their identity &om a

debased colonial past. As Kapur emphasizes, this also forecloses a fbture.
This Third World allegory can be transposed onto discourses of globalization as well. Not via a homology, but by a structural resemblance. The
dominant discourse of globalization proposes that the nation-state (and
hence nationalism) is becoming obsolete due to the self-regulating flows of
global capital. The nation-state and national culture is then placed in a past
due to shifts (figured as teleogical developments) in the modes and relations

of production, hand in hand with changes in the technoscape.
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As well as reflecting the relationship of the cutural in the economic,
this new arrangement of time and space is instrumental in the role of
national cultures within globalism. Recent discussions at forums and on
websites regarding the role for culture (for artists, writers, curators, musicians, etc.) in relation t o the recent right-wing coalitional government in

Austria (with its Freedom Party's links t o Nazism) are emblematic (symptomatic?) of globalization. At the forum "Should I Stay or Should I Go:

Strategies and Goals of Cultural Politics in Austria," (March6,2000 Tanja
Grunert and Klemens Gasser Gallery) in New York City organized by the
"re:austrian group, American "culturd workersn obliquely proposed that the
system of state funding in Austria had lulled artists to sleep, dulling their

critical and oppositional faculties so that fascism had arisen once again in
Austria. Aligning with the mass media's construction of Austria as a nation
tied to a chronotope of fascism due to its reluctance to negotiate its past and

thus join the present, culture in Austria was imagined as anachronistic
because of the level of state funding - as opposed t o testing its worth and
strength on the transnational art market.

In a set of spatiotemporal articu-

lations, Austrian cultural production was tied to an anachronistic form (the
nation-state complete with social services and cultural funding)which prevented it &om being critical in the present (the global art market). This formulation coincides with a binary which runs through Harvey's analysis of
spatiotemporal relations in globalization: time being dominated by neoliberalism and space being the domain of the lefi:

We need far better ways to understand if not resolve
politically the underlying tension between what often
degenerates into either a temporal teleology of triumphalisrn
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(now largely represented by the triumphalism of the
bourgeoisie declaring the victorious end of history) or a
seemingly incoherent and uncontroUable geographical
fragmentation of class and other forms of social struggle in
every nook and cranny of the world. (Spaces 55)
The triumphalism becomes a rearrangement of time and space. In a dense
chronotope, Austria is assigned two pasts which inform its present: a latent
fascist past which is imagined as buried national popular; and a socialist
past which has structured the state. Thus,in order to bring the nation into
the present, the right must make itself the present (which it does through
its use of popularism) while denying its links to a fascist past. So the right-

wing party leader (now, temporarily resigned) Joerg Haider invokes the submerged national popular by using phrases from the Nationalist Socialist
period or by praising certain Nazi policies. But to remain present, he must
then deny the specificity of the meanings, proclaiming his usage is the
everyday version. Thus language and the sign, as Volosinov argues, becomes

an arena of struggle (23),articulated to the management of spatialiv and
temporality as the zones where meaning and ideology cohere.
Opposition then can be imagined as not taking place at the local in
this sense, but rather being situated in the relation of space and time. So
that these are not vague categories, let me give an example. The past can be
a site of resignification or rearticulation. The past (associated with the

nation-state and with socialism within globalization) can be shown to have
relevance in the present. Chantal M o d e provides a commentary and course
of action for this specific Austria context:
Indeed, there are many aspects of Austria's tradition and

culture that could be reappropriated by the left. At a moment
when Europe is looking for an original political model, the work
of theorists like Otto Bauer and Karl Renner is being
rediscovered and some people have pointed o u t the similarities
between the debate about nationalities in late imperial Austria

and the contemporary liberal democratic debate on minority
rights and multiculturalism. ("re:austrian unpaginated)

Thus the very kind of culture rejected by the presentness of ideology in globalism can be brought forward in a challenge to the imagining of a nation:
the rejection of multiculturalism by the right-wing is shown to be part of the

Austrian "tradition" which is active in the present. The double articulation
here is that "tradition" is exactly the notion that the right uses to counter
multiculturalism. The neoliberal emphasis on the present (the presentness
of capital) works strategically to block the reemergence of critical social
thought into a context where it has again become applicable.

The spacialized Austria is not imagined in the present due t o it
retaining the space of a nation-state, a shape maintained partially through
cultural funding. This also aligns with the core of Canadian cultural policies
which in its inception sought t o define Canada spatially (defining its cultur-

al and geographical borders) at the moment in which the mediascape (via
new technologies) penetrated the space of Canada. Jody Berland's work in
the relationship of culture and space in Canada is precise:

In other words, cultural policy was founded on the assumption
that building nationally, publically owned cultural and media
infkastructures dedicated t o presenting alternatives to
American mass media would guarantee an expansion of a
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cre.ative, commercially unimpeded cultural space and cultural
sphere. (517)11
The cultural sphere and cultural space are also part of the nation-space.
Space is culturally defined (defended) as well via more material nation-state
boundariesThese spatial and temporal realignments of the nation-state and
nationalisms oscillate within the place of the nation in critical theory as
well. Ahmad pits the nation against poststructuralism, charging that
postructuralism is presented as the alternative to nationalism- Through a
reading of Homi Bhabha's grand textualizing gesture on the narration of
nations, Ahmad not only sees the possibilities of the nation eclipsed but also:
"Any attempt to h o w the world as a whole, or to hold that it is open t o

rational comprehension, let alone the desire to change it, was t o be dismissed as a conbemptible attempt to construct 'grand naratives' and 'totaliz-

ing' (totalitarian?) knowledges" (1992 69). Ahmad's polemic itself stands as a
temporal node im the critique of poststructuralism and the textual turn in
theory.12 P o s t s ~ c t u r a l i s mwas taken t o task for becoming a grand narrative in itself and for ignoring the biases of its methodology. In their countering critical moves, writers such as Ahmad (in postcoloniaiism), Ellen

Meiksin Wood (in marxism), Honi Fern Haber (in philosophy) and Bryan
Palmer (in history) all variously caution against the loss of "the real"

through the becoming textual of everything and the move toward discourses
as a constitutive element of the social.
Yet, despite poststructuralism, the world is s t i l l with us. And despite

the rereading of %henation by poststructuralism, the nation is still with us,
oscillating between mediator and mediated. The oscillations of the nation
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are s o great that, while Ahmad claims the erasure of the nation by poststructuralism, Clint Burnham counters "postmodern theory, Marxist o r not,
continues to circle around the nation as si@ern

(161).Surely a sentence

that Ahmad would disagree with, as the nation is a signifier and not a social
formation within the world system.

Globalism and the Site of the Cultural

I think that what we call 'the global' is always composed of
varieties of articulated particularities. I think the global is the
self-presentation of the dominant particular.

Stuart Hall, "Old and New Identities."

The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the "state of
emergency" in which we live is not the exception but the rule.
Walter Benjamin, IZluminations.

In cultural studies, a methodology itself critical of the textual excesses of
poststructuralism, the nation as formation and national culture as a kamework for the organization of meaning is a central assumption. Beginning
from the formative years in Britain, one of the many possible tracings of the
uses of cultural studies reveals an uneven movement (oscillation?)fkom the

nation as the site of culture and cultural meanings, "down" to the local as
the site of agency, subversion and rearticulation, to emerge now at the discourse of globalization and its effects on cultural production and reception.

In this movement, cultural studies has defined itself as existing in a
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state of emergency, as institutional/academic pressures shape it in the
particular forms needed for that industry and as social formations or struc-

tures of power shift rapidly, rendering existing cultural studies methodologies inappropriate for their study. Cultural studies then takes both society
and the methodologies of understanding culture as being in a continuous
state of emergencyiCultural studies also takes itself to be within a tradition
of the study of the oppressed, to adapt Benjamin for this context, by investigating the relationship of culture to power, particularly through the study of

the circulation and uses of popular culture by mass, national audiences. In

many aspects, the formation and uses of power - with a concentration on
hegemony and hegemonic formations - and popular culture as the site of
resistance within a national fi-amwork mark a particular point within cul-

tural studies.
Stuart Hall, in one of the defining narratives of cultural studies, foregrounds national crisis as an originary moment: "cultural studies really
begins with the debate about the nature of social and cultural change in
postwar Britain" ("Emergence" 12). But it is this national crisis that provides an entry for British cultural studies into larger cultural frameworks.

Hall articulates the crisis in Britain to the crisis in capital in the seventies

and Britain's engagement with "new global markets." This sentence displays
the range of articulations he invokes: With the horrendous noise of deindustrialization, Britain is, under Thatcherism, trying to ground itself somewhere close to the leading edge of the new technologies which have linked
production and markets in a new surge of international capital" ("The Local"
23). Over this rusty clamour, Hall hears the breakdown of the nation-state

and a simultaneous narrowing and hardening of an English identity. Amidst
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the sound of the nation-state rustily delinking, the response is etched onto
levels above and below the nation-state: "Global and local are the two faces
of the same movement from one epoch of globalization, the one which has
been dominated by the nation-state, the national economies, the national

cultural identities, to something new" ( T h e Local" 27). The resulting "global
mass culture" is figured as homogenous, absorbing and American. The opposite movement then is toward "new subjects, new genders, new ethnicities,
new regions, new communitiesn currently coming into cultural representation ("The Localn34). AIong with these newly represented subjects, there are
also "forms of opposition and resistance going through exactly the same
moment" ('The Localm34). In this dialectical oscillation to levels above and
below the nation-state, Hall has disarticulated the nation from this moment.
Combined with the cultural studies emphasis on subjective resistance within
mass-culture, this creates a space for the privileging of the local, articulating

it to the global (and mass-culture) - in a sense, the local supplants the site
of the national within the movement of the cultural.

This theoretical move - in response t o a national crisis - did not mean
that the national as cultural frame and as the site of meaning was equally
diminished throughout c u l t u r a l studies; for instance, Meaghan Moms'
exemplary work on national cultural issues of Australia, particularly her

"Banality in Cultural Studies" where she traces an oscillation of meaning
from the local (gendered) to the national and transnational. Generally, in the
field of literary studies, a national frame still holds a strong position in the
circulation of texts and their functions. Even the category of "world litera-

ture" does not dispose with the national identity of an author or book; on the
one hand there is canon reformation, on the other, market expansion. A
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national literature functions structurally within the composition of a
national culture and not merely the mirror trope of recognition of oneself in
literature. Sarah Corse, in her sociological study of U.S. and Canadian
literatures writes:
Although national literatures generdy provide themes,
character types, and morals that lend substance to the national
image, that may not be the central basis for their influence in
national identity formation. The content of specific texts may
well be of less importance than the form of their existence as a
national canon. (24)
And within the uneven development and temporaliw of globalization, the
function and formation of a national literature, while thoroughly "present"
and political, may appear belated. Paik Nak-chung describes such uneven
effects:
The same process of globalization [which can break down a
national literary tradition], however, creates among latecomers
to the world-system both a desire to emulate the nationalliterary endeavors of the earlier model, and a related need to
preserve or r e v i m their own ethnidregional heritage. (220)
Within globalization a form of cultural nationalism m a y return, not as a
,

return of the repressed, but as a reiteration of the present and as an appropriate strategy.
The transnational art field (or "world" or "market") is proliferated
with biennials which can both revolve around an international problematics

(such as the Tolitics/Poeticsntheme of docurnenta X)and be an art fair at
which nations display their official cultural products (and thus representa-
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tions).14 So, like a national literature, they both build or maintain a
national identity internally and at the extra-national level. These two levels
have been historically in relation to each other: a national identity takes its
value or cultural capital &om its placement within an international field.
Even national identities, something thought of as unique to a nation and
based o n a delicate balance of history and the present, are always already
transnational, extra-national and global. A foundational cdtural text in

Canada, The Massey Report (Report of the Royal Commission on National
Development in the Arts, Letters, and Sciences 1949-1951),initiated the

Canadian state t o consciously legislate a national culture at the moment of

U.S. hegemony, with the mission to construct a culture for Canada as a
means to situate it and distinguish the nation in an international field.15
It is this construction and display of national identity and the economy of international art that Rodney Graham's Elm-projection, Vfixation

Island subverts, disallowing the images and characteristics of Canadian
national identi* Graham's short 35mm colour film loop (put onto laser disc
for uninterrupted projection) was Canada's official entry at the 1997 Venice
B i e ~ a l eIt
. was projected in the boarded-up Canadian Pavillion (to block
the Light and give the pavillion a rustic look) continously over the five-month
duration. The lusciously shot film spirals down from a crane shot of a palm
tree and the sparkling water and sand of a "tropical" or "Caribbean" islanci
to show Graham, dressed as a middle-class eighteenth-century Englishman
marooned o n the island.Unconscious, o r alseep, the camera closes in on his
face, with a swollen egg-shaped bruise, as he awakes to his island setting.
Perhaps seeking food o r water, Graham approaches a palm tree to shake
down a coconut. The narrative turns slapstick as a coconut stubbornly

loosens and drops, hitting Graham on the head with perfect comedic tim-

ing. Graham himself then drops, falling eloquently backwards, unconscious.
This work is earned by other works of Graham which deal with stages of
consciousness and passages between consciousness and unconsciousness

(and his interest in the texts of ~ r e u d ) ? But the spatial and cultural frame
for this work is nationalistic, being in the Canadian Pavileon at a premier
international art show.
Given this framing,how to read Graham's work? Is it completely disarticulated fiom any sense of national culture, or is it refusing to be
absorbed into that economy? Like the comedic tixning of the coconut's perfect
drop, Veration Island is an ironic refusal of its national framing as well as a
oblique but suggestive comment on or engagment with national identity
National identities rely on the consciousness of a citizen subject to recognize
their position in the nation. An imagined community operates at the ideological level of consciousness, allowing the citizen to recognize themselves in
the diachronic community of the nation; an ideal of the nation and of nation-

alism is predicated upon a coming into nationalistic consciousness. Vevation
Island confounds this on almost every level. The tropical location of the film
loop signifies anything but Canada, the character is British, the conk on the
head is universal slapstick. So an international viewer going into a national
pavillion (boarded up) and expecting to consume some "Canadian" art would
have a hard time making the connection. But more tellingly (and critically),
Viation Island narrates a movement toward unconciousness: the loop has

the character awaking (coming into historical consciousness?)and then,
moments later, as a result of his first act of agency, becoming unconscious.
Given that this is the official Canadian entry into the Venice Bienale,
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fiamed and funded by the nation, it is a curious and effective comment.
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The refusal to participate in a national project at the level of content stalls
such a nationalist program, Vexation Island is unabsorbable, in a sense, into
the fkames of reading Canadian culture. O n another level, it can question
the formation of a national consciousness via cultural production.17
With the reach and flexibility- of capital, the local and the global are in

a constitutive relationship: T h e global becomes a product of the local as
much as the local is remade by the globaln(N. Smith 188). If the local is disarticulated from the national and articulated to the global, relationally, its
meaning as local will come in terms of the global: they are W e d in a signifying chain.18 Let me put it this way: the Gap shirt you may be wearing

was sewn in some local, a local which is now articulated in a different way
than it once was to the global due to these relations of production. The globaVlocal computer I type this on was made in different locals: the laptop
"assembled in the U.S." fiom components likely fkom Asia, while the keyboard is "assemblednin a local made global, Mexico, via NAFTA. Yet,
"things" (as Will Straw points out) come fiom "elsewhere," and always have

in our lifetimes, so why is the local now thought in relation to the global?
Changes in the flows or scapes of globalism account for part of this,the more
dense interconnectivity of sites, economies and cultures as well accounts for
another part. This interconnectivity has to be seen as more than a spatiotemporal condensing; again, it is a metalepsis, where effect is taken as
cause. While material and tangible technological changes have added to this
condensation and connectivity, it is the realignment of trade laws and regulations for the movement of capital which are an additional cause. NAFTA
connects Canada and Mexico in a way that they were not previously con-

nected; the cultural (as %a37 of life") is slid into the economic. Within glob-

al capital relations, Mexico is no longer predominantly another country with
its specsc histories and geography, but it a competing market for profits.
This is the homogenizing effect of the cultural logic of globalization; the
world is transformed into more highly competetive zones through uneven
development and mobile (flexible) capital.That kids wear Nikes in
Vancouver and Mexico City is effect, not cause in a global sense. This antag-

onistic connectivi@ is sparked as Canadian workers lose their jobs through
run-away capital when factories relocate in the maquiladora zone and those
workers labour under the lack of regulation that neoliberal globalism brings.

As history shows, nothing quite causes a connection better than antagonism.

A m I connected to Mexico, somehow, more closely due to the keyboard
I type on? This implies a decrease in the fetishism of the commodity, yet the
ideological effect of globalization is to obscure relationships rather than to
reveal them - that is the ideological work of the mediascape and ideoscape.
The local emerges from within the new relations of production - in which
commodities and culture are produced. The local is then a site of overlap and
contradiction, of antagonisms, of mediation and determinism, of "authenticity" and history as well as "the fleeting moment." The local oscillates within the discourses which (partially) constitute it, materializing in one as it
fades in another. Christian Hoeller summarizes the pluralization of meaning
for the local:
What this multiple shrouding amounts to is a perspective in
which local settings suddenly appear as crossovers of that
which is generated with that which is generating, of repressive
with liberating, of stable with subversive moments. And [ . . .I
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just as context elements seep into local conglomerates, local
specifics run continually through the context layers
surrounding them. (191)
Pluralized in this way, the local emerges as the effective site of agency, for
applying specific meanings (whichtake in the global flows through the
mediascape). It is (theoretically and methodologically) sensible then to find
culture as "a whole way of Wen (Williams) with access to the interconnectiviof globalism within the local.

But what would local cultural articulations look like? And if the local
is the site of resistance as well as the site of overlap and materialization of
globalization, could there be progressive and retrograde localisms -and t o
downscale Balibar's designation regarding nationalisms - ?localisms of liberation" and Yocalisms of dominance"?
Arif Dirlik gives two problems for "the local as a strategic concept of
resistance." Firstly, resistance at the local must refuse to re*

the local as

the site of "authenticity," for, given the overlaps and networks of determination, culture is "daily disorganized by the global forces [ . . .] that seek t o
reconstitute it, to assimilate it t o the global homogenization that it seeks"

("The Global" 41). Secondly, the local must refuse assimilation into the global (41).DirWs cautions themselves fall into the binary of local resistance

where globalism is (despite its complexities) reduced to a singular homoge-

nizing force and where resistance has to take shape somehow outside of the
very structure it seeks to rearticulate or resist. The theoretical contradiction
is that globalization is imagined to cover the planet with its complex connec-

tiviw, yet in order to resist it, sites must be outside of it. Is resistance just
imagined disarticulation?
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These binaries are fivitfidly discarded in the recent work of Brian
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Jungen. Jungen's work Prototype for a New Understanding does not try to
separate the local and the global, the particular and the universal, but runs
them together without contradiction or disjuncture, drawing on struckfal

similarities. The Prototypes are Nike Air Jordans (late nineties models) disassembled into their constituent pieces and then remade into sculptures
remarkably like Northwest Coast First Nations ceremonial masks. The dis-

juncture here is not as great as it would seem, the graduated curve of the
Nike trademarked swoop and the white, black and red colour scheme flt into
the existing semiotics of Northwest Coast art.19 And Jungen's refashioned
Nike masks are recognizable as references to the historical figurative masks
reproduced in anthropology texts: killer whale, raven, D'sonoqua (cannibal
woman), frog. The Prototypes obviously evade any sense of authenticity of
the local, aiming instead a t representation and a t spatiotemporal relations.

The bad trope of anthropology (and carried over into postcolonial discourse),
locates First Nations culture in the past as a culture which had its peak
"precontact" and just after. Yet Jungen's Protoypes take the signXer of the
most global product (and a symbol of the consumerist cultural logics of globalization) and rematerializes it as "postmodemn Northwest Coast Indian art

which is shown in a gallery (present, urban) rather than a museum. Despite
"representing" a group imagined to be belatedly entering the "modemn via
uneven spatiotemporal relations, Jungen's Prototypes are based on two postmodem avant-gardist positions: collage technique with the appropriation of
material and the artist as

In a f l i p of the ethnographer/

informant relationship, Jungen positions himself as the ethnographer of
globalization through an examination of its myths; yet he complicates that

positioning by also being the auto-ethnographer of First Nations culture,
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but a First Nations culture that is, materialized in relation to globalization.
The spatiotemporal management of globalism is cross-circuited by its

own complex connectivity and conjuncture. The global is brought into the
local, but into a Local which is imagined in the past and which is part of a
nonconsumerist economy. From the other side, First Nations culture is
brought fornard, out of a fetishized authenticity and straight into the (postmodern, globalized) homogenizing flow of Nike. This is not a tactic of resistance seeking the outside of globalism's ideology, rather it is a daring strategy which brings First Nation's culture into globalism on a symbolic level in

order to rearticulate the discourse of globalization. Jungen breaks the autonomy of spatiotemporal relations within globalization and runs the various

scapes or flows through one another in a manner which does not permit
deterministic binaries of space and time, of local and global, "authentic" and
commodiiied as well a s breaking the cultural (multicultural)assumptions of
what First Nations Art should look m e .
What of the different forms of labour materialized and dematerialized
in these protornes? Nike, famous (notorious) for its bad labour practices,

makes its Air Jordans in South Korea one of its more fixed factories - the
Air Jordans require more skill to assemble and thus this factory has not
been relocated as others havea1 Nike's relations of production are a model
of complexity and mobility:
Subcontractors scour emerging economies for the usual
chnacteristics [cheap female labour, helpful national
govelmment, lack of labour organizations, etc.
s&cient

. - .I and

infkastructure to get raw materials in and the

finished product out within the requisite business cycles.
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(Hitchcock Oscillate 129)

In short, Nike maximizes its profits by using the 'advantagesn globalism can
give it. The labour of Jungen's cultural production is obviously at the opposite end of the scale. Displayed on armatures and in glass vitrines, the
Prototypes reveal the deconstructive labour of Jungen (the cut seams, the

cleaved clue joins) as well as the original labour of the South Korean workers in the number of seams and glue joins. Jungen's postmodern aesthetic
devices defetishize the shoes, but then dare the viewer to refetishize them as
beautiful aesthetic objects. William Wood reads these artistic and global
economies conjuncturaLly and speculatively:

As well, the masks are infused with the knowledge that
production of the shoes is part of the punishing conditions of a

global economy [ . . .I in service to First World Corporate
wealth. The implication is that natives like Jungen represent
pockets of Third Worldn identity in the so-called First
World, and that the Northwest Coast tr&c in museum masks
and commercial art in contemporary examples are both
historically rooted and contingent. (19)

Wood brings the spatiotemporal and ideological crossings embedded in
Jungen's prototypes forward into the economies in which their meaning and

value circulates. The commodity fetishism of Nike is bluntly turned about as
the labour involved in the production of the shoe is made visible: this aesthetic ideology of Jungen is the obverse of the ideology of globalization,

which cloaks its multiple connections. This ideological effect of globalization
opens a role for the cultural. Remarkably, the masks materialize the dis-

courses and relations of the global and the local, as speculations and as
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prototypes for new understanding,they open these relations in a nonreduc-

tive and nondeterministic way.
At a completely different scale and economy, I want to move to a
moment of retrograde localism or YocaLism of dominance." A common yet
pointed critique of the excesses of cultural studies work is that it found
resistance e v e w h e r e but effect nowhere. Micro-resistance from the subjective productive consumption of mass culture is an easy target at this point
and I want t o link it to the ideology of neoliberal globalization rather than to

a disciplinary struggle (cultural studies versus the humanities). The local
(and subjective) as a site of resistance can go beyond the worries of absorption to the active replication of the ideology of globalization. That is, the
relationship of local resistance and globalization is not necessarily oppositional. From Appadurai, here is a statement typical to the relationship:

The megarhetoric of developmental modernization (economic
growth, high technology, agribusiness, schooling, militarization)
in many countries is still with us. But it is often punctuated,
interrogated, and domesticated by the micronarratives of film,
television, music, and other expressive forms, which allow
modernity t o be rewritten more as vernacular globalization

and less as a concession to large-scde national and
international policies. (10)
The shift here is that the vernacular does not resist globalization, but forces
it into a concession. But tbis improvisatory resistance which is rewriting
modernity can also be flipped so that uneven development and the breakdown of social systems can be read as oppositional, even progressive. In the

right-wing technological determinism magazine, Wired, a feature article
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on world-superstar architect Rem Koolhaas illustrates this reactive, absorptive turn. Coming back fxom Nigeria, Koolhaas and his reseachers wrote of
the "improvisational urbanism the capital's citizens were creating from the
remnants of corrupt and unfinished development projects":
We resist the notion that Lagos represents an African city en
route to becoming modem," the group reported on its return.
"Rather, we think it represents an extreme and paradigmatic
case study of a city at the forefkont of globalizing modernim.

This is to say that Lagos is not catching up with us. Rather, we
may be catching up with Lagos. (Wolf 312-13)
Modernity, spatiotemporal relations and First W o r l m d World assumptions are turned upside down in a carnivdesque globalism with a discursively bold yet politically reactionary gesture. For this is not a warning sign of
bad modernity (or the second modernity of globalism) but a reading of
uneven development and social system breakdown as opportunities for a new
urbanism: "Dangerous breakdowns of order and hfkastructure in Nigeria,
however, are often transformed into productive urban forms: stalled traffic
turns into an open-air market, defunct railroad bridges become pedestrian
walkways" (Wolf 313). Resistance is given a value as production, but this
valorization drops away the relations of production, in a sense, fetishizing
necessity for resistance. The neoliberal value of individual initiative over
state infrastructure is fused with the discourse of local - and particularly Third World resistance. A site lagging behind in the teleology of moderniza-

ticn is now the global future as nation-states are slid through history as if
indexes such as life expectancy, access to health care and education, and per

capita income are themselves anachronistic for locating a nation in space
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and time.

The articulation of the global, the national and the local within the
discourse of globalization issues a methodological challenge to articulate the
effect and ideological fuaction of culture at a global level onto the problematics of the local and the national. I approach this problematic with the view
that, if globalism is articulating a new hegemonic formation around the
image of its own inevitability, then thesiteless site of globalism must be
foregrounded - o r privileged over the national - as the location where hegemony is primarily organized. But this foregrounding cannot obscure the
oscillation of the nation-state within globalization - how the nation-state
enables and structures (even if in the negative) globalization - nor how the
local is both a site of resistance and rearticulation and a potential agent of
(for) globalization. And, as I've suggested above, if globalism itself is not only

imagined as a hegemony, but structured as a hegemonic formation, then
globalism is not as unimaginable nor as paradoxically solid in its immateriality. Grossberg formulates the problematic for cultural studies:

The question that cultural studies must face, at least my
question is, what is changing (as it were) that seems to call

forth notions of globalization? That is, how is the experience
of globalization, in the context of changing relations of power,
being produced? (1999 20)
This is made more difficult in the sense that globalism can be rendered siteless by the ideological effects of the discourses which constitute it. The problematic is embedded within, yet paradoxically larger than, the binaries of
homogenization versus heterogeneity, local versus globalization, strong

nation-state o r w e a k nation-state, and w e a k nation-state and strong
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(micro) nationalisms. One task is - to personalize the discourses of globaliza-

tion - t o get g l o b a k a t i o n to say Y am ideological."

As Ideology

F o r ideology is untruth, false consciousness, deceit. It manifests
itself in the failure of works of art,in their inherent falseness,

and it is countered by criticism. To repeat mechanically,
however, that great works of art,whose essence consists in
giving form to the crucial contradictions in real existence, and
only in that sense in a tendency to reconcile them, a r e ideology,
not only does an injustice t o their truth content b u t also
misrepresents t h e concept of ideology.
Theodor Adorno, "Lyric Poetry and Society."

We do not contend that t h e endeavor to ideologize ideology is
completely worthless.

V.N. Voloshinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of lanmage.
If the conditions of globalization do cry out, the cultural is given t h e function
of denaturalizing the ideological effect of globalization. Within globalization,
cultural production reveals, through a poetics of articulation, how globalism
is articulated to t h e national and the local. Rather than *the global, t h e

national, and the local" being a triad discursively and theoretically joined,
cultural production could point to how these three elements - the world

system - are articulated economically, structurally and discursively anand
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how this articulation is actualized within sites and discourses. The formation of globalization at this moment has two ideological effects running side
by side which are felt a t both the structural level and at the subjective level.
One effect is constituted by the pairing of the "culture-ideology of consumerism," as Leslie Sklair defines it, and Wallerstein's concept of "the commodification of everything." The structural cause of this effect is the *selfimposed necessity that capitalism must be expanding on a global scale"; this
ideology must produce the subjective effect of consumption within &theconcept of the culture-ideology of consumerism" (Sklair 302). The second effect
is more classically ideological based on misrecognition of real relations and

the subjective adoption of the ideology of globalization. Grossberg provides

the clearest description of this proces: "In fact, globalization is the ideology
of contemporary capitalism through which capitalism attempts to naturalize
and legitimate itself and thus disable resistance" ("Speculations" 14).The

role of the cultural is defined by these two broad effects and cultural production is faced with the stark role of redefining the limits of commodification,
or to denaturalize globalization and to reveal it as an ideology and not as the
inevitable form the world must take.
The effect of imagining globalization as a series of semi-autonomous
flows which are able t o slip through borders in a speed-driven and technologically enhanced articulating rush is to render globalism (the thing)as
siteless and to make its ideological formation appear natural. The historical
twentieth-century avant-gardist position of a return of the senses, of overcoming the alienation of modernization, has, for political artists, taken the

form of either removing the cloaking mystery of ideology or to represent
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what is not represented by the dominant culture. Cultural movements based
on postcolonial models have made a reclamation of oppressed history an
imperative t o enter the present. As Paul Gilroy argues, blacks had to show a
"substantial historical presence" before gaining access t o the political present. But, Gilroy continues, "Corrective or compensatory inclusion in modernity should no longer supply the dominant theme" (335). Given the present-

ness of globalization, Gilroy's "temporal adjustment" locates cultural practices in the imaging of the present. With the shift from imagining ideology
as an accepted falseness to a constructing and constructed effect, and with
the clarity of the ideological effect of globalization, cultural production is
now challenged t o make ideology tangible, to make the ideology of globaliza-

tion ideological. This critique would denaturalize globalization by showing

the links between the subjective, the everyday and the most widely circulated ideological sites and nets as well as the management of the past and the
present.

This extraordinarily salient passage 60m Michele Barrett's discussion
of "Ideology, Politics, Hegemony: fkom Gramsci to Laclau and Mode" provides an entry into a discussion of ideolom globalization, and its cultural
effects:

The substantitive thesis put forward here [by Laclau] - that
ideology is a vain attempt to impose closure on a social world
whose essential characteristic is the i d k i t e play of differences

and the impossibiliw of fixed meaning - is thus couched in a

framework in which the traditional distinction within

Marxism between knowledge and ideological 'misrecognition' is

(paradoxically to some) retained. (260)
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The paradox that Barrett identifies in Laclau's position is the inversion of
misrecognition and ideology In this formulation, ideology does not cause the
fundamental misrecognition of real class interests, but rather ideology (on
an equally grand scale) initiates and sustains the misrecognition of the
social's constitution as a totality rather than a contingent hegemony. For
Laclau:
The ideological would not consist of the misrecognition of a
positive essence, but exactly the opposite; it would consist of
those discursive forms through which a society tries to institute
itself as such on the basis of closure, of the fixation of meaning,
of the non-recognition of the infinite play of difference.
(New Reflections 92)

Laclau's departure &om other forms and functions of ideology generates two
obvious criticisms. Firstly, as Ellen Meiksin Wood argues, Laclau moves
away fkom a class-based concept of ideology grounded in specific social and

historical conditions toward what Wood sees as a more abstracted,
autonomous and siteless ideology disarticulated *om class. Yet, the positive
essence of the working class is not what is obscured by ideology, for Lacalau

has eschewed such essences. Wood herself tends to abstract Althusser's conception of ideological state apparatuses as sites of ideological interpellation.
For Wood, once ideology is disarticulated from class struggle it becomes siteless and history becomes subjectless. The consequence for her is that the
working class is abandoned as "the one social force that has a strategic

social power s a c i e n t t o permit its development into a revolutionary force"

(15). A liberal paradigm of social democracy as the vehicle for change

replaces revolutionary socialism, a move which relies on spontaneity and
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disregards marxist notion of history and social change. Further, Wood sees
this as a displacement of "struggle" from the site of class to the site of cul-

ture (which she reads an an application of Maoism into a European social
field). Thus, the retreat from class becomes a symptom of everything being
made cultural,

This line of argument has continued in a slightly altered form. The
emergence of a cultural politics formed by "new social movements" (Laclau

and MouEe 1985) and the rethinking of class as the ontologically privileged
site of social change is seen as a fragmentation across the social, leaving a
series of differentiated identities and discourses rather than class forrnations and material life.22 Butler portrays this argument as taking place on
three fjconts: the economic, class formation, and history. She summarizes the

left argument on class and identity formation in this way: %he cultural focus
of left politics has splintered the Left into identarian sects, that we have lost
a set of common values, a common language and even a common objective

and universal mode of rationalitf

("Merely" 34). Racialized and ethnic sub-

jects, and other particularized groups from queer poLitics to Zizek's "single
are imagined as divisive on two sides. The left, sees them as
inhabiting the space which was theoretically vacated with the retreat &om
class. These groups and the particularized subjects are imagined as incoherent, as fractured along the lines of their particular interests and identities.
The right sees the fragmented mass as a force which will diffuse a solidified
national identity and result in the loss of common values as society spins
into cultural relativism.
The tension between universalism and particularlism within the left

is usually not resolved with any nuance. For instance, Eric Hobsbawm
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sounds awfully old school when he states that "Thepolitical project of the
left is universalisitic: it is for all human beings" and it is this "wider agenda"
that proves the left cannot be based on identity politics (43). Yet somehow,
despite his great humanist universalism, he can disarticulate a particularized subject from any set of social relations other than ones based on identity formation: "[ . . .] identity groups are about themselves, and nobody else"
(44). This reduction of identity to a singular homogenous and dominant con-

struct and his disarticulation of &identitygroups" from any other struggle

than that of identity leads Hobsbawm to claim a "citizen nationalism" as a
possible common appeal. But,as will be clear in my analysis of multiculturalism, the categorg of citizenship can be both an interpellation and an exclusion.
Such reductive positions are rehearsed broadly by political theorists,

and have only recently begun t o be redressed in a less positivistic manner.
More recently there have been forcell critiques o f these anachronistic binaries which place racialized and ethnic subjects in the past because fbture
social transformations require them to move unproblematically into a universalism that looks a lot like past versions of humanist universalism. For
instance Grossberg is very direct in his analysis:
The claim that every political struggle which uses a discourse of
identity or which begins with the analysis of specific forms of
subordination (racism, sexism, homophobia), as any analysis
must, is "identitarian," i.e. inevitably fragmenting and
particularizing, is simply false. And the claim that such
movements render the central question of class and economics

marginal is absurd. ("Speculations" 29)
Laclau and Mouffes concept of radical democracy counters the absurdity of
particularism versus universalism (or fkagmentation and stasis versus unity
and agency). As an articulatory process forging coalitional Linkages across a
fkagmented social field, but working within the democratic imaginary of
equal particularisms, radical democracy imagines the possibilities of c o d tion building across (antagonistic) particularities. In Hegemony and Socialist
Strategies they write:

Renunciation of the category of subject as a unitary,
transparent and sutured entity opens the way to recognition of
the speciticity of the antagonisms constituted o n the basis of
different subject positions, and hence, the possibility of the
deepening of a pluralist and democratic conception. (166)

Here there is a double movement, one against a unitary understanding of
the subject, a subject which could not be imagined as articulated t o social
movements beyond its identity formation, and secondly a movement toward
a coalitional formation that does not imagine itself as universal and therefore universalizing.

In the cultural field, the relation of racialized and ethnic identities to
the working class or of gender to class are not so historically bound, and
class and race are not antagonistically set against each other o r separated
via a series of disarticdations. Michael Denning, in his work on the Popular

Front in 1930s America, i d e n s e s coalitional strategies used to address "the
racial-cultural situation" that developed into lasting social transformations

(1996 445-45). Canadian poets Dorothy'Trujillo Lusk, Dionne Brand and
Phinder Dulai, as well, imagine coalitional links and social articulations

across this set of differences and antagonisms. Dulai's short series of
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poems around working as a parking-lot attendant traces the fluctuations of
a subject in which identitarian politics is not hagmentary, but contextual

and also articulatory. In this section from The Booth," particularized identities cohere in "the machine+ of the job, of work, but not in a sentimentalized solidarity in which particularity is canceled:
Enter the booth
and become invisible

I know like always

I know
I become
part of the parking
machinery: Amano time clock
syscorp cash register
automated ticket dispenser

and a nice smiling immigrant
with a guttural accent
Punjabi, Ismaili, Chinese,

Tamil,or Ethiopian
a reserve labour pool
of poor Bengalis
Somalians and Fijians
with a few

bohemian Anglophiles (87-8)
The seamless segue from the Literal machinery of the job into the human
machinery is a semantic articulation of the commoditized position of the

"unskilled"labourer within globalization. Here the ethnoscape and the
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technoscape are not semi-autonomous, but synonymous flows through which
bodies and other low-tech gadgets needed to run a job can be accessed.

Dulai's syntax of a list equates these "commodities," but as well details the
particularities of the workers who have moved through the ethnoscape to
enter "a reserve labour pool" necessary for capital.

In a working-class imagi-

nary, Dulai does not portray a fi-agmented field of identities but a field articulated through shared economic and therefore cultural positions. That is,
class situatedness can form contingent articulations without asking that
particularities (and therefore histories) are annulled.

Partisans, a long poem by an American poet and labour organizer
Rodrigo Toscano, proposes a path beyond the impasse of "divisive identitarianism" through a discursive social formation which resembles radical
democracy, but without a replacement of class positions by antagonisms.
Toscano provides a "third way" to imagine social relations in which class and
racialized and ethnic subjectivies are not in a zero sum game with each
other. The initial reflex InPartisans is to look to social relations as the
motor of coalitions and to understand the social field as already fragmented.
Identiw construction is not based on a prior unity which must be recouped
through narrative, so the subject is not situated in the past but rather with-

in the process of the social. This process acts as a constitutive force on subject formation which can be a repressive formation:

Having not needed one
but got one anway, - I

Be wary of

that self, marked

By the World bank
accounted for

Surprise!
every five years or so (40)

In reductive theories of identity formation it could not be imagined that the
World Bank would be considered a constitutive element of a self, as Toscano
obliquely but effectively implies. The consciousness of this process of construction by the self is a consciouness of how the ideology of globalization
(represented by the World Bank) is constitutive, interpellating a subject in a
normative form. To be wary of a self is a broad move away from the givenness of the form of subjectivity and deeply implicates social discourses in the
shape (or range of shapes) of selfhood.
Class and social relations emerge as the constituting factor of a coalitional subject in Partisans. Rather than class being eagmented by the complexities of multiply determined subject positions, potentially divisive social
relations are imagined as the force around which a coalition - an "usn can
form:

toilers facing bakers
realists approaching mystics
referents clasping referents

By the time its course is run
it might have forced an us fkom them

a them fkom us

a me %om you
a you fi-om me (13-14)

Pam-sans is not representing a particularized social formation - nor is its
language particularly referential - rather it speculates on the coalitional
potential of an oppressive constitutional outside, rather than a linking of

already formed identities o r subject positions. Toscano throws a speculative
language i n t o the discursive level of the social. Without working toward
semantic or formal closure, Partisans is an ideological h c t i o n of the cultural, opening t o multiplicity and potential a debate which has mired in reductive binaries.

This textual tactic also addresses the second criticism of Laclau's
refiguring of ideology. Laclau's application of Derridean post-structuralist

"infinite play of differences" does appear t o further render ideology siteless
by replacing a model of class antagonism of social relations as the force of

history with the model of language for social meaning. A homology based on
immaterial and "infinite" language, where social meanings appear to be generated by the mechanics of meaning rather than social conditions is a vexed
move for marxism. Such "infinite play" can quickly lead to a fiee play of the
signifier which is loosened from an ideological impediment or effect rather

than stressing the relational aspect of meaning as well as contextual meaning (say, Demda meets Volosinov). This imagined f?ee play opens a gap
where language circulates outside of ideology. Predictably Wood points to

this gap, accusing Laclau of "intellectual fashion" (11)and a "nihilism" (5)
which privileges a groundless discourse rather than social relations. This
sort of corrective needs t o carry an analysis which illuminates the

Eta-

tions of language as a universal analytical model, and Wood provides this,
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but such a critique must also avoid the dismissal of the entire post-structuralist project via a theoretical turn which posits language as itself free
fiom the very social relations Wood accuses Laclau and M o d e of abandoning.24

The misrecognition effect of ideology remains in Laclau's definition,
but it is shifted from a class-defined or -bound misrecognition (the "positive
essence" of the working class) t o a more general social one. The function and
effect of ideology for Laclau remains similar to classical marxist thought that of a veiling and falsifging screen which produces misrecognition. This
"negative reading" of ideology in Marx's work is summarized by Bryan D.
Palmer in his Descent into Dkcourse: T o r Marx, ideology was nothing less

than concealment and mystification, the process whereby bourgeois society
inverted the realities that lay submerged and obfuscated at its exploitative

and oppressive economic foundationsn ( 23). The obfuscation of social relations (and one's own position in this set of relations) by ideology occurs
through making what is in process appear t o be stable. Judith Butler

describes this process: "Ideology, then, might be construed as a Linking
together of political signifiers such that their unity effects the appearance of
necessity, but where that contingency is apparent in the nonidentity of those
signifiers [ . . .In (Bodies 193). Thus it is not only the "real relations" of society which are clouded by ideology (as in classical marxism) but the method of
the composition of the social which is misrecognized.

By extension, the ccmisrecognition"characteristic to ideology is also a
misrecognition of ideology itself. Althusser proposes an inverse
correlative function for ideology alongside the misrecognition function - that

of recognition. Using his famous narrative moment of an individual being
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hailed by a policeman, Althusser strives to show two things. One, that "ideology has always-already interpellated individuals as subjects, which
amounts to making it clear that individuals are always-already interepellated as subjects . . .[resulting id individuals are always-already subjects

(Lenin 175-176).Since the subject is the "category" that ideology works on
and through, Althusser is constructing an argument that there is no outside
to ideology for individuals are (one more time) "always-already" subjects. So,
the second point is just that: "[WJhatthus appears to take place outside ideology [ . . .I in reality takes place in ideology" (Lenin 175). As ideology also
has a misrecognition function, t o recognize oneself as a subject is not to recognize that ideology has constructed one as such (or, constructed the category of the subject, in Althusser's vocabulary). Applying Althusser's inversion,

the result of this misrecognition is: "[ . . .I those who are in ideology believe
themselves by definition outside ideology: one of the effects of ideology is the
practical denigration of the ideological character of ideology by ideology:
ideology never says 'I am ideological' "(Lenin 175).
To deny that one's position is ideological results in asserting that one's
position is "true" and represents, in an inverted manner, the end of ideology.
Even the promoters of an unleashed globalism so readily accept the ideological assumptions of globalism that their repetitions lose meaning and exist as
signifier of a naturalization of an ideology rather than its promotion.
Consider this entirely typical clip fkom Canada's national newspaper, The
Globe and Mail,on why a new (further right) government would be good for
all Canadians:

It would deal with the world-wide problem of anachronistic

nation-states that retard a global market by stripping the
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federal government of virtually all of its domestic
responsibilities, reconfiguring Canada as a collection of citystate-dominated provinces. (Ibbitson not paginated)

This common gambit of the right proceeds via an unquestioned gospel of
fads, in the face of massive contradictions, regarding the inevitable forms
capitalism will take. Ideology can live with its own structural contradictians
precisely because it, as Pierre Macherey writes, "exists to efface all trace of
contradiction" (130).

In contrast to this effacement of ideological links - or the articulation
of cause and effect within globalization - within the popular media, David

Thorne's bookworks use a poetics of articulation to foreground the ideological contradictions within the social, Thorne's bookwork He's Got a G u n
places images reproducing &om The New York Emes in abrupt conjunctions
to create ideological articulations across the local, the national and into the
transnational politics of globalization. He's Got a G u n also uses the concept
of misrecognition in a more direct ideological manner. He's Got a G u n is
based on twelve instances when a police force in a U.S. city justified shooting and killing a man by claiming a misrecognition that led them to say that
he held a gun. Tfie twelve things that police claim t o have mistaken for a
gun,which Thorne has documented, range from a plastic toy gun, a lighter,
a fkymg pan, a broom, a bottle, and a set of keys t o merely bare hands. The

bookwork proceeds by a conjunction of images on facing-page spreads.
Thorne places a low-res image of the object taken for a gun on the verso
(left) page; above it the phrase "He's got a lighter" (for example) parodies the
imagined police exclamation before they shot. Below the isolated, and

unmistakable object, is the name of the man who was U e d for holding it,
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along with the year of the shooting. On the recto (right) page, is a low-res
image taken fkom The New York Emes with its cutline fkagmented but still

readable. Opposite the lighter is an image of a cruise missile, its tail blazing,

lifting off fkom a U.S. warship, the partial cutline supplies the information
"cruise missile being launched on an Iraqi target yesterday from the." Above
this image is the isolated noun "a fire" and below the image the verb "to
start." These enjambed images work on an articulatory logic within a field of
power and a structure of dominance. The diptychs immediatedly engage
with the form power takes, and the consequence of it application, but the
articulations that they make are broad and stress the structural linkages
between the shooting of an unarmed man and a global or national issue. Is
it the same form of power that allows for the shooting of a man with a
lighter that also launches a missile on Iraq? Is local domestic policy extended
to national foreign policy?
Thome likewise links economic policies to the shootings. "He's got two
hands (with the pixeled images of bIack hands t o make the racialization
clear) is paired with an image of President Clinton and New York Mayor

Rudy Guiliani smiling at a podium with the partial cutline giving the information of a $120 million federal grant for the City to hire 1,600 more police
officers. Above that image, the noun "a hand," and below the verb "to lend."
This intranational articulation foregrounds the Yaw enforcement" industry

and its domestic prevalence. Alongside the image of a set of keys and the
line We's got a keychain!" is an image of President Jiang Zemin at the New

York Stock Exchange with the noun "a door" above and the verb "to open"
below. As well as documenting the very type of contradiction and irony that

globalization subsumes, these pages articulate the localized shooting of a
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m a n with t h e "opening" of China to global capitalism. The ideological speculation is that the logic that leads to such unjust deaths is also at work at a
global level. And the inverse of course, how does the ideology of globalization
inflect local policies and edorcements? He's Got a Gun! makes the very kind

of speculative investigations that globalization dampens. At another level it
also rearticulates relations of power (materialized with brutal consequences)
into a form which does n o t allow its logic to squirm away. Rearticulation of
this s o r t are inherently political, as Butler writes:

The subjection of every ideological formation to a rearticulation
of these linkages constitutes the temporal order of democracy
as an incalculable figure, leaving open the production of new

subject positions, new political signifiers, a n d new linkages to

become the rallying point for politicization. (Bodies 193)
The articulations in He's Got A Gun! cry out as rallying points of politicization. They also materialize how misrecognition works within a structure of
dominance. How does ideology, combined with racism, work in these shootings? Is it t h e internalization of a racist ideology that causes a set of keys, o r
a lighter, to be misrecognized as a gun?

Adorno brings this misrecognition caused by ideology into the aesthetic field. Although Adomo works with a rather stripped down classical version of ideology in "Lyric Poetry a n d Societf'

- "For ideology is untruth,

false consciousness, deceit" 139) - h e does outline a role for "great works of
art" within this deceitful ideology. Art works reverse the falsifying effect of

ideology for Adorno, and "[tlheir very success moves beyond false consciousness, whether intentionally or not." (39) While this role for art is well-

defined at this point - and even depoliticized as a return of the senses and
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of sensualit9 instead of the opening of a revolutionary o r even social consciousness - it is in t h e misrecognition of social relations where Adorno
becomes topologically applicable. For, as globalism does present a set of
extended social relations - or social relations that extend beyond the concep-

tual containment of nation and of class (with class being reconfigured and
gendered through new modes of production) - then art can assume the role
of countering an ideology of globalism that precisely denies that globalism is
ideological. To read Adorno's statement that ' T h e greatness of works of art,
however, consists solely in the fact that they give voice to w h a t ideology
hides," (39) provides an articulatory role for art, for cultural production.

I want to return to a moment of aesthetic theorizing that has had a
profound effect on twentieth century cultural production and which
"whether intentionally or not" has also provided an ideological model for art.
And then I want to reconsider t h e relationship of the aesthetics and t h e
relationship t o ideology that this moment invokes. An enduring and often
recirculated and rearticulated Formalist concept is Viktor Shklovsky's state-

ment on the function of art. In examining an excerpt fkom Tolstoy's diary,
Shklovsky writes:

The purpose of art, then, is to lead us t o a knowledge of a thing
through the organ of sight instead of recognition. By
"enstranging objects and complicating form, t h e device of art
makes perception long and qaborious." The perceptual process

in art has a purpose all its own a n d ought t o be extended to

the m e s t . (6)
ShklovsWs definition here can stand, positively, for w h a t Jameson describes

as "the profound drive of modern art toward a senewal of our perception of
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the world" (373-74). The impulse toward renewal, toward making it new, is
thus a general law or impulse of art. It also rings of an avant-garde project
where both perception and aesthetics are the object of renewal - if the avant

garde is seen predominantly as a shift or challenge to a dominant aesthetic.
But by using an example of defamiliarizatioc - an example of how literature
deautomatizes perception - firom Tolstoy (that is, a non-avant-gardist),
Shklovsky places an emphasis on enstrangement as a law of literature, as

an element found within literature itself, rather than as an aesthetic aspect
particular t o the avant garde (Erlich 177). In fact, it is part of the Formalist
heritage to have isolated devices and effects which can then be read ideologically. This tendency is evident in the transitional essay "Problems in the
Study of Language and Literature" (1928) by Jakobson and Tynjanov:
Without an elucidation of these [structural laws of art],it is impossible to
establish in a scientific manner the correlation between literary series and
other historical series (47).25 Once identified, t h e correlation of these
devices with other "historical"systems is apparent and the effect of the
devices can be located in the social as well as the cultural and have an ideological function ascribed to them. But beyond a Formalist isolation of an
effect of literature, defamiliarization performs s ~ u l t a n e o u s l y
on two levels:
the ideological and the aesthetic. However, if defamiliarization was to be
only an aesthetic effect (which is to conceive of aesthetics in opposition t o
ideology) then defamiliarization would not function to make the worId visible, but merely t o make the text visible as a literary text.

Martin Jay provides a parallel for the ocdarcentric nature of
defamiliarization within manrism:

Marxism itself was beholden t o that tradition [ocularcentric
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speculation] insofar as it adopted a notion of ideology that
was counterposed to either a speculative notion of truth - the
subject has true knowledge when it understands the objective
world as a specular double of itself - or an observational notion
of truth - the mind is a mirror Inwhich the external world can
be reflected- (373-74)

Jay alludes toThe German Ideology where Marx uses the metaphor of the
camera obscura to illustrate that ideology shows the world in an inverted

f o r m generated by social relations (374).It is Althussser who ruptures this
ocularcentric model, as Jay also notes, by shifting t o a model of the production of ideology which materializes in sites and is internalized by the always
already-interpellated subject.

The ideology of globalization is both a cognitive obscuring and an
interpellation. Globdization does not say, to paraphrase Althusser, I am
ideological, but rather says, I am natural, inevitable. The effect of this ideology is to, of course, naturalize ideology and to make resistance seem futile
(get with the game). Defarniliarization can be returned to, not as a device

which will make the stone stony or to return the world t o our senses by
breaching the effect of alienation, but as a method to make the ideological
appear ideological. It is precisely the ideology of globalization that makes

such a formulation specifically political. If the ideology of globalization
naturalizes globalism as the only form that the world can take, then resist-

ances at the local level remains localized, or absorbed as the "production of
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the local" (Appadurai 178-99).A question facing this model of resistance is if
the production and reproduction of the local concedes an imagining of the
world? Historically, contingently and strategically the speculative a n d articulatory functions of cultural production emphasize and reveal articulations
where they are obscured so they may become, as Butler defines it, "the rallying point for politicization."

Notes

From the Buzzcock's compilation album of the same name: "A
Different Kind Of Tension" (1989, I.R.S.Records).
For an elaboration on Jameson's "adventures" see "Adventures in
Totalkation: Jameson's Search for a Method." John O'Rane, Rethinking

Manism vol. 10,no. 4m~1ter 1998): 52-78.
Peter Hitchcock also comments on Appadwai7sscapes: Wet it would
be difficult to imagine a historical grid in which 'scapism' might fit, a t least
in the elaboration provided so far, even if we agree that it shares the funda-

mental disjunctures of disorganized capitalismn(Oscillate 91).

F o r instance, consider how the category of race can be invoked as in
conflict with universality and then inverted: "Stockwell Day, the new champion of Canada's right, also makes the case for democracy to oppose the
recognition of special rights for Indians. Tt's time we started treating all
Canadians equally,' Mr. Day told The Globe and Mail. There should be no
more race-based benefits.' ("Throwing Down the Gauntlet," William Johnson,
The Globe and Mail on-line. Friday, July 14, 2000). Particular rights (and
historically based rights) get played off of universal rights in an inversion
that has the logic of equal access. This inversion could be seen as the d e n -

nial move of the right: to claim the universal high ground a t the expense of
history.

The United Nations' press releases tend to have an unacknowledged
bias to the U.S.as "the world." There is a slippage, or oscillation, between
world interest and U.S. interests buried in the press releases. Ironically the
press releases cite the U.S. as the source of damaging or limiting policies

which are exported via the technoscape. For instance in its analysis of the
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problems and the effects of narrowcasting, the U.N. conference acknowledged that the effects of narrowcasting keeps a U.S. audience/public fkom
caring about issues in "obscure" countries, and thus the goal is to get more
comprehensive coverage of international issues on U.S. television. The unacknowledged effect is that, if the U.S.pubLic does not "carenabout these
issues, then the U.N. cannot do anything about them. In this way then, the

U.N. reinforces the inequities of the technoscape at the same time as it
decries the effects.

In agreement with Ahmad, Benedict Anderson writes:
In an age when it is so common for progressive, cosmopolitan
intellectuals (particularly in Europe?) to insist on the
near-pathological character of nationalism, its roots in fear and
hatred of the Other, and its affinities with racism,it is useful to
remind ourselve that nations inspire love, and often profoundly
self-sacrificinglove. (141)
Like Ahmad, there is a tinge of class antagonism in this analysis. That the
"cosmopolitans" who have the financial resources t o travel and to be
transnational therefore imagine the nation as retrograde. The imagining of a

community is left t o those who stay put.

And,just to illustrate h o w the nation oscillates in critical theory,
Appadurai writes (four years after Ahmad) that: "If one problem now
appears to be the dominant concern of the human sciences, it is that of
nationalism and the nation-staten (180).Yet, I would think that, at the time
that Appadurai wrote that, the height of nationalism/nation-statestudy was
already waning,the idea of nation being brought into other fields so that it

lost its specificity of a geopolitical nation-state. For instance, Queer nation
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as one effective site. But recall the many other less effective sites as "nation"
was punned out of a specific meaning-

Hannerz uses the singular "culture" here before noting that the
"social units" for the study of culture are arbitrary and to pluralize is often

an "organizing devise" (23).
Williams' dual model implies that homology can link superficially
related fields:

Or again, 'correspondence' and 'homology' can be seen as forms
of the 'typical' crystalizations, in superficially unrelated fields,

a social process which is nowhere fully represented but which is
specifically present, in determinate forms, in a range of
m e r e n t works and activities. (Marxism 105-6)
Jameson, however, in mapping the postmodern, applies the economic and
cultural homology at a grand scale: &Atany rate, it will be clear that the
stages of realism, modernism and postmodemism is both inspired and confirmed by Mandel's tripartite scheme" (Postmodernism 36). For someone who

has been so cautionary about homologies, Jameson then transposes this
developmental model onto the Third World novel, as if the macro-economic
scheme pate capitalism] can be retrofitted to a micro-aesthetic one [Third
World novel]. "For me," Jameson writes, "therefore, the method of homology,
while not necessarily false in its results, is static and documentarg, and
derives *om the history of ideas on the one hand,and from a non-Marxist
sociology of literature on the other" (Tdeologies vol1 136.) I n "Perodizing the
60s" Jameson again warns us on the use of homologies, cautioning that his
selectiveness in the levels of historical change he uses to periodize the six-

ties raises the spectre of homologies:
Such selectiveness seems not merely to give equal weight to
base and superstructure indifferently, b u t also to raise the
specter of a practice of homologies - the kind of analogical
parallelism in which the poetic production of Wallace Stevens is
somehow 'the same' as the political practice of Che Guevara -

which has been thought abusive at least as f a r back as
Spengler (Ideologies vol. 1 179).

My point is not t o eagerly distance the economic from t h e cultural, nor to
charge Jameson with having one foot too deeply in economic determinism in
the last instance, b u t to invoke a matter of scale and context here.
Although it could be argued that Jameson's national allegory is
already transnational as in The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and Space i n
the World System (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1992) he moves to "refashion
national allegory into a conceptual tool for grasping our new being-in-theworldn (3).That is, "national allegorg" is linked with "cognitive mapping."

For more o n this see Hitchcock (Oscillate, 114-16).
loAhmad comments: "[ . . .] Jameson, once h e h a s adopted this cate-

gory First a n d Third Worlds], is forced by t h e very ideological interpellation

inherent in it, to declare, exactly as Said does in Orientalism, that nationalism is the determinate political position and cultural energy of the epoch"
(288).

l1 See also Jody Berland, "On t h e Politics of Representing (Canadian)
Culture." Alphabet City 3 (1993): 58-63.

l2 For a detailed ovenriew and analysis of this textual turn in the cultural field see Hal Foster, "The Passion of the Sign," The Return of the Real"
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(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT, 1996 71-98).

l3In a footnote, Corse draws Ahmad into the discussion. Corse points
to Ahmad's "diEculty in finding,in many cultures, literature that specifically refers to, or even allegorizes, the nation" (24n.)To this she adds: 'The

nation-building aspect of national literatures is not necessarily contentbased, but may be found in the form and in the production arrangements of
national cultures" (24n). This is a hard blow to Canadian literary studies
where there has been an easy blurring of national characteristics and
national literary themes: in fact, these often are presented as synomomousAtwood's Survival (Toronto: House o f h a n s i , 1972) would have a homogenous Canadian identity and character emerging &om aspects of the national
literature itself. It's a curious arrangement of spatiotemporal relations: the
space of the nation creates psychological characteristics which are reflected
in the national literature and in a national psyche. In Canada, the question

is: what came first, the thematic guide or the national identity?

l4 See Maseo Miyoshi, "Radical A r t at documents X." New Left
Review 228 (March/April 1998): 151-60.
l5The Commission outlines the role of arts in nationhood, particularly the role of literature. It displays an anxiety over the residual influence of

British (and secondarily, French) literature on an emergent Canadian literature and also on the influence of American literature which may prove to be
"overpowering." In short the Commission coincides with the third of Frantz
Fanon's stages of national cultures in The Wretched of the Earth ,trans.
Constance Farrington (New York: Grove Press, 1963)227.
There is a tendency to conflate Third World formations of the nation
and nationalism onto the First World, and vise versa.

In this sense, then, to

transpose Fanon onto Canadian cultural nationalism can cover over an
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important ideological aspect. Posing Canada as a postcolonial nation is to
hide the c o l o ~ d
relations within the nation.
Troublingly, after isolating the central symbol of "survival,"Atwood
proposes that "Canada as a whole is a victim, or an 'oppressed minority.' or
'exploited' " (35). Here all relational power is dispersed in one gesture: there
is no particularized effect o f power, merely the shared state of powerlessness. A dominant culture can then identifs itself with the oppressed and the

marginal t o obfiscate real relations. This ideological move is the suturing
move of a hegemony: to create the appearance of dispersed power while
holding onto power. She is able to do this through the anxiety of Canada

being absorbed into the internationlism of the emerging world system
(modernity, late capitalism) and by grabbing on to the particularist defense

of Canada in relation to the U.S.
16 For instance, Graham's short fXm Halcion Sleep (1994)or his bookwork lZvo Sources for a Possibly Fictional Element in Freud's "Ratharina"

Case Study (Vancouver: Or Gallery Society, 1990).
17. On yet another level, Peter Hudson reads Vaation Island as a
continuation of the bad tropes of the Caribbean and European encounters

with the America's, but one that "accidentally" ruptures such a trope (leaving it intact nonetheless): "Vaation Island is an evasive and accidental
intervention into traditional white readings of the Caribbean. It stands as

an allegory for the perennial fuckery that the Caribbean has been subjected
to by North America and Europe" (Mix Magazine (Fall 19981 28-9).
This disarticulation of the national &om the triad of global, nation-

al, local can be assumed to be very recent. Appadurai cites a list of anthro-

pologists whose work deals with the national and the global: his list of
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seven ends at 1994. While AppaduraiZsModernity at Large is from 1996,

much of m y research in recent journals tended to dampen the role of the
nation-state in the triad. I'm not proposing that work on the nation-state in
globalism has disappeared, but that the nation is no longer the immediately
privileged site of culture-

l9 See the catalogue essay for Jungen's Charles H. Scott Gallery
show: Reid Shier, "Cheap." Brian Jungen, Vancouver: Charles R.Scot;t
Gallery, 2000.
20 See Hal Foster's uTheArtist as Ethnographer" in The Return of the

Real (1996 171-204).
21 See Peter Hitchock's chapter on "shoesn: "Fetishism (of Shoes)"

(Oscillate 109-42)22 See for instance Bryan D. Palmer, The Descent into Discourse: The

Reification of language and the Writing of Social History (Philadelphia:
Temple UP, 1990: 3-47).
23 Zizek, in "Multiculturalism,Or, the Cultural Logic of Multinational

Capitalism," argues that the "New Right" uses atypical case studies in their
justification for attack on social programs. Ln the debate of the relationship
of the universal and the particular, Zizek proposes: "the Universal acquires
concrete existence when some particular content starts t o function as a
stand- in" (29).
24 In a more sympathetic engagment, yet critical of the limits of

Laclau and Mouf5e7sdeconstruction, D o ~ Landry
a
and Gerald MacLean initiate their reading by positioning a use of Derrrida: 'When Derrida reminds
us that there is nothing 'beyond the text,' this is not a retreat into apolitical

formalism but an insistent recognition both of the textualized status of our
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access to history and the historical undecidability of text-based meaningsn(41).Against this processural undecidabliliw, Laclau forms a cultural
theory of ideology by defining the function of ideology as closure of social
meanings. In the textualized model of society, ideology invokes the appear-

ance of a fixity of social relations which denies the relational and dialogic

aspect of meaning. Ideology then constructs a hegemony by cohering meanings around a specific social formation;-byarresting them into a formation.
25 Ironically this position remains relatively unrecognized, as Michele

Barrett some fifty years later reiterates: "Paradoxically, it is through a consideration of skill, technique, and formal properties of art that we can escape
mystical and mystificatory assumptions about art and move toward a more

democratic understanding." T h e Place of Aesthetics in M e s t Criticism"
Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture. Eds. Carey Nelson and Lawrence
Grossberg (New York and London: Routledge, 1988): 55.

NARRATING MU'L,TICULTURALISM BEYOND THE NATION:
DISCOURSES, SITES AND REARTICULATIONS

Intro (Fade In): Whose "Multiculturalism" ?

The discursive space of multiculturalism can be made as siteless as an
immaterial globalism. Its range of effects are invoked, but rarely in a social
ground where the web of multiple determinants, competing discourses,
national and transnational forces figuring multiculturalism take shape. For
instance, this critique from Bhabha is both pointed and insubstantial: "The
multicultural has itself become a 'floating signifier' whose enigma lies less in
itself than in the discursive uses of it to mark social processes where differ-

entiation and condensation seem to happen almost synchronically" (1998
31). Pointed because it foregrounds the discursive uses of multiculturalism,
but insubstantial because multiculturalism merely "marks"social processes
rather than produces them. Multiculturalism generates different tensions
from both sides of the political spectrum: &om the right, it is seen as a new
"reverse" racism and the corrosive agent breaking down a solidified national
identity and shared social values; and on the left, it is portrayed as a divisive effect o n a privileged site of social agency, and as the smiling face of liberalism (morphing into neoliberalism). When multiculturalism is examined
in a contextless and ahistorical space, these problems appear to be within

the concept itself rather than in the social forces competing for it. A spectoral multiculturalism is invoked for either its damaging effects or for its
social potential. Liberal or "boutiquenmultidturalism (Fish) and neoliberal
multinational capitalist multicdturalism (Zizek) can be overthrown in pro-
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gressive struggles to be replaced by "critical multiculturalism" (Chicago
Cultural Studies Group), "polycentric multiculturdlism" (Shohat and Stam),
"insurgent multiculturalism" (Giroux), or "interactive multiculturalism*

.

(Chakrabarty). Examinations of multiculturalism that go above or below the
nation to ground this sitelessness to a local level within cities or universities, or to the level of the world system or locate it within a philosophical
tradition (preeminently and problematic all^: Charles Taylor) materialize a
locus for critique or rearticulation of the application of multiculturalism
toward its potential effects o r (at least) contextual criticism. As Canada is
the first country to incorporate multiculturalism as a law and therefore has
both an official structure and a rearticulatory critique in place, I investigate
the problematic of multiculturalism from a Canadian framework-I
Despite Canada and the U.S. having overlaps in so many areas of
social and cultural life, there is a profoundly different approach to multiculturalism between the two nations. Nor is there a particularly detailed

understanding in the theorizing of multiculturalism in the U.S. of how a
Canadian multiculturalism might be historically and structurally specific.
For example in Unthinking Eurocentrism, Shohat and Stam contend that
"[iln Canada, it [multiculturalism]designates official, largely cosmetic government programs - the object of satire in Srinivas Krishna's Massala [sic],
1991- designed to placate the quebecois [sic],Native Canadians, Blacks,

and Asians" (47). Generalizations like this dehistoricize multiculturalism as
much as they dehistoricize the actual struggles of ethnic communities who

saw multiculturalism as the site of a Third Force' in Canadian politics.

Or consider Dipesh Chakrabarty's energetic plea for an "interactive
multiculturalism" as a strategy for Asian Americans and Asian h e r i c a n

studies:

By interactive multiculturalism I mean a politics of
multiculturalism that goes beyond the usual liberal-pluralist
stances of seeing the culture of public life as one and
homogenous (i-e.the dominant culture). The latter allows for a
politics of representation of difference by defining "manageable"
differences as so many instances of the same, and by consigning

all problematic differences to the so-called sphere of the
private. Against this is the struggle for changing legal
structures, institutional practices, and governmental policies so
that, as far as possible, practical (but not essentialized) cultural
differences are recognized and a process allowing negotiation
for recognition is built into the procedure of public We. (473)
This version of multiculturalism resembles what is in place officially in
Canada, complete with its tension between the management of differences
by a dominant culture and the politics of recognition. Critiques of multicul-

turalism in Canada overlap with Chakrabarty, but extend to the grounds of
a politics of recognition a d the effectiveness of legal structures regarding

recognition and equity The critique is not t o abandon these official structures, but to rearticdate them into more effective and equitable sites for a
transformation of society (and the national popular) through a diminishing
of racism.
These specific examples also illustrate the uneven development of
multiculturalism transnationally. "Multiculturalism" is not itself a transnational product which can easily slip across borders (even "undefended"
ones) without being refigured and taxed (here not in the sense of tariff, but

of strain), it is not possible to seamlessly apply "Canadian" multicultural-
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ism to a historically different set of relations. There exists as well an uneven
development of multiculturalism in the US.: "In certain areas of the United
States, any form of multicultualism in effect constitutes radical or critical
multiculturalism, for the narrative of cultural pluralism addresses ethnic
differences a t a time of class polarization" (Trombold 241). This uneven
development is placed against a national popular which is antagonistic to
multiculturalism : "In this populist discourse there is a theoretical slippage
that equates national identity with a common identity and the assertion of

cultural pluralism with an assault on the very character of what it means to
be an American" (Giroux 183). In this study, I oscillate between the levels

where multiculturalism is imagined and rearticulated: the narration of
Canadian multiculturalism, "siteless" multiculturalism, the overdetermined

U.S . version of rnulticult~~alism,
and multiculturalism's place in globalization and its role in cultural production.

Narrating Canadian Multiculturalism Beyond the Nation

"Delayed modernization necessitates centralized planning," Gregory
Jusdanis writes in his study of belated modernity and the construction of
national literatures. And Canada, Jusdanis proposes, is a "good example" of

a nation state which recognizes that "[clulture plays an indispensable role in
modernization because it promotes national cohesion" (xiv). Commencing
soon after Confederation in 1867 and proceeding t o the late 1950s, Canada
put in place a culture industry to produce and accelerate a national culture
designed around two functions: to distinguish Canada internationally and to

establish a national identity as Canada moved out of the shadow of Britain
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and emerged on the world stage. Internal national programs are always

articulated to the world system as national meaning is made relationally
within the structure of nations; with the interrelation of economic and c d turd policies, internal policies are not autonomous. Within twelve years of
this centralization of culture,:! the management of otherness, already in
process through immigration policies, was legislated officially From 1969,
with the implementation of the Indian Act, a legislation that acts as a powerful discursive exterior literally defining the parameters of identity for a
First Nations person, and leading to the legislation of official multiculturalism as law in 1988, Canada's belated modernization moved to centralize and
legislate otherness. As in models of globalization which reject rnargin/centre
in favour of uneven development, Canada's central federal management of

identity likewise proceeds through an uneven development of spatial and
temporal relations. Multiculturalism in Canada is not the result of a mimetic relationship between citizens and governmental policy, a mimesis in
which the a c t u d y existing "diversity" of the citizens of Canada is replicated
in policy, but arises o u t of historical, economic, cultural and political deter-

minants that are both iotra- and extra-national and articulated to the capitalist world system and globalization.
Narratives and nations love an originary moment. On October 8,

1971,Pierre Elliott W d e a u , Canada's intellectual playboy prime minister

and leader of the Liberal Party addressed parliament with a speech that
moved multiculturalism into governmental policy. Seventeen years later, and
under a very different Conservative government, Canadian multiculturalism
passed into law in 1988: Canada - another originary moment - was the

first country to pass a national multicultural law. Within the national
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bilingual and bicultural framework, the Multicultural Act was designed to
maintain the cultural heritage of all groups comprising a pluralist population, as well as guaranteeing members of "minority" groups equality with
members of the two '%harterngroups, the French and English. Within a
more geopolitical framework, "[m]ulticulturalism came to parallel Canada's
multilateralist voice on the international stage," as Ken Lum argues, "the
former would strengthen the legitimacy of the latter" ("Cultural Policy" 77).
Yet aside &om this representational aspect of official multiculturalism - an
aspect that is often approached unproblematically - official multiculturalism was strategically positioned to counter emergent Quebec separatist
nationalism. Trudeau's plan of a "Just Society," enacted to make an individual's rights paramount to group rights, on the surface appears logical or
even predictable for a nation in the process of structuring itself as a liberal
pluralistic state. However, this "pure" liberalism of enshrining individual
rights, set up an obstacle to the Quebec government's attempt to hegemonize
a linguistic and cultural collectivity under the sign of Quebec. Through the

Canadian Charter of Rights, language (and cultural) rights are attached to
the individual, not a group, and this set Quebec's quest for group identity
and group rights in conflict with the Charter's basis. This tension between
universal rights and group rights, or between the politics of equal recogni-

tion and the politics of difference is the basis of official multicultural policy
itself and also the continuing %risis"of Quebec in Canada. As a national
paradigm for negotiating particularized identities in relation to a universal
(though not unified) identity, it extends to any group who demands groupspecific rights.

Charles Taylor, applying his theory of a liberal-dialogic multi-
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culturalism to this spec5c Quebec in Canada question (which he uses as a
case study of a restricted acknowledgment function within liberalism) summarizes: T h e r e is a form of politics of equal respect, as enshrined in a liber-

alism of rights, that is inhospitable to difference, because a) it insists on uniform appIication of the d e s defining these rights, without exception, and b)

it is suspicious of collective goals" (60). Taylor himself recognizes that this
model of liberalism is uguilty as charged," but asserts that this model does
not seek to "abolish cultural differences" (61). Taylor is able to make this
model of liberalism contextual to the case study of Quebec, but he is not able
to make it ideological, he is not able to recognize the ideological effect that
(in this specific case) was accomplished. Through a multiculturalism that is
precisely designed to negotiate univeralism and particularism (whether individual or collective) within the nation-state but is not universally willing to
act on negative determinants to a particularism (racism and gendered

inequalities for instance), the Canadian state took the strategy of collective
recognition away horn Quebec. For Quebec's demands can always be played
off another particularized groups' demands by citing the universalism of

rights. As Ian Angus writes: "Procedural liberalism thus regards as illegitimate any legislation, such as Quebec's language laws, that would seek to
protect or perpetuate a specific collective identi@ through public resources"
(150). Here Angus f d s into the binary that a goal of multiculturalism is to
protect or preserve a particularized c o m m u n i ~ culture
s
and identi@
against the homogenizing force of the dominant national identity. This

binary follows the options given to the cultural, as well, within globalization;
either reflect the dominant culture or deflect it in preservation of the

particular and local. Two fundamental problems arise out of this. One, the
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particularized (or racialized or ethnic subject) is conceptualized in a similar
s?ace as the local is in globalization, and, in fact, is imagined as the local
rather than the national: the local (usually a neigbourhood designating an
identity: Japantown, Chinatown, etc.) is the site of particularized subjects
and the nation (or city) is the space of the dominant culture. The racialized
subject is fkagmentary while the dominant identity is whole o r sutured (and
this enacts the reverse tension of the dominant culture guarding against its
own fragmentation via the exterior fragments). Secondly, the reflect or
deflect position lacks agency within the cultural and social as a whole: there
is no potential for a transformation of the dominant culture. There can be
recognition, but no transformation. So, contrary t o Taylor's formulation, this
model of liberalism (and its strategic use by the state) is not "suspicious of
collective goals," but only suspicious of collective goals that are not done
under the sign of a national dominant.

In contrast, Angela Y. Davis, despite a confused chronology of multiculturalism in Canada, has no problem seeing past the veils of state strategy
regarding official multiculturalism: "In Canada, where multiculturalism has

a history that defined it as a strategy for containment of the separatist
demands of the Front de Liberation Quebecois [FLQ during the late 1960s
[...I (45).3 And more specifically, Marlene Nourbese

Philip's position is that

"multicdturalisrn's original intent was to diffuse potentid racial and ethnic
problems" (116).In a parallel with civil rights and feminist movements in

the U.S.,Wallerstein links the institutionalization of "affirmative actionnas
a partial concession to these groups, as the American government moved

from confrontation to co-option during a time of national social unrest and a

world economic slowdown as a long-wave expansionist phase ended
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(Geopolitics32-2).With the U.S.economy currently in a technoscape-driven
boom period, there has been a roll-back of aflkmative action as a neoliberal
individualism, backed by the powerful economy solidifies its persuasive
force.4
Out of the Canadian bicultural and bilingual h e w o r k , multiculturalism promotes a "unity in diversity" stance that allows "ethnicsn to celebrate their cultures while still remaining full participants within Canadian
culture and economy. The original structuring of multiculturalism around
the bilingual and bicultural framework has drawn criticism for its dual
structure:
The multicultural narrative is constituted through a positioning
of White Anglophone and Francophone Canadians a s the
founding peoples of the nation, with a "special" reference to
Native Canadians. All Others exist and constitute the Canadian
ethnic mix or multicultural character. (Walcott 79)
Conscious of the need to construct and manage a national identity by balancing the universal and the particular, official Canadian multiculturalism
attempts to reflect the social fact of demographic diversity by constituting
diversity as a founding principle of national identity. As a result, within the
discourse of multiculturalism, cultural pluralism b c t i o n s as a unifging feature: the diversity of Canada, and the acceptance of this diversity by

Canadians, is at the base of a shared national identity. Particularism does
not lead to exclusion but rather a struggle with the terms of assimilation.
Multiculturalism functions as the discursive exterior that designates but
does not particularize ethnicity, collapsing historical particulars so that eth-

nicity, .as Smaro Kamboureli notes, "instead becomes a commonaliw: what
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all Canadians have in common is ethnic difference" (1993 209). This commonality of difference is the result of the interrelatedness of the universal

and the particular; not only can they be in an antagonistic relationship t o
one another, within the nation-state they can also be in a complimentary

and even constitutive relationship.
Ernesto Laclau develops this relationship of the universal and the
particulararound the constitution of the two categories. A Kpure"particularism is not possible because the particular can only define itself in relation t o
the universal: "[:..I

to assert a purely separate and differential identity is to

assert that this identity is constituted through cultural pluralism and difference. The reference to the other is very much present as constitutive of my
own identity" ("Subject" 147). Secondly, if the social were recognized as
entirely constituted of particularities (differences as differences) there would
be no universal to appeal t o for particular rights: T h e assertion of one's o w .
particularity requires the appeal of something transcending it" ("Subject"
147). That is, the appeal for rights can come only via an appeal for the uni-

versality of rights and their equal accessibili@. Laclau's version of multicultural is toward the right to autonomy and self-definition of particularized
groups, rather than the transformation of the structure of the social: his
model of the social is based on antagonisms which make identities relational

and not merely relative ("Universalism" 88) and the need for a hegemonic
£king force which, at the base, sutures the social into a contingent form

(society) (New Reflections ;Hegemony). Thus there is a structural and paradoxical antagonism: the social and political struggles of the particular begin
by an assertion of their particularity, yet they must appeal to principles of

universality in order to be relationally defined ("Subject" 150).
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Balibar materializes this tension and constitutive relationship of the
universal and the particular within the geopolitical site of the nation-state
and the discursive moment of nationalism. Nationalism is simultaneously
both particularistic and universalistic:
[Nlationalism admittedly is particularistic, inasmuch as it

claim8 that national entities have different roots, that they
must keep control over their own members who belong t o them

[..I and they must remain isolated fkom one another in order t o
preserve their identie, which leads to a struggle for life in the
hierarchy of nations according to an alleged scale of values. But
nationalism as an ideology is also universalistic [.. ..I (Masses,
Classes 193)

In terms of multicdturalism, nationalism is universalistic in that it is the
structure to which appeals for particularized and equalizing rights must be
made, but it is also the force and site of assimilation. Yet for Laclau, the universal is incomplete itself, in the same way that the particular needs the
universal to relationally define itself as particular, the universal requires
the particular in order t o complete itself. "The universal," Laclau writes,
"emerges out of the particular not as some principle underlying and explaining it, but as an incomplete horizon suturing a dislocated particular identi-

ty" (1992 88). Further in this relationship, Laclau presents the alternative
that "the universal is the symbol of missing fullness, and the particular
exists only in the contradictory movement of asserting a differential identity
and simultaneously canceling it through its subsumption into a nondifferen-

tial medium" ("Universalism" 89).Again, in terms of multiculturalism, the

particularized identity is in a contradictory position due to its structural
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relation-ship to the universal. Yet, this differentiation against the universal

can be canceled by "subsumption" into the universal - this is the tension of
assimilation. The tension on the universal (a national identity) in its rela-

tionship to the particular is the universal's need of the particular in order t o
define itself as universal. This relationship is of course a relationship of
power, but it is not one where the particular is merely in a structure of dom-

ination.This relationship of the universal and the particular is a founding
principle which runs through a l l stages of Canadian multiculturalism.
Multiculturalism is generally viewed in Canada as developing in three
stages, and despite the confidence with which narration is applied t o the

emergence and development of the nation, the narrative of multiculturalism
is more indeterminate and its authors are not in complete agreement on how
to designate these stages. In addition, the various formations of multiculturalism in Canada can be understood not as stages that lead progressively to
one another, but as a set of relations which contains within it, at any point,
all of the stages. That is, official multiculturalism in Canada is subject to an
uneven development, having both retrograde and progressive aspects in circulation in any of its institutions and effects at any point.
Augie Fleras and Jean Leonard Elliott nonetheless divide the development of multiculturalism into a chronology of stages. The incipient stage
@re-1971)represents an unofficial period which saw a movement from
assimilationist policies toward an understanding of multiculturalism as
"diversity." The formative stage (1971-1985)promoted integrationist policies
of

involvement and equal participation" in state institutions to allow

minority cultures to identify with their particular cultures while melding

into Canadian society The formative stage also led t o the formation of the
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Multicultural Section of the Department of Secretary of State (later the
Department of Multiculturalism) and rhetorical commitment to

involve-

ment and equal participation" for ethnic and racialized communities.

Materially, the establishment of funding bodies led t o the production of
"multiculturaln culture, particularly publications.5 The expansionist stage
(1985 t o present), in which the Multicultural Act passed into law, advocates

"incorporat[ing] cultural difference into the functioning of Canadian society"

(75L6 Fleras and Elliott's narration of muIticulturalism remains a national
narrative in that they narrate multiculturalism as if it is disarticulated fkom
the determinants and structural shifts within the world system, both geoculturaUy and geopolitically.

While Fleras and Elliott leave aside a more politicized view and present these changes as a developmental chronology, Audrey Kobayashi broadly
defines the three stages within the historical context of "Anglo-conformity"
(or an expectation that immigrants would assimilate into the dominant

British culture of Canada) as the demographic stage, the symbolic stage,
and the structural stage (205-224). The demographic stage is a conceptual
period prior to official multiculturalism. Post-World War 11 immigration
management brought a wider range of immigrants into Canada who,
through their social organizations, emerged as a "IZlird Forcen in Canadian
politics in the sixties. This pressured the existing bicultural nationalism of
the bilingual and bicultural framework and led to consideration of multicul-

turalism.The symbolic stage, initiated by policy in 1971, leads to the
appointment of a Minister of State for Multiculturalism and funding for the
celebration of ethnic cultures. At this point, ethnic cultures were imagined

as folklore and emphasis was on the preservation of cultural heritage. The
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policies of this stage form a central basis for how multiculturalism proceeded

and commands a strong residual presence today through projecting the
notion of ethnicity as an effect of culture rather than a relational identity
construct; ethnicity is imagined as onto1ogicaUy given through a shared cul-

ture ("way of life") of a group. At this point, the discourse of race was strategically subsumed within the term ethnic,in Roxanna Ng's analysis, to "diffuse the antagonistic relations between Quebec and English Canada, and

between the native people, other minority groups, and the Canadian state"
(1993 297). The symbolic stage, for Kobayashi, fails to make progress within

the social, due t o its weak conceptualization and its structural contradictions. The Act may speak of guaranteeing equal rights, but it does not set up
systemic means to do so in society. Symbolic recognition and equality did not
lead to social change and this emergent Third Force" was relegated to an
advisory role, although the Canadian Ethnocultural Council (CEC)provided
a strong lobby on legislation. Within the policy itself, "culture" is kept sepa-

rate from other flows and discourses of the national social and is not conceptualized as having any extra-national determinants. Kobayashi also points
to the disarticulation of multiculturalism fkom other aspects of the social employment, legal issues, international affairs (216).Instead, language that sensitive Canadian issue - is foregrounded as the vehicle for immigrants to gain access to (and become productive in) Canadian society.
During the third stage, structural multiculturalism, lobbying for more
proactive legislation to enhance the equality of opportunity and enact
antiracist legislation came from an expanded ethnic and racialized "Third
Force." However, antiracist policy remains largely symbolic, addressing

racism as an "attitude" and not a systemic problem. Racism is not
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addressed as structural and therefore constructed and historical, but rather
subjective: "Nearly all government documents continue to treat 'race' as an
unproblematic category, naturally given rather than socially constituted"
(Kobayashi 221). For Ng, one of the most astute commentators on multiculturalism, this new emphasis on race relations is a "reverse movement" &om
the totalizing effect of an undifferentiated discourse of ethnicity &om the
previous stages when the term ethnicity was a blanket term for all nonBritish and non-Francophone Canadians (1993). However, during this stage
multticulturalism was moved out from being the domain of racialized and
ethnic groups t o being for "all Canadians." In the relationship of the univer-

sal to the particular, this is the drifting of the universal into the field of the
particular, o r the universalizing of the particular.

The Drift: Universal Effects

This drift deteriorates the particularity of ethnicity through universalizing it and sets two effects in motion. Firstly, with the universalizing of
the particular, there is a subsequent blurring of a hegemonically dominant
culture in relation t o the particular. This is not t o propose that the position
of the particular is always contained within a structure of domination;
determinants are not so determinant and agency is not so containable.
Rather there is a process of 'living through difference," as Stuart Hall
describes: "That we are d complexly constructed through different categories, of different antagonisms, and these may have the effect of locating us
socially in multiple positions of margindlity and subordination, but which do

not yet operate on us in exactly the same way" ("Old and New" 57).This
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universalizing of the particular can be the sub sump ti on" t h a t Laclau notes,
in which the particular enters into a new relation of power through becom-

ing universalized. This assimilationist model of power is binaristic in the
sense that power is only accessible &om the position of the universal. It does
not allow for the micro-oscillations of subject positions within the social; no
position is entirely dominated and utterly powerless. Yet, nor does it grant
any access t o power for the particular as particular. If the universal is a par-

ticular which has become dominant, the universal is the effect of a hegemonic formation amongst particulars. This Iimits the constitutive effect of the
particular as particular in the social; it imposes a fkity or hegemony on society.
Conversely, if the particular can be universalized, the universal can
claim the position of the particular: this is not, however, gran&i.ngthe particular the status of "relative" universalization (Laclau "Subject" 156). Instead,
the dominant identity assumes or appropriates the particular's position
within the social. This move confuses and obscures how relatians are acted
out daily in the social. The particular cannot use the universal as a category
against which to appeal for rights because the universal then can claim the
same lack of rights via its status of a particular. This relation is hegemonic

with the universal forming a discursive alliance with the particular, but an
alliance that does not give the particular access to the rights of the univer-

sal; the relation becomes (or it is "made") monological. For a tiheoretical
example of this unequal relation, the particular cannot claim I t s e l f to be the
universal, yet the universal can claim to be the particular. %s

is the logic

which denies particularized rights and addresses systemic social inequities

as universal via a trivialization of scale: the universal merely claims that
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it is a particular and, through example of their experience, asserts the particular has equal access to all levels of society. The demise of affirmative
action in the U.S.is partially based on this logic.
The second effect of the particularizing of the universal is to obscure
the specxc histories of ethnic and racialized groups as they become generalized and universalized (I'm not using these two words synonomously). Beryl
Langer, in her study of Salvadorian communities in Cananda and Australia,
notes: "Contested histories which produce different subject-positions have no
place within the discourse of multiculturalism, which constitutes immigrants not as bearers of history but bearers of something called ethnic cul-

ture - or culture divorced from history" (165)-This coincides with the

Canadian Multicultural Act and its symbolic stage (and function), where culture, rather than history, is the de-g

aspect of racialized and ethnic sub-

jects. In popular discourse, it is culture that "ethnics" bring t o a country,
rather than history. The "bad history" of their former countries is what
immigrants leave behind. In Langer's analysis, the journey into multicultur-

alism is a "journey from history to ethnicity" (165). In Canada, with ethnicity imagined as a national commonality, ethnicity is lifted out of history and

into, as Bhabha calls it, "the homogenous empty time of the 'modem' social
imaginary" (Location 249).

Let me.move horn these siteless effects into a specific example within
the cultural field. The imagining of ethnicity or otherness as a commonality
shared by the national imaginary is a trope which has been developed
through Canadian national literature. The nation as a primary h e w o r k
for the organization of meaning, as I discussed earlier, functions through the

cultural. Literature in Canada has been a powerful articulating force, and
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at times a clear critique, of the national imaginary and national identity. In

its articulatory role of h k i n g space and place, history and the present, and
"diversity" with "unity"(in its official mdticultural role), Canadian Literature has also had moments of enacting "nationalisms of dominance" (Balibar
199146). British emigrant Susanna Moodie, author of her memoirs
Roughing It in the Bush, published in 1852, stands as an imagined originary

moment for Canadian literature. Moodie importantly resurfaces in Margaret
Atwood's chronotopic and canonical poetry text from the close of the incipient stage of Canadian multiculturalism, The Journals of Susanna Moodie

(1970).Atwood's rewriting or rearticulation of Moodie's source text reinforces
the tropes that Moodie herself brought forward fkom travel writing. But it is
only in this problematic yet often-cited sentence from the afterword that
Atwood raises the multicultural relations which Moodie foregrounded: W e
are all immigrants to this place even if we were born here [...In
(62).

Contrary to Moodie's careful Merentiations, Atwood here collapses all
difference and elides situatedness and historical specifics. In precisely a universalizing of the particular, where the universal appropriates the historical

and national space of the particular, otherness becomes the shared experience in this land of immigrants and alienation. Contrary to Lynette Hunter's
assertion that "Atwood's female heroes from Susanna Moodie onward contin-

ually write a history that is communal but never impinges on state politics
in a direct way" (2051,Atwood's history is universalizing (not communal) and

built upon an exclusion which negates specitic histories while claiming a
universal one. Written in a period of an accelerated national literature and
cultural nationalism, Atwood isolates a departicularized universal character-

istic suited to a national identity and writes state policies into the cultural
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field. Here, Zizek's siteless critiques of multiculturalism can be placed:

Mdticulturdlism is a racism whi& empties its own position of
all positive content (the multculturalist is not a direct racist,
he doesn't oppose to the Other the particular values of his own
culture), but nonetheless retains this position as the privileged
empty point of universality fkom which one is able to appreciate
(and deprecate) properly other particular cultures - the multiculturdlist's respect for the Other's specificity is the very form
of asserting one's own superiority. ("Multiculturalism"44)

In the chronotopic twistings of a national subject through a national literature,Atwood, Northrop Frye and others empty the space of the universal, as
in Zizek's case, in order to complete or fill itself with aspects of the particular which then reasserts the centralits' of the universal.

Criticism of Canadian multiculturalism charges that it cannot forcefully address racism (and sexism as a link in the system of labour) precisely

because, as a policy and a law, multiculturalism fails to recognize race and
ethnicity as socially constructed and rather deals with them as natural. The
result is that multiculturalism does not seek systematic changes that challenge the categories (and the use of these categories) of race and ethnicity.

As well, critical attention focuses o n the assimilationist tendency of early
multiculturalism and the later integrationalist stance, pointing out that the
Act recognizes ethnicity a t the same time as it seeks to control it through
cultural absorption. In fact this tension between the universalist and particularist position is written into the Act itself. Yet, analyzed as a discourse or

a technology (see Kamboureli), official multiculturalism itself is not a liber-

atiqg articulatory practice. For official multiculturalism cannot address its
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role in the social construction and categorization of race and ethnicity
because it is itself one of the discursive sites of that construction, and in
Canada, is literally the law that articulates these positions and moments. To
return again to Althusser's precision, "ideology never says 'I am ideological' '"(Lenin175).
Multiculturalism in Canada thus has two main h c t i o n s and effects.

One effect is the particularizing h c t i o n that both designates subjects as
ethnic or racialized and recognizes them as such: this designation, or particularizing, theoretically brings with it the rights guaranteed to citizens. The

second function is as an articulatory practice that is necessary in the construction of the nation to complete the sign of Canada by subsuming the ethnic and racialized subject (with class-dehed subjects subsumed into these
designations) into a national citizen. In this sense, this national citizen is a
symbol of a missing fullness which seeks to hegemonize particularized identities into its own fullness, o r completion: the universal seeks to complete its
m e s s via an incorporation of the particular. This particularizing of the
universal and universalizing of the particular obfuscates the relations
between race, ethrzicity, and class and their relationship t o gender in its rush
to completion.

By situating this struggle between the universal and the particular
within the nation state, multiculturlism's articulations to globalization and

the capitalist world system are also obfuscated. The narration of the stages
of multiculturalism contribute to it as a national phenomenon, as taking
shape within the policies and politics of Canada and the tensions between
federal and provincial levels (or between a national universal and a national

particular). If,as I wrote earlier, the ideological effect of globalism is to
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obscure that globalization is ideological, then an ideological effect of multiculturalism is to deny its articulations to the global and to contain its conceptualization at a national level. Spivak goes as far as to say, &Liberalmulticulturalism without global socialist awareness simply expands the U.S.

base, corporate or communitarian" (Critique402) and perhaps this comes
closest to defining the liberal and neoliberal forms of multiculturalism.
Neoliberal multiculturalism is a configuration of multiculturalism disarticulated fkom globalization and thus disarticulated from the social relations
which construct race and ethnicity and therefore racism. In another metalepsis, multiculturalism then is seen as being the cause or reflection of
identities, rather than multiculturalism being constitutive of relational identities and (always already) an effect of the capitalist world system. A materialist multiculturalism (Appelbaum, Hitchcock "Multicultural Materialism")
would articulate the formation (necessity?)of multiculturalism to its own
historical determinants. Disarticulated fkom the relations which constitute
it, Ng notes, ethnicity is "considered apart from and as unrelated to the
political and economic processes of any particular society [...I ("Sexism,
Racism" 299). Freed from such determinants, the categories within multicul-

turalism remain naturalized and understood as "demographic facts" rather

than the reflection of the historical construction of the categories of race.
Likewise, disarticulated &om the determinants and relations which
cause it, multiculturalism can only address systemic problems at a national
level. Racism, for instance, is figured as a national ontological problem and
not as a product of the contradictions and antagonisms of globalization and
the world system. For instance how can a tolerant multiculturalism exist at

a national level under neoliberal globalization? J o n Cruz gives a clear
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illustration of this tension: 'Tor as the polity began to give racial groups the
recognition of political subjects with civil rights, the economy began to move
in directions that would quickly strip away the political resolve to under-

write this important cultural turn. (28). Cruz's context is the US., but his

model is of a centrifugal capitalism (a force of globalization) and a national

centripetal cultural causing a crisis in the domestic sphere because "there is
the globalizing pressure of capitalism to abandon the will to social inuestment within the national-domestic sphere" (29).Intra-national antagonisms
forced by globalization coalesce with transnationally generated antagonisms
which then materialize at the level of race when racialized workers "steal"
jobs away or when flexible capital shows its adaptability and factories relocate to where profits are higher and wages and taxes lower. Richard
Appelbaum notes in his study that within global capital: "[c]lass differences

are overlaid with differences based on race and ethnicity in a highly volatile
multiculturalism predicated on exploitation rather than mutual understanding" (298). This nervous antagonism also fkactures further any long-gone

international formation of the working class; although as David Hamey
speculates (Spaces), the conditions of globalization would appear to create a
stronger, more international labour movement. Multiculturalism is central

in these intra- and extra-national tensions, either positively as a partial
remedy t o the exploitation inherent within the world system, or negatively
as a more active repressive agent, and a social salve to cover them over (and

to cause their misrecognition within ideology) and thus to disable resistance.
A managed subordination of subjects within the gendered race-labour
system, of which multiculturalism is an aspect, is integral to the economic

"health" of a nation within globalism and an official national act will not
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undermine this as it is against the interest of the nation-state in globalism.
Yet the Multiculturalism Act in Canada is designed to alleviate this subordination under the auspices of "full access." In the emphasis toward "full participation" in the economic and political We of Canada, an ethnic or racialized subject is interpellated by the act more properly as a commodity within
the gendered race-labour system of Canada and of globalism. The uneven
development of multiculturalism means that this interpellation has Merent
effects on different groups and is most keenly felt where class, race and gender intersect. Within the newly forming relations of globalism, the "ethnization of female super-exploitation" (Spivak Critique 377) proceeds as the
racialization of labour continues in the world system.
Splicing the emphasis of social biology in Canadian immigration policies (see Porter) with Balibar and Wderstein's analysis of the interrelatedness of ethnicity, race, and gender in terms of class and occupational position (literally the construction of racialized and ethnic, as well as gendered,
cheap labour), "full participationn comes to mean the ability to create surplus value in Canadian society. Balibar states it directly: "Without the state,
labour-power would not be a commodity" (Arnbigious Identities 173). In keep-

ing with the use of immigrants, multiculturalism constructs racialized and
ethnic subjects as labour commodities through which surplus value is created whether it is via low-paying and commonly dangerous jobs such as the

building of the railway (which was given to male Chinese immigrants), more
benign functions such as using working-class Eastern European immigrants
(itself a shifting category) to "populate" and, in a sense, enclose the prairies,
or, more recently, or using immigrants as sources of investment capitaL7

Multiculturalism, then, functions as the ideological and economic manage-
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ment of diversity and is best analyzed within a matrix of race, class, ethnicity, and gender and their relations to the means of production and reproduc-

tion at both the national and the global levels. As Cruz suggests, multiculturalism should be looked at "as part of a social logic of late capitalism and
as a cultural feature at the intersection of economic globalization and the
fiscal-domestic crisis of the staten(19). Canadian governments, with their
social management skills, recognized this early and put in place a multicultural policy for both the domestic and global needs of its own social/cultural
logic. From Balibar, a structural homology arises in which the nation-state,
through its multicultural legislation, is the "bourgeoisie" which manages
diversity: 'Thus then the modern bourgeoisie formed itself into a class which

managed the proletariatn (Philosophy 4).

"The Commodification of Everything," Including You: Commodity,
Recognition, Reflection

The culture is radiant,
the damage is hardly noticeable.

Brian Kim Stefans, Free Space Comk.

This logic of the commodity for the management of racialized and eth-

nic subjects is also found in the flow of the ethnoscape and the mediascape
within globalism and materializes at the level of the nation. The commoditization of "ethnicncultures occurs when culture as a "way of life" is rendered
down to a consumable product. Although the effects of this reduction of cul-

tures materializes and is encouraged at the national level, it is a direct
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reflection of the consumer-ideology of globalization. Within Canada, "ethnic"
identity is constructed as an effect of culture and not of constitutive discourses and historical situatedness, this version of culture is commoditized
as objects of celebration during the symbolic stage. A critique counters that
multiculturalism is merely symbolic, reducing ethnic and racialized cultures

to folklore and sponsoring celebrations of "red boot" ethnicity while never
actually alleviating the real inequities within Canadian society. In this para-

digm, racialized subjects and ethnic citizens get their day of recognition with
a parade, a folkloric conference or are reduced to adding multicultural food
choices to the national cuisine - at best it is a limited sense of the

Bakhtinian carnivalesque in which the usual order is overturned (yet the
dominant structure or social relations are returned to); at worst "ethnic
food" stands in for a lived culture. This is the global market variant of the
politics of recognition where identities are read as ingredients in a "recipe
for multiculturali~m."~
This accretionist model of culture is not merely
benign and celebratory (Hitchcock "The World" 15).As in the process of com-

modification Marx describes, a commodity is severed from the real relations
and conditions of its production; but transposed onto multiculturalism, this

commodification of ethnicity and culture comes at the expense of history

and of existing social relations. As Lisa Lowe writes, "the 'multicultural'
aestheticization and commodif!ication of racialized ethnic cultures can take
place only through 'forgetting' the material histories of racialization, segregations, and economic violence" (30). To illustrate how misrecobhtion and
forgetting can be enacted through multiculturalism, consider Will
Kymlicka's position on the commodification of ethnic cultures within

Canada: 'The commodification of ethnicity is the product of capitalism, not
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of multiculturalism" (46). Of course, Kymlicka is correct in citing
capitalism as the source of commodification, but he then disarticulates mul-

ticulturalism fkom capitalism, as if these two state-supported structures are
not interrelated. Historically, as Wdlerstein and Balibar argue, multiculturalism is an effect of the capitalist world system, and to disarticulate multiculturalism fkom capitalism is t o disarticulate it &om the other effects of
capitalism which multiculturalism can potentially alter, such as racism. To
Ynake" (to return to Spivak's verb regarding the cultural) multiculturalism

merely cultural is to limits its positive social effects.
Within the culture-ideology of consumerism in globalization is this

commoditization of ethnic culture a debased form of recognition? Is this the
only gesture of 'loving" the other that capitalism can muster? If so, what are
the "costsnof recognition culturally, economically, and politically? Within the
cultural, this culture-ideology of consumerism and the commodification of

ethnic cultures generates a set of expectations for racialized and ethnic writers and artists. Roy Miki outlines how the pressures of recognition are also
fzansposed onto an aesthetic of representation:
For writers of colour, then, the new form of becoming invisible
may be less visible as an ideology, because of the official
rhetoric of multiculturalism, but it still requires conformiw to

dominant representations, to socially determined Sastes," and
to transparent literary expectations. (Broken Entries 108)
Even within the cultural field, "writers of colour" adopt a universal aesthetic
in order t o be recognized. This position is rehearsed amongst progressive

writers on the left a s well, but meshing historical necessity into the tension.

Consider Ron Silliman's situating writers of colour outside of nonrepresen-
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tational cultural modes:

These writers and readers - women, people of color, sexual
minorities, the entire spectrum of the "marginaln - have a
manifest political need to have their stories told. That their
writing should often appear much more conventional, with the

notable difference as to whom is the subject of these
conventions, illuminates the relation betwleen form and
audience. ("Poetry and the Politicsn 63)
Writers from "marginal" groups are caught in a double bind of recognition
and representation here; forced into normative modes of representation t o

become "visible" and to tell their stories in order to enter, belatedly, into
modernity, they are managed into the temporal site of .Ithe past. Yet - in this
formulation - they have not been subjects of history leng enough to have
their historical positions align with the aesthetics of a postmodernity which
Jameson aligns with stages of capitalism. These writers then do not challenge the sign but instead need to signify: the universal can risk dematerialization and ambiguity but the particular must go thromgh normative means
in order to signify, t o materialize itself in language. ThSs prescription does

n o t so much "illuminate the relation between form and audience"as it illuminates the demand that the universal places on the particular in order for
the particular to materialize. Silliman's position is not *he distanced ocular
regime of Zizek's multiculturalist, but rather that of social determination. In

an exchange with Leslie Scalapino on his comments in 'The Socialist Review,
Silliman reiterates: 'What I did write was that a group with an historically
specific subject position would have an historically specific response" (54). Of

course, every group has an historically specific position, but in order for a
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poetics t o be contextual as well, the response to that positionality can not be
prescribed.
Recognition has become necessary, according to Charles Taylor's historical narrative, due the emergence of "individualized identity" (the beginning of which he locates at the end of the eighteenth century). The once-stat-

ic (or recognizable) societal hierarchies, in Taylor's view, broke down and
become more complicated due t o individualized identi@' which in turn led to
the modern notion of universalism as a basis for recognition: With the move
from honor to dignity has come a politics of universalism, emphasizing the
equal dignity of aIl citizens, and the content of this politics has been the
equalization of rights and entitlements" (37). With these rights and equalizations existing, Taylor assumes there is equal access to the rights by the
particular, that the existence of rights guarantees the rights application in
the social.
Despite Taylor's invocation and liberalization of Bakhtin through the
dialogic - via statements such as T h e cmcial feature of human life is its
fundamental dialogical character" (32) - his politics of recognition are
decidedly nondialogic. There is a fundamental nondialogical relationship
with the Other as recognition or "answerablility" is only on the terms of
dominant culture. As Peter Hitchcock writes: "The invocation of dialogism,
then, will continue to be an empty gambit if the axiological function of the
Other remains an object and not a co-participant (and this would require a
much greater dialogic imagination than that which globalism embodies at
this time)" ("The World" 17-18).Taylor's dialogic imagination is bound by the
nation and proposes a dialogue of an existing national subject with a newly

recognized particularized identity. This newly visible subject is not viewed
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as part of a world system, but as a national problematic: how to equalize
rights for this Other nationally, philosophically, and not how to cognitively
map systems that both produce this subject as Other and also which depend
on inequality in order to have an accessible source of labour.

In this representational mode of rights, Taylor holds steadfastly onto
the hegemonic position of the dominant culture: "But the further demand [of
multiculturalism] we are looking a t here is that we all recognize the equal

value of different cultures; that we not only let them survive, but acknowledge their worth" (64). How does acknowledgment and recognition within a
cultural relativist fkame where a dominant culture maintains its absolute
powers of definition and whose gaze grants worth upon the spectated subject
address systemic oppression within a gendered race-labour system? Is this
not the reinscription of the position of dominance in which the universal
reaflirms its superiority? Taylor's politics of recognition fails to account for

the unevenness of recognition when the dialogic does not include answer-

abIity.9 Taylor does account for the relations of power within this process

(66),but sees these relatioas as exterior to multiculturalism, which is the
remedy of these unequal relations. Judith Butler narrates a different set of
relations in the process of recognition. Reading through Althusser's reversal
of Hegel, Butler generates this process: 1)recognition 2) address 3) interpellation. But the moment of address and recognition are simultaneous, where
in an "impossible scene," the address is to a body that does not yet have a

social definition, yet "an address, a call, an interpellation I...
does
] not 'discover' this body, but constitutes it hdamentally" (Speech 5). Taylor's
process is less troubled: 1)address 2 ) recognition 3) mutual respecV

relational identity. The moment of address and recognition are blurred
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here as well, perhaps understood as simultaneous. Butler emphasizes the
constitutive effect of the process, but also its exclusionary aspect:
One comes t o "exist" by virtue of this fundamental dependency
on the address of the Other. One "exists" not only by the virtue
of being recognized, but, in a prior sense, by being recognizable.
The terms that facilitate recognition are themselves
conventional, the effects and instruments of a social ritual that
decide, often through exclusion and violence, the linguistic
conditions of survivable subjects. (Excitable 5 )
Taylor's emphasis is always on inclusion and mutuality, but Butler dramatically (life and death!) invokes the exclusionary aspect of recognition and
address: therefore it is the choice of the addresser to recognize the
addressed, not that it is an immanent right of the Other to be recognized.

Of course, it is the terms in which recognition takes place which are
contestable. Rey Chow is blunt in her assessment: "[ . .I if indeed multicultur-

alism is intent on promoting a liberalist politics of recognition, recognition is
still largely a one-way street - in the form, for instance of white culture recognizing non-white cultures only" (Ethics 21). However, Chow invokes siteless multiculturalism which obscures the location of agency: is it "multiculturalism" that promotes a liberal politics of recognition, or is it more accurately the nation that enacts a politics of recognition under the sign of multiculturalism? Chow's point is about the monologic nature of recognition; how
do subjects (or bodies in Butler) become addressed, recognized, interpellated

(or, for Taylor) respected. In the cultural field, Miki's point about the relationship of race to aesthetic is even more interlaced with power. His implica-

tion is that for "writers of colour" t o become recognized in a social sense,
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they must produce work which "conforms to dominant representations." I
take representations to be both aesthetic and social here: that texts should
use a poetics of representation; the texts include recognizable representations of racialized and ethnic subjects (bodies); and the writer be "representative" of a particularized group-

Ken Lum,a Chinese-Canadian artist whose works has consistently

troubled the problematic of representation, stretching and stressing its
expectations, provides a strong counter and reappraisal of the politics of
recognition. Specificall35 Lum7sPhoto-Mirrors present a philosophical and
speculative reassessment and r e h a 1 of the logic of a politics of recognition.
The works are deceptively straight forward: large (137 X 100 cm) and small
(46 X 38) mirrors framed in maple are hung at accommodating heights on

the gallery wall; stuck casually inside the frame of the mirror are found photographs, documentations of others' lives inserted into an art framework.
Lum describes the effect of seeing oneself in a mirror fkamed with the photos

of someone else's life: T h e viewer sees h i h e r s e l f reflected in the mirror,
sees him/herself in relationship to other pictures of other people, and others'
souvenirs and others' memories" (Lum 12). The constitution of identity and
subject formation is foregrounded in this viewing7a theme running through
much of Lum's work. To reframe these Photo-Mirrors within the process of a
politics of recognition, with its prior expectation of representation for a
racialized artist, enacts another critical viewing. An expectation of the politics of recognition is that the particular presents a recognizable form of itself
to the universal. The scopic regime of recognition requires such a conformity
For art produced by a racialized artist, the liberal assumption (which

Silliman sees for "the spec-

of the 'marginal' ") is that the work will

present a recognizable representation of their culture. This representation
can then be taken in as a commodified moment of culture and as a moment

of recognition, reafkming the identity of the universal in relation to the
particular. Lum's work refuses this reflection. For, the viewer of the PhotoMirrors can only see themself, and a representation of themself recontextu&zed (fkamed in Gofhan's sense) with the cultural detritus of another. The

racialized particular refuses to offer a recognizable representation of
him/herself and thus refuses the relationship in which the universal constitutes the particular in a moment of address and recognition. In Butler's
terms, Lum's Photo-Mirrorsrefuse the "fundamental dependency on the
address of the Other."

The Photo-Mirrors are the materialization of a philosophical argument on the nature of recognition, self, and the relations of recognition. As
work which travels transnationally, these mirror pieces also refuse to deliver
the representation and expectation of a hybrid Chinese-Canadian identity.1°

Like Lum's earlier work, and I have in mind the Zaum-like Language
Paintings (1987) in which nonrepresentational language mimicking popular
signage filled the frame, there is a refusal to signify in the normative manner. But this is not a refusal of social meaning but a gesture toward alterna-

tive methods of signification while enacting a structural critique of social
signification. Within the discourse of multiculturalism, these works refuse a
logic of recognition (of a subject or of meaning) based on commodification. In
a political imaginary, this is culture as speculative policy.

Y'm Not [Multiculturalism]": Refusals, Rearticulations

...I did have a sense, when I was quite young, that to survive in
this culture was essentially a quest for language as the
modality of power about which you could be present in the
world.
Roy Kiyooka, Roy Riyooka.

What occurs, then, when a writer or artist tums away fkom the politics of
recognition through a tactical refusal t o be recognized o r interpellated under

and through a discursive exterior that, in making the subject recognizable,
regulates it? What happens when a writer produces a text that resists or
shuns recognition by such articulatory forces? I don't mean how can an ethnic or racialized writer pass or write an unmarked text, but rather what are
the ways in which the work can counter a system which seeks to address,
recognize and then interpellate in a monological structure lacking answer-

abilty? How can a cultural product move horn being oppositional

- from a

position of refusal - to an agent of rearticulation? And, given the analysis of
multiculturalism as a discursive exterior that interpellates a subject who is
then risks absorption under the sign of a national universal, recognition

within such a discourse is not without risk.As Butler points out, the
moment of address and recognition in Althusser is also the moment of an
ideological hailing (Psychic 106-31).
Stan Douglas' short film series (30-60 seconds), Monodramas, consists
of narrative moments which enact small social antagonisms or ambiguities
by precisely foregrounding the ambiguities and social assumptions in the
moments. In "I'm Not Garyn(1991)two men, one black, the other white,

approach each other &om opposite direction in a typical nonplace strip
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mall. As the men pass, the white guy sparks a moment of recognition, stopping, he turns and addresses "Gary." Structurally the subject is faced precisely with the AZthusserian moment that Butler narrates. Here is Butler's
version ofAlthusser: T h e one who turns around in response to the call does
not respond to a demand to turn around. The turning around is an act that
is, as it were, conditioned by both the t.oiceYof the law and the responsiveness of the one hailed by the law" (Psychic 107). In terms of the universal
and the particular within a politics of recognition, the call is a moment of
recognition in which the universal reasserts its own identity in the reflection
of the particular. In Douglas7Monodrama, "Gary" creates two rather
remarkable effects with his actions: as he shoots a hostile glance, he replies

'Tm not Garg," and t w n s away First, he refuses the right of the Law, he
refuses interpellation into the structure which would recognize and interpellate him under its own conditions. In doing so he refutes the power of the
Law t o materialize him. He breaks the narrative expectation of Althusser's
ideological interpellation. Secondly,he invokes misrecognition as his own
ideological moment: the white guy (the universal in the narrative I'm
telling) is shown that his call, the hailing of the Law, is not misrecognized as
nonideological (being that the effect of ideology is to deny it is ideological).

In this sense "Gary's" performative act says I do not recognize your call as
ideology and I refuse the effects of the call. As Butler writes: Were the per-

formative, the call by the law which seeks to produce a lawful subject, produces a set of consequences that exceed and confound what appears to be
the disciplining intentions motivated by the lawn (Gender ~ o u b l e122). The
excess generated here is a subject not assimilatible by the law of multicul-

turalism.

In recent art fiom Chinese-Canadian artists, there has been a
refusal to answer the call of recognition. Particularly, there is a body of
work, o r a tendency within several artists, which emphasizes the lack of a
representational body by presenting the codes surrounding the body. Could
these withheld or immaterial bodies then illuminate the oppressive dualiw
of presence versus absence as well as stand a s a tactic of withdrawal fkom
the regulatory Iaws which make this body calculable? Is this absence performative rather than expressive? This questioning leads t o Butler's formulation of agency within discourse, an agency that perceives a withdrawal fiom
discursive frameworks as a tactic. For Butler "[dliscourse becomes oppressive when it requires that the speaking subject, in order to speak, participate in t h e very terms of that oppression - that is, take for granted the
speaking subject's own impossibility or unintelligibility" (Gender Double
116). The constitutive outside, through its reiterative discursive effects,
Butler argues later, produces material bodies which are an effect of power
precisely because power grants materiality only to those which comply (are
constituted by) to a regulato~yset of norms. Through a process of exclusion,
subjects are made material when they comply to norms: "The power of discourse to materialize its effects is thus consonant with the power of discourse to circumscribe the domain of intelligibility" (Bodies187). To not comply is to be unintelligible, to not appear, to not matter. Yet, as "Gary's"
refusal to be materialized under the domain of multiculturalism, this does
not absolutely designate an immateriality or intelligibility, for we must
acknowledge, o r at least imagine, there is a space for the unintelligible, for
excess.

This politicized gesture of the missing body or of the body's trace is
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initiated by Roy Kiyooka's StoneDGZoves, a text-photo work &om 1969-1970
which was originally the catalogue for his photo show at the national
Gallery of canada.ll Kiyooka's first major photographic work, after having

been a painter, StoneDGZoves is comprised of serial images of the discarded
cotton workers' gloves leR behind daily at the Expo 70 site in Osaka. These
gloves hold the trace of the proletarian body labouring on the transnational
festival of nations and technology, an Expo. Shown in Canada, they are the
refusal of representing a Japanese-Canadian identity completed by a trip
"home" by a nisei (second generation Japanese-Canadian). Rather than a
racialized bildungsroman resulting in a representational identity or body,
StoneDGloves provides the traces of bodies commodified through labour.
These specific and grounded images present a complex intersection of class

and race complicated by the national framework (frameworks in this case) of
identity. In the articulation of race and class, Kiyooka's gloves are more of a

monument to the Japanese workers of Expo. Kiyooka's project description on
the penultimate page, sounding rather Second International, is: "the photos
show how / the gloves fell / from the hands of work-men" (91). One short text
over the image of a particularly worn glove is:

(dlmost its own
monument
all
most
s t o n e (1997 86)
There is no sentimentalits: however, in these images and texts, they docu-

ment labour and the everyday. In this sense the body is not missing, but
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withheld. StoneDGZoues is both representation and nonrepresentational,
foregrounding the limits of representation by indexical photographs which
are both abstracted (defamiliarizing) but yet which represent the missing
object of representation.
Sharyn Yeun's ideologically charged John Chinaman - an installation
assembled a t Vancouver's Chinese Cultural Centre for the 1991Self Not

Whole exhibition - invoked a material body that has been dropped from
speculation to reveal regulatory, disciplinary, and reiterative codes. Eleven
suit jackets, sewn &om white handmade paper, are marked with the phototransfers of the racist signage - immigration papers, public notices, statistics - from the Chinese Immigration Act's Head Tax initiated in 1885. This
Act brutally dfected the Chinese workers (and their families) who laboured
on an early Canadian national symbol, the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
labour/domination complex resulted in the death of some 600 workers as the
building of a cross-Canada railway link was fetishized over their devalued,

racialized working-class bodies. The suit jackets are a mimetic sign of official governmental regulatory laws while the colour white draws on Chinese
culture's association of that colour with death. Likewise, Vancouver artist
Henry Tsang's work Homage (also in Self Not Whole)involves negating the
body, leaving the social scafE01dingstanding to reveal the codes surrounding

and defining a body. InHomage, gendered, business suits or executive wear
are pressed under glass within a linen background and hung on the wall
above a rosewood sideboard which could also be used as a worship area,
holding small symbolic offerings. It is as if these constitutive codes await the
belated body, or await an opportunity to hail a citizen, to interpellate a sub-

ject. These empty, bodiless suits approach the Washing moment of the
mimetic connection" (Taussig 23) to the codes and familial expectations of
success; codes carried within multiculturalism's "full participation" and
assimilation.
Within North American poetry, there is likewise a resistance to
repesentational modes which would allow a commodification of a racialized
identity or to present a recognizable subject to be hailed into ideological
state apparatuses. With the intersection of the consumer-ideology of globalization and the pressures of cohering within a discourse of national identity
(as supplement o r as contaminant), a structure of representation is also an

interpellation into a constitutive discourse. This refusal to materialize in a

recognizable form is not a negative tactic, one that is still defined by what it
negates. It is the imagining of other modes of "meaning" or "matter." The

avant-gardist credo of defamiliarization and breaking of habitual codes
becomes politicized in the breaking of the habitual codes of racialization,

and of codes of the relationship of universal and particular. As Lisa Lowe
writes on Theresa Hak Kyung Cha's Dictee: "Neither developmental nor univocal, the subject of Dictee continually thwarts the reader's desire to
abstract a notion of ethnic or national identity - originating either from the
dominant culture7sinterrogation of its margins, or in emergent ethnic or cultural nationalist examples" (Kim and Alarcon 36).
Dictee was published in 1982 and since that time an emergent genera-

t i o n of racialized writers at the intersection of avant-gardist practices, the
breakdown of popular and high culture, and with the benefit of the earlier
work by writers working within the similar national discursive exteriors,

has produced texts which rearticulate the expectations of racialized writers.

Sianne Ngai's "My Noveln (in the collection Criteria)gives some of the
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sizuctural elements of that genre (and does not mistake genre as the sole
site of struggle) but constructs a subject unassirnilatable to a universal/
particular relationship. The opening line of the novel is an invocation of a
legitimizing discursive exterior: "Isigned the forms, mailed them in, became
crediblen(58)."My Novel" oscillates between sentences that risk representation and sentences which invoke and challenge its logics. Consider the tension between these two sentences: "Not a memory, but a dotted line between
cells, persuaded me to declare my visibility at the bordern (58);and "I am
transparent and round, like most diseases" (60).To read these sentences
merely semantically ignores the rearticulation of aesthetic expectation they
enact, yet these lines also carry a strong critique of the logic of multicultur-

alism. The "protagonist" does not need the recognition of the universal in
order to become" visible" but rather declares her/his own visibility "at the
border." Yet this visibility is confounded by a transparency. Semantically,
"My Noveln does not offer up a consumable novel nor a consumable racialized identim There is no pathos of an abject subject left to immateriality-,
"not mattering" in the liminal spaces of a dominant, rather there is an
aware rejection or refusal to materialize on such terms. This is not emerging

from a direct oppositional gesture, but from an analysis of ideology as ideology and the refusal to either internalize it or imagine an absolute outside.

This same kind of articulatory poetics floods the work of Brian Kim
Stefans. Kim Stefans' refusal is at the level of effect rather than an oscillation of aesthetic expectations and representational ruptures. Rewriting
poems in the style of other writers (particularly Frank 07Hara),writing
poems under the name of another writer but including them within a book

by "Brian Kim Stefans" ( T h e Overtures of Holograms" by Roger Pellett in
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Angry Penguins) obliterate a project based on identitarian politics in which

the subject moves toward unity. Yet, there is a racialized subject in the work;
but it is a subject amongst the constitutive discourses of other identities as
well as the cultural products of globalization:
So I settled for some Andre Breton,

a Corona Light, a guilty package of Gitanes,
Ratz's famous reuben, and a port-o-john.
Self-worth struggles in the spires of aspartame (Angry
Penguins 61)

Part rewriting of Frank OYHara'spoem T h e Day Lady Diedn (3251, part
enacting of Lyotard's defining of postmodern conditions ("Eclecticism is the
degree zero of contemporary general culture

[...I [76]),this stanza jubilantly

engages with the discursive exterior and flows of globalization in which
"self-worthn is alongside a list of commodities. Kim Stefan's texts enter the
flow of the mediascape and the ideoscape, but work against coherence. "I
canna'make it cohere, Cap'nln (Angry Penguins 21) opens a poem, invoking

both the disjunctive poetics of language writing and Scotty from Star D e k ,
but then working toward a coherence via a repetition of the word coherence,
the poem ends: "Don't say someone you're with is not profound. Or that they don't make sense (coherent). If you say they don't cohere, that's another
thing - all the best cowboys don't cohere. They cohere in Korea, but they are

all white" (21). Is this an oblique debate about the coherence of meaning and
of bodies within the social? Is the mention of Korea invoking Kim Stefans'

hybrid identity construct, the incoherence of North and South Korea, or is it
there because "coheren and "Korean are near rhymes? In a reversal of the

modernist project of imagining an outside from which to mount a critique,
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Rim Stefans accelerates the cultural logic of globalization so that its logic
does not cohere. In some way, then, his works are all effect; but the effect of

his texts is precisely t o empty out effect. In this equalizing formation, ideology is addressed: Oh, you are ideological, I am too.

These antisystemic counterings t o the logics of multiculturalism and
globalization are acted out variously in sites that call for tactical decisions

on formal strategies; a formally politicized text is not identical in every site.
For instance, the kind of negations that an avant-gardist position brings are
possible only if other sites are covered by an articulatory poetics. It is a
totalizing critical move to expect representational texts or art from all

racialized artists or writers, and it is likewise totalizing t o expect nonrepresentational texts from writers who are rearticulating the effect of
history on particular community formations. A well-recognized text in
Canada that moves into this problematic is Diome Brand's "No Language Is
Neutral." Countering the positive immigrant experience where full participation is achieved, Brand's narrative of diaspora from the Caribbean traces
the ethnoscape and the relationship of race, gender and class as it flows
transnationally Brand enacts language as the mark that links race and
class in an economic system that relies on such marked subjects for a source
of cheap labour, a labour that is gendered as well: '[ ...I calling Spadina
Spadeena until I listen good for what the white people call it, saying I com-

ing just to holiday to the immigration officer when me and the son-of a bitch

know I have labourer mark a l l over my face" (29). Brand narrativizes the
economic and cultural forces that initiate the migration of peoples in order
to supply a world system with the type and number of labourers it needs,

and critiques the relations of production under which such workers labour.
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"No Language Is Neutraln not o d y counters an official narrative of the ease
in which full participation is gained, but, at the extra-national or level of
globalization, reflects the world system and the racism which always presupposes sexism and "the necessary polymorphism of racism, its overarching

function, its connections with the whole set of practices of social normalization and exclusion. [...In
(Balibar Ambigious Identities 49). "No Language Is
Neutral" does not narrate a particular national identity corning into formation, but how an identity becomes particularized, within a nation, through
forces of globalization.
"No Language Is Neutraln likewise does not narrate the "diversity" of
the multicultural city or nation. The world of the poem is divided starkly
along lines of class and race: this division is black and white. No other
racialized bodies within the labour system are represented (or recognized?)
within "No Language Is Neutral." Even when the protagonist is on Spadina
Avenue, which forms the backbone of Toronto's Chinatown, she interacts
with white people only. This presents a world more clearly divided by power
and access, between management and labour, but it presents a bicultural

formation. Not, obviously, of the Anglophone and Francophone official biculturalism, but of generic white culture and specified black culture. There
is no logic of inclusion or of equivalence that should be placed on a Black

Canadian writer to represent other racialized groups. However, given the
emphasis on the intersection of race and class, and on the racidized and
gendered working body, the potential for a class-based coalition would not
have to be at odds with the particular history that Brand writes.
Where Brand tends t o play her antisystemic gestures on the semantic

level, Ashok Mathur foregrounds the breakdown of language's semantic
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effect as it passes between differently class- and race-dehed subjects. His
poetic novel Loventage disrupts syntax and individual words to illustrate
that no language is neutral and that communication is altered by the relationship of class and race. Language is the "skilln which determines the type
of employment the new immigrant can get, but it is also the site where
social relations are acted out. Both of these texts reinsert class into the
discourse of racialization, contaminating a view of multiculturalism as "heritage" or culture outside of social relations and history. A rearticulation
occurs by the forceful insistence on the role that class plays in not only identity formation (an element that too often is rendered transparent or set in
false contradiction t o other elements) but in how racialized or ethnic identities take place within a set of social relations which class is a part of. For
class to be left out of this formation, or to have it merely tacked on the

string of nouns which currently comprise the elements of identity formation,
is to mimic, in some senses, capitalism's historic dampening of the relationship of race and class within the race-labour system; a dampening that creates antagonisms rather than coalitions.
Roy Mild invades the archive of the Japanese Canadian internment
in Random Access File t o reveal the systemic racism that led to this act.
Stripping official discourse of its context with formal, syntactic and authorial

interventions, Miki shows how the "jpanese problem" was lifted out of history and social relations and placed into a discourse of assimilation. Official
discourse is overturned not in a moment of carnivalization, but in a recognition of the ideology saturating that discourse. The government memo that is
transculturated in Miki's "Membrane Translate" tells Japanese Canadians

that "by your own words & / actions you can do more / to solve 'the japan-
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ese / problem' in canada / than any other groupn (60) and urges that
Japanese Canadians be "their own best 'salesmen' " by moving to assimilation. Intruding into this appropriated memo are Miki's more oblique, more
multivalent comments, bracketed off by Olsonian open parenthesis: "(engineer the values / in the wine-cellars / of deepest taste" ; "(the ethnic is /
yearned for" : "(theby-product of waste / management you say." Miki ups the
ante o n the criticism of multicdturalism as the management of diversity to
"waste management" of which the "ethnic" is the by-product. The constitutive and subordinating effects of multiculturalism as an articulatory practice
in which subordinated subjects are created and managed is laid bare as htiki

moves the memo into a dialogic position - a position that authoritative
speech is usually imagined outside of. This dialogic opening of language is
extended to the dialogic opening of a racist historical archive.

To borrow a term fiom Wderstein, a text or artwork that is situated not in
an exterior position of opposition but as an articulatory agent within a site,
could be designated antisystemic: writing that consciously counters a system
that seeks to interpellate a subject within a particular field of relations. This
does not mean that antisystemic writing will cancel the potential positive
effects of a "critical," "insurgent" or a material multiculturalism, but rather
that multidtwalism is understood as one of the discourses constituting the
social and as such it is open t o rearticulation. By foregrounding the national
and global relations that multicultural policy is shaped by and linking this
to the effects of the Act, an ideological laying bare of relations is set in
motion. This articulation could show the contradictions contained within the

Act and how they are played out in the tension between particularism and
universalism, as well as situating multiculturalism within the gendered

race-labour system of the nation and its place within the world system.
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Notes

J o n Stratton and Ien Ang provide this: "Again according to the

OED, the E r s t use of multiculturalism was in a Canadian government
report, the Preliminary Report of the Royal Commision on Bilingualism a n d
Biculturalism, published in 1965" (138). "Multicultural Imagined
Communities: Cultural Difference and National Identity in the USA and

Australia,"Multicultural States: Rethinking Diference a n d Identity, ed.

David Bennett (NewYork and London: Routledge, 1998) :135-62.
See Maria Tippett, Making Culture: English-Canadian Institutions

and the Arts before the Massey Commission (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1990).
Tippett emphasizes the centralization of the culture industry with the formation of t h e Canada Council: "After 1957 one agency would be primarily
responsible for engineering the cultural life of the country" (xii).
See also Angela Y Davis, "Angela Davis: Refledions on Race, Class

and Gender in the USA: I n t e ~ e w
with Lisa Lowe," The Politics of Culture
in the Shadow of Capital, eds. Lisa Lowe and David Lloyd (Durham:Duke

UP, 1997): 303-23.

* For a variety of progressive views on the afErmative action debate
see, Race and Representation: Afirmative Action, eds. Robert Post and
Michael Rogin (New York: Zone Books, 1998). Although arguing in favour of
aErmative action in this volume, Judith Butler cautions that such quantative categorization of identie can make identity static:

If "minority status" is considered a mark, a factor, an
attribute, a static quality of a person, then the categories do
work to reify a set of social dynamics and historical formations,

relevant contexts, not only reducing, say, the category of race
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to the status of an attribute, but also leaving the way open for
the reduction of the individual to his or her minority status.

(162)
The result of this double reduction of race or "minori@ status" to a static
factor and then the reduction of a racialized subject to a mere mark of this
status has several further effects. The first is the obvious liberal assumption
of social change occuring within existing social relations (the very assumption that Laclau and MoSe are accused of by revisionist marxist thinkers).

The "minority" becomes a quantifiable item, able to be counted or tallied as
proof of systemic social change - becoming recognized on the ledger of multiculturalism where diversity and containment and management go hand in
hand. I do not want to assert that addition of "multicultural" subjects and
the various cultures which they insert into a national context has not had an
effect o n rearticulating a hegemonic culture, but rather set in motion a caution that this "addition" to or pluralisation of existing social formations (the
nation and national culture being the most obvious) is necessary. This has
disturbing parallels with the consumer-ideology of globalization, where variety stands in for diversity and diversitp-stands in for choice and choice

stands in for equalie.
Early and influential anthologies of "Black" writers, "Japanese

Canadian" poets, ''Indiann poets, Vewish Canadian" writers, and "Asian
Canadians" emerge during this time. Although belated, this is a n expansionist phase of multicultural writing within Canadian literature and just as
the influence of ethnic citizens was acknowledged as changing how
Canadian society was imagined, the imagining of Canadian literature was

reshaped by this multicultural writing. Given the "diversity" of writers
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made Ltisiblenthrough the publishing effort of their communities, the Set-

tive alliance of CanLit, a d e d national identity, and the nature of the
nation was opened to reconfiguration.
Many anthologies were published in this stage, I provide a list of
anthologies which have remained current either through citation or because
of their place in the structures of feeling and c u l t u r a l capital of ethnic and
racialized writing. Canada in Us Now: The First Anthology of Black Poetry

and Prose in Canada (ed. Harold Head, Toronto: NC Press 1970),&per
Doors: An Anthology of Japanese Canadian Poetry (eds. Gerry Shikatani and
David Aylward. Toronto: Coach House Press, 19811,Sweetgrass: An

Anthology of Indian P o e t v (eds. Wayne Keon, Ronald Keon and O d e
Keon. Elliot Lake ON: Algoma Printing Services, 1972), The Spice Box: An

Anthology of Jewish Canadian Writing (eds. Gerri Sinclair and Morris Wolfe.
Toronto: Lester Orphen Dennys, 1981), Bayang MagiZiw: An Anthology of

Asian Canadians and Asians i n Canada (ed. Lakshmi Gill. Toronto:
Asianadian Resource Centre, 1980).
See also Smaro Kamboureli, "CanadianEthnic Anthologies:
Representations of Ethnicity" Ariel 25/4 (Oct. 1994): 11-52.

The expansionist or structural stage is paralleled with a further
expansion of multicultural cultural production. Materially, there is a bloom-

ing in the number and types of anthologies published, and publishers and
magazines controlled by and dedicated to multicultural writers emerge as
the means of production and self-representation shifts. Out of this expan-

sion, a critique of the effects and construction of multiculturalism builds on

the earlier discourses of visibility and representation. At this point, there is

a strategic critique (made possible by earlier investigations of "identity pol-
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itics" that reclaimed and complicated racialized and ethnic identities) of
the systemic effects of multiculturalism and its place within larger social
relations. Arun Mukherjee, in Towards an Aesthetic of Opposition asserts a
position that stands for a structure of feeling in this project: "The stance of
these essays is confrontational, not out of choice, but out of necessity. I have
tried to point out how the dominmt discourse in North America dehistori-

cizes and depoliticizes everything so that non-white, non-male, working-class
ways of approaching reality seldom get a hearing" (6). Mukherjee investigates the ideological state apparatuses of Canada using the critical devices
of structural marxisrn, postcolonial theory and her historical "race consciousness.=
Jon Cruz asserts a similar positioning of social identities: "Under
capitalism and commodity production, the social identities of individuaIs are
increasingly mediated by commodity production and regulated, too, as if
they were things, reified along with commodities" (23). Once having made
this link of social identity and commodity status, Cruz fine-tuneshis argument by adding that this comparison is not strict and that identity formations:
[...]come into being as political, social, moral - and classed,
raced, and gendered - currencies; they draw their value not in
and from themselves as isolated entities, but from within a
socially and historically embedded grid of meanings and
multiple powers of investment, brokerage, and exchange. (25)
This paradigm has lead to theoretical excess as well, for instance
Marta Dvorak answers her o w . question: Was Canada destroyed its found-

ing myth only to set up a plethora of barely interconnected communities
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with different languages and cultures?" The Ethno-Semiotics of Food: A.M.
Kleins's Second Scroll as Recipe for Multiculturalism," Mosaic 29/3 (1996):

15-33 with:
To set their minds at rest, those worried by tendencies toward
ethnocentric clustering need only glance at the shelves of a
Canadian suburban supermarket, where Old Dutch potato
chips share space with Korean k i n chi and bottles of grass-jelly

drink and where the live seafood section displays eel as well as
lobster. For eating habits are central t o ethnicity, and the
availability of a wide range of food items under one commercial
roof is highly signiticant. It reflects the refusal of two extremes:
ghettoization (a minority ethnocultural communities rejection
of all transformation) and assimilation (the disppearance of a
minority culture, its absorption by the dominant culture).
Furthermore, this alimentary cohabitation not only reflects but

actually generates acculturation, in the sense of a merging of
cultures as the result of prolonged contact[...]. (15)

In a semiotics of exchange kim chi on a shelf stands in for Koreans within

Canadian national culture (I'm not sure who the potato chips would stand in
for, presumably the Dutch!) and their rejection of "ghettoization" or absorption. Obviously this is a profoundly disarticulated multiculturalism, where
the construction of identities is released *om social determinants and follows the logic of global capital - if we take that to be consumerism - where
a selection of fetishized (cut free from the relations of their production)
goods is the limits of multiculturalism.
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See Bakhtin's Art and Answerability , trans. Vadim Liapunov. Eds.

Michael Holquist and Vadim Liapunov (Austin: U of Texas P, 1990): "But
answerability entails guilt, or liability to blame. It is not only mutual

answerability that art and life must assume, but also mutual liability to

blame" (I).
loThe Photo-Mirrors were Canada's official entry in the 1998 Sao

Paulo Bienal and an early version was shown at the Andrea Rosen Galery in

New York (1977).

l1 See Roy Miki's essay in Kiyooka's Pacific Windows: "Coruscations,
Plagencies, and the Syllibant: After Words t o Roy Kiyooka's Pacific

Wndows"(Vancouver: Tdonbooks, 1997).

INSIDE/OUTSIDE THE L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
SITE:
NATION, AVANT-GARDE, GLOBALISM

Intro (Fade In)

Cary Nelson, in his work on Spanish Civil Wm poetry, writes of a

methodological tension in which, "the institution of literary studies - not
just in the United States but across much of the world - gives primacy to
national literatures which is a handicap under which many of us labour"
(1996 65). This tension or constraint is particularly felt in the study of literary reactions against or engagements with world events. A national fkamework can be a conceptual limit that reads the critique or the capitulation to
the discourses of globalization by a literary formation as a national literary
phenomenon. The language poets are a nexus of this nationaVgloba1 tension
due to the critical discursive exterior that has defined them variously as a
national avant garde, a challenge to a national official verse, and, recently

and so far only transparently, as a reaction to the crisis in American culture
due to the effects of the Vietnam War in the national public sphere. These
definitions have been refuted, challenged and absorbed by the internal definitions of the language writers themselves, creating another set of tensions
in their discursive materialization. I approach the language site as a cultur-

al formation at the intersection of the changing defbitions of the role of

the avant garde (and neo-avant garde) which has been forced by globalization, the struggle between institutional and noninstitutional functions of
poetry within the cultural, and as a site which has been understood primarily in a national framework despite their transnational articulations to other

cultural formations and the direct address to globalization and the world
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system in their texts. The site is discursive, ideological and global.

Where Have AIl the Equal Signs Gone?

- . . there

was never any self-consciously organized group

known as the language writers or poets - not even a fixed
name.
Bob Perelman, The Marginalization of Poetry.

The critical discursive exterior that has parf5ally defined language writing
reads very much like a discovery narrative that, once having sighted the
"new," seeks to explain its wonders to the citizens back at home. From early
sightings such as Lee Bartlett's What Is Zanguage Poetry"' and Marjorie
Perloffs "The Word as Such: L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Poetry in the Eightiesnwhich updates Bartlett's title with its opening sentence, "But is it poetry?" the impulse has been to explain and contextualize this poetic movement and
its poetry to an institutional audience in order to make it, literdy, readable.
These two early readings do not function as colonizing acts that absorb language writing into existing institutional frames; rather language xriting is

seized as an already coherent challenge t o the institutional reception and
production of poetry within the U.S. As the writers associated with the

language writing site had seized the means of representation and detailed
the modes and relations of production of their poetics - both in terms of

the political economy of poetry and in terms of a specsc poetics with an
aesthetic history and ideological intentions - a tension and a lag time

existed between the self-determined formation and k c t i o n of this politi-
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cized community and the discursive outside that was trying to, in a sense,

bring them h0rne.l
This tension and belatedness of the critical readings of the language
writers' work often engage theories of production, reception and contextualization that conflict with the poetics the writers themselves had developed.
Thus two initial crises are agitated and addressed by language writhg: the
complacent state of official verse in the U S - and the lack of a critical practice beyond interpretation which views the text as authorial intention and as
the mark of a unique subjectivi* in time. The paradigm of the historical
avant garde is both the most readily available and ready-made frame to
move readings of the language writers into the theoretical and social discourses the work itself engages with, yet it is ultimately too historically

bound to address the fundamental challenges that the language writers
present t o the social role and production of poetry in a public sphere that
was rapidly changing as a result of social disinvestment and the reorganization of the relations of culture and politics in America due to the pressures of
globalization and neoliberalism. For the language writers, this negation of
bourgeois aesthetics were also a site of struggle based on an analysis of the
writers' "positionality" o r social situatedness, as Silliman suggests: "The
function of a truly political writing is to, first, comprehend its position (most
explicitly, that of its audience) & to bring forth these hew' meanings according to a deliberately political program. Let us undermine the bourgeoisie"

(Andrews and Bernstein 168). Nonetheless, the relationship of language
writing and the historical avant garde's negation of bourgeois aesthetics was

grafted onto the language writers' project as the primary framework through

which t o situate their production. This critical placement of the language
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writers upholds Walter Kalaidjian's view that "[. . . ] any textual praxis that
would lay claims to powers of cultural critique is inescapably tied to the
mixed status and fate of the historical avant gardes" (American Culture 7).
Once defined as such, both by the writers associated with the group-

ing and by critics, language writing was read within dominant paradigms of
the historical avant garde which obscure its contextual complications to the
cultural field and the movement's social situatedness. Yet Andrew Ross proposes another mode of framing the language writers:

If there was a community of shared interest in work of this
sort, it was a community bound by a political intention - not t o
show what language has to say about possible worlds, but to

find out what language has to do with social change. In this
new conjuncture of the text, consciousness, experience, and
history, the autonomous "aesthetic function" of Russian
Formalism would come face to face with the commodity
formalism of late capitalism. ("Reinventing"189)

This new conjuncture is articulated by political intention and links the
micro-aesthetics to macro-ideology. Ross situates language writing within
the modes of production or stages of capitalism of its formation - paralleling
Jameson7smethodology in reading Bob Perelman's poem "China" as a symptom of late capitalism (Postmodernism 28-3112- but he allows the work a
more active interventionalist engagement (and not mere reflection) with late
capitalism through the redeployment of Russian Formalist conceptualization

of devices. Bakhtin, the good opponent of Formalism, writes, "Nothing is

absolutely dead: every meaning will have its homecoming festival" (Speech
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Genres 170),and in the case of the language writers, it is the device which
has its homecoming. The specificity of the device and the contextualization
of defamiliarization to the relations of globalization shift the work from
symptom to engagement.

This tension between inside and outside, between the reiterative act
of community or formation (a historically situated and determined site of
production) and a forceful, if mistakenly totalized discursive exterior, provides a potent methodological frame through which to read language writing. Yet, foregrounding an institutional fi-ame as a determinant in the reception and self-configuration of the language poets is not adequate to register
their impulse for change within the social imaginary nor their intention to
engage forcefully with changes within the world system; both dynamics that
the language writers registered primarily a t a national level. Language writing did not aim exclusively at academic reception and canon revision but

rather at the transformation of a social subject through language and
through a model of productive consumption for reading. Seizing the structuralist homology of language and social order, language writing proposed to
locate the subjective within the structural by refiguring the reader in a more
equitable relation of (textual, and by extension, social) meaning production.
The commodification of everything - including the process of reading - and
the deepening alienation brought on by the processes of globalism leads the
language writers to target language and reading as the sites of engagement.

Language writing a t no point accepted the reflect or deflect model of the
function of the cultural within globalization. Rather, to paraphrase Louis
Zukofsky on poetics, the language writers' stance toward social relations

within globalization is, upper limit utopic transformation via a trans-
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formed productive reader or, lower limit, anger.3
Without stalling at the anxieties of what language writing might be,
whether it is a radical poetic movement articulated to larger social struggles
or complicit in the reproduction of the symptoms of globalism, whether the
movement constitutes a group and if so then does the group formation function as a trademark to enable a swifter accumulation of cultural capital
within the academy - all earlier stages of the reception of the language writers - I want to outline the shifting and diverse ways that language writing
is imagined by a discursive exterior alongside its formulation by practition-

ers within the site. Even the naming of this movement (or site) carries an
antagonism between discursive exterior and productive site that results first
in the equal signs between the materialized letters (adopted from

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=Emagazine) dropping away to leave the less materialized, more generic name, "language poets." This moniker was further distanced and ironized to the "so-called language poets," o r Ron Silliman's
inversion, Yanguage poets, so-calledn ("Dysfunctionn).The so-called in language writers case blocks a homogenous group definition from forming into
a single heroic identity -

is the deconstruction of team," as Bernstein

says (Contents Dream 347).
This nervous naming also establishes the connection and influence of
the Russian Formalists. Osip Brik's aggressive defense of the Formalists in

1923 was titled "The So-called Formal Method." Brik as well used his title
ironically, designating what he felt the Formalist's project had been reduced
to, not what it was in practice and potential. Brik's use of "so-called* drew
attention t o a discursive outside which was in ideological conflict with the

Formalists rather than to an internal hagmentation of the Formalists. In
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the language writers' case, the qualifying "so-called" blocks the outside imposition of a homogenous group definition and signifies an internal tension
where the movement a t times presents itself as a loosely structured formation; yet one which defined its borders through cohesive nationally fiamed
anthologies where those not included (but perhaps who could be understood
to be "so-called" language writers) are banished to exhaustive Lists in the
introduction.*
Past the ambiguity and hesitation in naming, the internal defining
process of the language writers is neither singular nor uncontested and it
continues t o be contestatory around both aesthetic and ideological issues

and the status of the group as such. It is not a site that presents itself as
internally seamless, but as a more central collaboratively organized constellation of urban writers (with fringe or marginal associate members) who
share similar approaches to language and readerly production due to their
reaction to socid and aesthetic determinants. Bob Perelman indicates the
commonalities:
But there was a loose set of goals, procedures, habits, and
verbal textures: breaking with the automatism of the poetic "I"
and its naturalized voice; foregrounding textuality and formal

devices; using or alluding to Marxist or poststructuralist
theory in order to open the present to critique and change.
(Marginalization 12-13)
The internal definitions by practitioners are not less determined than others

and should not be understood as somehow more authentic; the struggles
for definition of the group and its potential effects continues today in differ-

ent sites and through varied methods. Yet, neither have language poetry's
institutional contacts produced an external consensus to the formation's
place within the cultural field or the validits' of its strategies in the social.
Rather, both the interlocked insiddoutside processes of reception and production (reception of the writing,but production of an understanding of the
language writers as a formation) are contingent and reflect overlapping
fkameworks embedded in the interface of poetics and social determinants,
recording how a poetics that was self-consciously aesthetic and social can he
iterated. The gaps, misco~ectionsand elisions in this process foreground
the continuing crisis that literary criticism imagines itself in and reveal the
absence of a methodology that can combine the formal level of poetry with
social structures. So, while the language writers can be figured, in an institutionally situated reading, as a challenge to canon formation o r an affront
t o the 'brrorkshop poem," they are more productively read as being in excess

of a discourse of poetry that does not adequately relate the text in a larger

cultural field or within the discourses of the social. At this moment, in the
presentness of globalization and theories of its formation and effects, does
the culture-ideology of consumerism and the interrelatedness of the econom-

ic and the cultural of globalization refkame the potential of the language
writers? This is not meant as a retro-fitting revisit to the dosed factory, but

a rearticulatory attempt based on cultural poetics to read through the local

and the global (exceeding the national framework but not disarticulated
from it) and beyond the reflect or deflect paradigms for the cultural within
globalization. Meanings and devices may have their homecomings, but how
to read their presentness?

This reftaming of the language poets begins at the national. For there
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is the tension of the discourse of nationalism and the nation as primary
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framework for the understanding of language writing - both as a site and of
its production. While they were fiamed within the accepted paradigm
of the avant garde in terms of cultural critique and as being an urban
movement, they were not linked to the internationalism of the historical
avant garde. Raymond Williams, in his reading of the avant-garde as a
modernist phenomenon, emphasizes precisely these aspects of the historical
avant-garde:
The true social bases of the early avant-garde were at once
cosmopolitan and metropolitan. There was rapid transfer and
interaction between different countries and different capitals,

and the deep mode of the whole movement, as in Modernism,
was precisely this mobility across frontiers: frontiers which
were among the most obvious elements of the old order which
had to be rejected [. . . .] (Modernism 59)
Yet, the language writers do appear to be classically transnational in many
ways: in their rearticulation and recontextualizing of Russian Formalism; in

their translation projects with contemporary Russian and French poets, dialogues with Canadian and British writers; the emergence of the "Chinese
Language Poets"; and with their relationship to "continental" theory.
Likewise, on the level of semantic content, the language writers are n o t limited to representation of a national culture and icons, nor contained by a
parochial localism or mildly fetishistic urbanism. On the semantic level, the
language writers opened American poetry up to a much wider vocabulary
and semantic content than the official verse culture a t a time when the
national poetry was seen as "a poetics of accommodation* (von Hallberg)

complacent and capitulating to dominant cultural modes of
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representation.5 In understanding the reception of the language writers,

and why a frame of the historical avant garde was a near necessity to situate their poetics - in the way that Hartley and Reinfeld apply it to materialize the language writers as historical and not as an aberration - a reading of
official verse a t that time illustrates the gap between the two practices.
Perloff does exactly this in a retrospective essay, "After language Poetry:
Innovation and Its Theoretical Discontents" when she pulls a n example &om

The Morrow Anthology of Younger Poets (1985) which describes, in transparent free verse, the process of making a hollandaise sauce which stands as a
metaphor of "life."This leads Perloff to posit that:

The lasting contribution of language poetics [. . . ] is that at a
moment when workshop poetry all across the U.S. was wedded
to a kind of neo-confessional, neo-redist poetics discourse
committed to drawing pretentious metaphors about failed
relationships from hollandaise recipes, language theory
reminded us that poetry is a making ipoien], construction using
language, rhythm, sound,and visual image, that the subject,
far fkom being the poet speaking in his o r her natural "voice,"
was itself a complex construction, and that - most important -

there was actually something at stake in producing a body of
poems, and that poetic discourse belonged to the same universe
as philosophical and political discourse. (notpaginated)
This describes the depth of the institutional effect of language writing, but
neglects the speculative and more social aspects of the project; Perloff reiterates these with the criticism that the theorizing of language writing, while

attuned to the effects of ideology and of class "was less attuned t o ques-
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tions of race and gendern(not paginated). Now these issues, particularly of
"multiculturalism" are addressed, and have been for quite some time6 - for
instance the Women and Language" issue of Poetics Journal .(Poetics

Journal 4 [May 19841).Although today, it appears that class has almost
entirely dropped off the agenda and the effects of ideology are no longer as
vigorously interpreted.

The institutional and nationalistic frameworks of reception that the
language writers themselves and others have used t o conceptualize their
work at times disarticulates this formation from a place within the cultural
that is understood to be constitutive of the social, and therefore of globalization. Within the critical mapping of their work, the sites where the effects of
language writing materialize is primarily national and secondarily institutional. In their principles of anthologizing their work and in locating social
determinants to their ideology and the aesthetics, the language writers are
predominantly nationalistic. This is a double bind as their critique is of the
American nation-state (or perhaps more precisely of the state, but not of the
nation); therefore they are articulated t o the site of their critique by their
engagement with it. The textual production and publishing of the language
writers could be read, however, within Wallerstein's paradigm of an antisystemic cultural formation; a movement which (as I wrote of multicultural

writing and art) consciously counters a system that seeks to interpellate a
subject within a particular set of relations. These relations, for the language
writers, are the social relations of the U.S. and by extension, globalization particularly if globalization is figured as an extension of "Americanization"

in the world system. This antisystemic gesture is both speculative and dis-

cursive, engaging with the logics of globalization rather than, in the lonely
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hour, at the site of the local. In this antisystemic intention, language writing
is also a situated response t o a national crisis - the oscillations of language
writing address institutional effects, national sites and structures of feeling,

and global discourses and logics.

From So-Called To Neo: The Frame of the Avant Garde

I have cited Grenier's 7 HATE SPEECH!"proclamation.

. . so

often that I have been accused, no doubt correctly, of
constructing a myth of origin for language poetry out of these
three words.
Ron Silliman, Poetics Journal 10.

There is an acknowledged utterance horn which to follow this process and
movement of these competing, entwined and differently situated constitutive
discourses and rearticulations which circulate around and inside the language writers' site. Ironically it is figured a s the classic moment of rupture
fkom a manifesto-like statementm7Robert Grenier's statement, Y HATE

SPEECH," in the premier issue of This magazine (1971),is designated as
the originary statement for the language writers (Perelman 1996, Reideld
1992, Silliman 1987). However, at this moment, this upper-cased challenge

(sharing that typographical similarity with Charles Olson's exclamations
throughout "Projective Verse") serves more as a departure point than a point
of origin. Grenier's pronouncement - or rather the valorization of Grenier's
statement as the moment of origination - determines the language writers

as an historical avant garde, gaining its originality in splitting &om the
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poetics of the previous avant-garde, the New American Poetry. It obviously
initiates an attack on voice-based poetry, and by extension, the solidified
subject and transparency of language. In an interview with Tom Beckett
from 1982, Charles Bernstein is clear on this: "It's a mistake, I think, t o
posit the self as the primary organizing featue of writing. [. . .I [A] poem
exists in a matrix of social historical relations that are more sigdicant to

the formation of an individual text than any personal qualities of the life or
the voice of the author" (The Dificulties 41). This rejection of the speaking
subject was further tied to the bourgeois subject within capitalism:
Poetry, then, has two functions according t o the notion of the
poet/speaker a s an independent subject, who "having found his
voice," presents a situation seen fkom a single point of view,
fosters the key ideological concept of the bourgeois society: the
self-suflicient, self-determined individual free to participate in
the marketplace. (Hartley Textual Politics 37)
Hartley aims here at the so-called workshop poem with the naturalized subject as the central organizing and ocular point. But the Self-determined
individual free to participate in the marketplace" is the ideal subject imagined by globalization: who wouldn't want access to the Udotcorn" millions circulating out there? The pernicious activity of globalization is precisely to not
imagine another possible subject and thus banish subjects who are not
materialized within that category to an abject position. The logic of globalization limits the forms of subjectivity by Fimiting the field of recognition. To
adapt Butler, there is a limitation on subjects that matter, and, to extend
this logic to effect, those who do not fit into this category are even more open

to exploitation. It is a small step then to Spivak's observation that the
"global story"is the "[elthnicization of female super-explotation" (Critique
377).

Yet breaks &om previous avant garde formations are not without
entanglements. Historically, theories of the avant-garde have emphasized
the completeness of the split from the past, building a trope of originality, as
Rosalind Krauss has argued: "More than a rejection or a dissolution of the
past, avant-garde originality is conceived as a literal origin, a beginning
£corn ground zero, a birthn (Originality 53). Yet New American Poetry can

not be reduced merely to a speech-based poetics, and language writing's
relation to it is not only an antagonistic struggle over cultural capital and
positions in the field of cultural production as Pierre Bourdieu's field theory
generically suggests. Read through Bourdieu, Grenier's statement initiates
not a breach, but a struggle over positions and a "space of possibilities":
But through the stakes of the struggle between the dominants
and the challengers [. . . 1 these strategies also depend on the
state of the legitimate problematic, that is, the space of
possibilities inherited fkom previous struggles, which tends to
defZne the space of possible position-takings and thus orient the
search for solutions and, as a result, the evolution of
production. (Cultural Production 183-84)

Through,as Ron Silliman notes, "not so much a break as an interpretation,
a foregrounding of concerns already active within New American poetry"

("Dysfunction" 173), language writing materializes as a continuation of the
problematic of poetry and the social sphere, poetry and the institution, and

of poetSy's address t o the nation a t a time of national and global shifts in the

production of meaning brought on by new relations of production and tech-
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nological change. That this sense of national address on the commodification

of the public sphere and of language itself is evident in Olson's The Marimus

Poems (perhaps best exemplified by the "Song 1" of "The Songs of Maximus")
articulates the language writers to a larger national political project at the
level of address, rather than an absolute rupture of this previous avant
garde.
The language writers can be placed into a more social model of the
avant-garde and not one defined by ruptures of previous aesthetics. As
Andreas Huyssen writes: "no other single factor has influenced the emer-

gence of the new avantgarde art as much as technology, which not only
fueled the artists' imaginations [. . .] but penetrated the core of the work
itself" (9). Here the technological imagination of the language writers is the
emergent technoscape and the form of globalization it enables. As Kalaidjian
suggests, advanced capitalism's mode of consumption, linked to Fordist
modes of production, required a shift in the production of oppositional culture as well (American Culture 11);a shift whose strategies would not fit
into definitions of the function of the historical avant garde. The language
writing project is more usefully analyzed in the relationship t o the shift in
modes of production with its resultant shift t o the culture-ideology of consumerism of globalization rather than a positions war with a previous avant
garde. Further, as I suggested earlier, Bourdieu's field concept is itself
altered by the relation of the economic and the cultural within globalization;
the concept of position-taking within a cultural field has to be refigured as a
position-taking within the culture-ideology of consumerism and therefore of
the relations of globalization. The semi-autonomous relations of the cultural

field are now shot through with the logics of globalization and any analysis
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of the field is fundamentally altered.
There is a point when the structural economic homologies of Bourdieu

can be reenacted into the logic of capital. Consider this reading of the language writers7institutional position from Ralaidjian's excellent reading in
cultural poetics, American Culture Between the Wars: "Signs of such a
takeover [similar t o the New American Poetry] of the Language enterprise
are already abundant. But it remains t o be seen how these writers will negotiate the institutional pressures that often absorb emergent ventures on the

margins of today's culture industry" (189). Takeover, enterprise, and venture
are drawn fYom a vocabulary ideologically grating to the politicized aesthetics of the language writers who sought to return language and the production of meaning LLback" fkom commodification, to "rescuen the word and the
reader, in Linda Reinfeld's terms. For my purposes (and at this moment)
such a frame for understanding an avant garde formation carries over the
prevalent dominant cultural discourse for the cultural within globalization,

i.e. that it must be understood o n economic terms, even if homologously. In
contrast, some of the speculative power (and I use this term speculatively

and but not so cautiously) of the language writers was in their insistence on
the direct transmission or link of the micro-aesthetic t o the macro-ideologi-

cal. The strength of, particularly, their earlier statements springs from their
insistence on the cultural's structural and subjective effects against the logics of capitalism. To read this in the present moment of globalization is an
insistence against the foregone capitulation of the cultural to the economic.
There is a convergence of internal configuring and external definitions
of language writing as an aesthetic breach and a challenge to canon forma-

tion initiated by Silliman's view of the role of the institution in the recep-
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tion of poetry and in canon formation. In "Negative Solidarity: Revisionism

and 'New American' Poetics," Silliman reinforces the language writers' position as a classical avant garde:
[.

. . I m h a t may be most distinctive about the collective project

that has come to be known, rather u.nwilIingly, as Yanguage
poetry" is not its writing,but its reception, not its attack on a
prior canon, but that canon's reaction. Like other-avant garde
movements, Yanguage poetry" began by identifying its own
distinctness, criticizing the naive assumptions of a speechbased poetics. But unlike many of its modernist ancestors,
Yanguage poetry" also drew positive connections between itself
and the work of preceding generations [. . . .] (170-71)

Silliman here rejects the kind of heroic position of absolute "originality" that
G a u s s debunks as a myth of the avant garde, but for a writer whose theo-

retical formations of the language writers' project have been based on a
marxist critique of alienation and relations of production, this is a turn away
from a more broad social project. In "The Political Economy of Poetrg" (New

Sentence 20-31) we can see the marxist roots of Silliman's argument against

the academy through a structural homology of poetry and society:
This struggle [Poetry in America] is as much one between
audiences as it is between poets (or, to be more precise, it is one
between social formations, includingybut never limited to,
economic classes, from which audiences are composed around

individual authors). It is class war - and more - conducted
through the normal social mechanisms of verse. ( 31)

There is a productive ambiguity here in this quotation. The class war
waged in poetry can also be seen as a deflection from the class war that

should be waged in society, but instead is transposed onto the cultural field
of poetry. In this homology, poetry does not stand in for the social, but it is a
site where the antagonisms of the social become visible and contested.
However, Silliman drifts from this position into unproductive reductions. Firstly he contends the American avant garde generations "have
defhed themselves as opposed to the bland confessional narratives of workshop versen ("Negative Solidarity" 171).Similar to the Y asting contributionn
of the language writers described by Perloff, Silliman's definition is social
only if the homology of poetry as the site of class warfare and as the site
through which "to undermine the bourgeoisie" is still operative. Otherwise,

it is a reduction of politicized avant gardes to aesthetic badgering in the
Fordist creative writing programs of American universities. In another curious materialization of social relations within the cultural field of poetry,
SiIliman argues; "Academic colonization is poetry's fundamental social problem precisely because it incorporates the politics of culture into a process

than can be determined institutionally" ("Negative Solidarity" 175).The discourse of colonization is troubling applied to the relationship of poetry to the
academy, for it implies a homology between how poetry is received institutionally and how nations are dominated. Yet it underscores the homological
relations that Sillirnan sees with the academy8 Despite this, Silliman's trajectory for the possibilities of language writing appears to have shifked in
two stages:l) from a speculative poetics utilizing the homology of language

and social order to a more institutional critique based on the homology of
the relations of reading and the relations of production; 2) to poetry's possi-

ble intervention in the ideological state apparatus of the academy and the
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national poetry canon.
Staking a less homologous role, yet a rearticulatory one, for poetry in
the institution, Alan Golding has persuasively written that the movement of
language writing into the academy may in fact lead to an alteration of the
academy, that the poetics of the language writers might not be so readily
absorbed or neutralized. "Language poetry," Golding writes, &seeksto affect
how the ideological state apparatuses mediating American poetry shape
poetry readers as social subjects; it seeks t o broaden the range and nature of
subject positions the American poetry 'establishment' makes available" (170).
This institutional strategy involves, in Gelding's terms, a complicit resist-

ance from inside the institution.
Golding is able to reconcile both an institutional and social function
for poetry by designating the academy as an ideological state apparatus
(ISA), as Silliman also does. This slide into institutional sites then is not a
matter-of-fact defeat, complacent positioning, or market buy-out because
Golding conceives of the ISA as more open to rearticulation. Of course, it is
dour (even globalistic) to imagine that the effects of cultural production, of
poetry, are wholly determined by its institutional placement and it may be
the ideological effect of the academy as an ISA t o produce the belief that the
institution is the sole site of value and effect for poetry. It is u s e N t o apply
the model of conceptual art's interventions into institutions in order to
understand how cultural production circulates within and rearticulates
sites. Conceptual artist Joseph Kosuth pushed for art's ability "to critique
the institution while simultaneously provid[ing] an alternative to it" (253).
Yet, it could be argued (asKosuth has) that the institutional critique in con-

ceptual art, even when the institution is figured as an ideological state
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apparatus, turned conceptual art interventions too inward, resulting in an

art that has merely opened the market to conceptual art. More recently, Hal
Foster provides a model of institutional critique from the historical avant
garde and from the neo-avant garde:
1) the institution o f art is grasped as such not with the

historical avant-garde but with the neo-avant-garde;2) the
neo-avant-garde at its best addresses this institution with a
creative analysis a t once specific and deconstructive (not a
nihilistic attack at once abstract and anarchistic, as ofien with
the historical avant-garde); and 3) rather than cancel the
historical avant-garde, the neo-avant-garde enacts its project for
the frst time - a first time that, again, is theoretically endless.
(Return 20)
ClearIx the language writers are a neo-avant-garde formation in their
understanding ("grasping")of the political economy of poetry, the formation
of the cultural field, and their reaction to institutions of reception. However,
on Foster's third point, the language writers d o not enact themselves for the

first time endlessly but rather work with different strands of the previous

national and transnational avant gardes (New American Poetry and Russian
Futurist for example). However, the devices and stances of these previous
avant gardes are retooled and recontextualized t o present social relations.
Within the relations of globalization, such institutional critiques and resistances can be met with "flexible" accommodation through which the "oppositional" art form gains cultural capital from the very institution that was the
focus of intervention. The oppositional gesture becomes absorbed within the

culture-ideology of consumption. Or, as it appears to be the case more and
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more, oppositionality is configured only aesthetically in a return to the
model of the historical avant garde. Or more bledklg, in the spatiotemporal
arrangement of globalization, resistance is in the past, get with the present
(globalization dot corn).

Is language writings' institutional intervention belatedly following the
neo-avant gardist path of conceptual art? Or can the institutional interface

of the language writers be rethought in a set of overdetermined and complex
relations as Silliman tries? Ia such relations, the institution as a site does
effectively limit an anti-institutional practice, a practice aimed at expanding
the boundaries of texts that matter. Yet, even if access to such ideological
sites can be gained, institutional interventions and canon reformation m a y
not be easily accomplished because the canon, as John Guillory argues, is
both "the inevitable embodiment of hegemonic values" and a record that
relies o n the "history of consumption, the history of judgment of cultural
products" (20); that is, it is historical and deeply diachronic, reflecting the
hegemonic values of society rather than the intementions of the cultural

field. This history of consumption and judgment is ultimately based o n representation. Curiously, what is defined as the nonrepresentational aspect of
language writing - but what could perhaps be better termed hyper-referen-

tiality9 - may also work to narrow access to institutions. The process I a m
describing is both a limiting of access and a stripping away of the social
relations embedded in and presented by the text. It is through this move-

ment of rejection and absorption that the academy reproduces itself and
hegemonic cultural values. Thus "academic colonization" is not so much a
colonizing act but a mimetic process through which relations are reproduced.

Yet, is it productive to locate the institutional settings of culture as the
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hegemonic formation to be resisted? These politics are effective only if,
through a homology, the institution stands in for society or social relations
and, thus, contain effects. Seen as an ISA, institutions become sites that can
be rearticulated to yield a resultant social effect; seen as semi-autonomous
fields, these sites are only repositories of cultural capital.
Recent rearticulations of the avant garde provide an opening to proceed past the narrowing of the language writers' avant gardist positions as
challenges to the institutional reception of poetry within a national literature. For instance, Michael Denning's work on the proletarian avant garde
associated with the Popular Front in America in the 1930s contends that the
avant garde around proletarian literature was a "cultural formation" which
"may be seen as the combination of a cultural politics and an aesthetic ideology" (Cultural Front 202). This formation, Denning argues, was more effec-

tive than the models of an historical avant garde can recognize:

If that avant garde had its weaknesses, it nevertheless
heralded the emergence of a new working class culture in the
United States, a culture built at the intersection of the cultural
commodities produced by the capitalist industries and
entertainment and the symbolic forms and practices of the
subaltern daily life. (aCrisis"279)
Denning's recovery work brings forward a heritage of proletarian literature
and reforms models of the avant garde so they can be understood as having
a more mediating effect (rather than being semi-autonomous) to the social.

It is possible to designate a proletarian wing of the language writers with
writers such as Silliman, Steve McCaBery, Kit Robinson, Diane Ward, P.

Inman, Tina Darragh and Alan Davies including many aspects - from
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semantic information to a proletarian structures of feeling - of working-class
culture within their texts. Cary Nelson, working in the period of the late
thirties regarding Spanish Civil War Poetry, looks for what he calls "key
sites of internationalization" in order to go past the "primacy" that literary
studies gives to the nation ("Literature" 65). The implications of Nelson's
work on an articulatory cultural poetics are great, but, specEcally, for the
language writers, his methodology supplies a means to move beyond the
nationally fkamed historical avant garde and to look toward speculative discursive texts that engage with the logics of globalization at the level of the

cultural,but with the cultural seen as constitutive of the social. Poetry is
then acknowledged as circulating within the social and as being constitutive
of society. These claims are political and aesthetic, but also look to claim a
space within the social for cultural production that is not so easily absorbed
by the logic of globalization rather than having to access a position in an
oppositional outside. The language writers do this on two levels: that of
address and that of the relations of meaning production.

Language Writing Versus the Commodity as Such

To critique modes of cultural consumption and the relations of meaning production, the language writers began with a marxist homology of language and social structure and the role of cultural consumption in the reproduction of the relations of production. The texts most fkequently cited as lay-

ing the foundation of this ideologicdaesthetic stance toward language are
Charles Bernstein's T h e Dollar Value of Poetrf' (Contents Dream 57-60)

and Silliman's "Disappearance of the Word, Appearance of the World,"
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(New Sentence 7-18)with important theoretical contributions fkom Steve

McCaffery (North).Bernstein and Silliman use Marx's construct of conunodity fetishism to illuminate how the production of social meaning is separated

&om its "human makers." For Silliman "Under the sway of the commodity
fetish. Language itself appears to become transparent, a mere vessel for the
transfer of ostensibly autonomous referents" (New Sentence 11). For
Bernstein, experience is eclipsed by the commodity: "What purports to be an
experience is transformed into the blank stare of the commodity [. . . I n

(Contents Dream 59). This reading of Marx politicizes Shklovsky's famous
purpose of art where "in order to return sensation to our limbs, in order to
make us feel objects, t o make the stone stony, man [sic]has been given the
tool of art" (6),b u t with an emphasis on meaning's place within ideology and
without Shklovslq& ocularcentrism - his emphasis on vision as the sense
through which to return to the "real." A key difference is that Shklovsky
sought t o make the %orldn visible and tangible while the language writers
seek t o make ideology visible. Following Althusser, Bernstein and Silliman
emphasize the materiality and material effects of ideology rather than
invoking ideology as imaginary relations t o real conditions. m e r e a s for
modernists," comments Michael Davidson, "the defamiliarization of words
implies a desire for a realm of pure literariness, for Language-writers defa-

rniliarization involves the interrogation of discursive and ideological structures" (18). And, as I wrote earlier, defmdiarization can "return" as a device
within globalism to reveal the articulations and relationships which are
"misrecognized" within the ideology of globalization.
There is a potential between the model of the social and of society pro-

posed by Laclau, which I described earlier, that provides a counter-hege-
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monic, ideological role for the very type of avant-gardist poetics of the language poets and by other formations who approach language as a fundamentally ideological material within the social. Recall that in Laclau's formulation, ideology, freed (or problematically split some would argue) fkom a classbound function, creates and sustains the misrecognition of the social's constitution as a totality rather than a contingent hegemony It is on the basis
of closure and the fixation of meaning that the social is formed into the society. Essentially, if the ideological function or effect of ideology is to invoke
closure on the social world which is continually in process and continually
constructing social meanings, then the "rejection of closure" and the open
text from the language writers engage with ideology precisely by setting
back in motion the very social aspect that ideology blocks, or obfuscates.

Lyn Hejinian, in her influential essay T h e Rejection of Closure," follows the heritage of the Russian Formalists by locating a function for poetic
devices. Hejinian locates the effect within the cultural field, but also articulates the textual effect into an ideological formation:
The "open text," by definition, is open to the world and
particularly to the reader. It invites participation, rejects the

authority of the writer over the reader, and thus,by analogy,
the authority implicit in other (social, economic, cultural)
hierarchies [. . . .I The "open text" often emphasizes or
foregrounds process, either the process of the originaI
composition or of subsequent compositions by readers, and
thus resists the cultural tendencies that seeks to identify and

fix material, turns it into a product; that is it resists reduc-
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tion. ("Rejection" 135)
The text resists the "ultimately impossible fixity" of meaning and, through a
homology, speculates on meaning formation within the social. Let me flip
this around: where Laclau is able to develop a model of the S t y of society
fkom the social via hegemonic forces (and the ideological effect of a hegemonic formation) by textunlizing society, Hejinian and the language writers formulate a poetics by socializing the text. This speculative move opens cognitive possibilities (as well as imaginative possibilities). In the poetics of the
language writers, the homology of language and social form privileges an
effect for poetry based on a structural resemblance across the field of language. For the early theorizing of the language writers, this homology was

binding,with the functions of capitalist society deeply embedded into all levels of language. At the level of the word: Words not only find themselves
attached to commodities, they become commodities and, as such, take on the

'mystical' and 'mysterious character' Marx identified as the commodity
fetish" (Silliman New Sentence 8). At the morphological level: "Grammar as
repressive mechanism, regulates free circulation of meaning (the repression
of polysemeity into monosemeity and guided towards a sense of meaning as
accumulated, as surplus value of signification)" (McCaEery Language Book

160). In this aspect, the language writers reject the distinction between the
discursive and nondiscursive, as do Laclau and Mouffe. This enacts a
reverse homology based on the determination of language by the relations of
production within the corresponding stages of capitalism. The homology possible after the "textual turnn(Foster Retun 71-98) or the "descent into discourse" (Palmer) is that society is structured as a language. For the lan-

guage writers, this was forcefully reversed (but not split): language is
structured like society and therefore normative syntax, genre expectations,

and even the word are the hegemonic forces that fix language into a replica
of repressive social relations. So the Law of Grammar becomes, for

McCafTery, similar to the Law in Althusser's hailing of an always already
subject.

Laclau and Mouffe are more cautious than the language writers, however, not to reduce the world and social relations to a readily readable language, but instead invoke language as a model through which to comprehend how social formations and society are made. The language writers,
instead, saw language as a fundamental tool that constructed consciousness

and therefore society: but it is a tool deeply embedded with the determinants of capitalist society. Laclau and M o s e insist on language as a relational model: T h e totality of language is, therefore, a system of differences
in which the identity of the elements is purely relational" (New Reflections

108).As this is written within a defense of their work, they also counter critiques by posing that although language provides a theoretical horizon and
restricted sense of speech or writing but rather that the relational or differential structure of language is the same for all signifyingstructuresn (New
Reflections 109). As this defense of their thought is within a history of marx-

ism, Laclau and M o S e deflect the view that "discourse" only designates
objects and relations which exist within language, that to designate some-

thing as "discursive" is to somehow excise it fkom society. In fact, Meiksin
Wood writes, paraphrasing their position in critique, that for Laclau and
MoufTe, "there is no social basis for any kind of politics, discourse is all" (74).

To move this kind of speculation into the cultural, the question is: Is this

acceleration of the homology by the language poets "dangerous" in aban-
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doning the sites of politics and turning toward discourse and language? For
the language writers this is a decidedly productive homology because it
opens a range of speculation on the relationship between poetry and the
social and between the micro-aesthetic and the macro-ideological. In this
way, it is a return t o politics fiom a cultural site - poetry - that had been

depoliticized. But it also forces the articulations between language and society - not in representational modes, but through the homology of modes of

production. On one level this is a powerful response t o Jameson's model of
culture as symptomatic of modes of production and stages of capitalism. The
language writers speculate on answerability here: poetry, through language,
proposes an emancipatory mode of meaning production that is imagined as
the site (foco) of emancipatory meaning production within other social sites.
Hejinian's model of an open text and the rejection of closure refigure
the reading subject. The opened text is the structural shift that allows the
model of the productive reader to counter the alienating effect of commodified language. Briefly put, shctural.ly opened texts allow the reader to construct meaning as a nonalienated producer in a similar (or homologous) position as the writer. As with the cultural studies project, subjective agency is
located in the reader/consumer as the producer of contextual or localized
meanings. Once freed from the repressive mode of meaning production as
merely decoding fixed meanings and given access to what Hartley refers to
as "egalitarian relations of productionn(261,the reader is able, through the

effectiviw of devices, to read ideology, t o see it materialized both within language and within the text as a cultural ideological apparatus (CIA). Hartley
extends this by arguing, "[. . . I furthemore that the conception of reading

as the constitution of its object - in other words, the writing of that object
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- points to a conception of literary practice not just as the object of criticism
but as a mode of intervention in ideological struggle" (27).However, unlike
cultural studies, where this shift to readerly/consumer agency recodes and
redeploys the meanings of (mass) cultural products within particular sites
and cultural formations, in language writing there is a more constricted
agency but, conversely, wider imagined effects. It is the open text which
allows the reader to enter into the overdetermined field of language and
reproduce it. Conversely, a closed text would propose (or enact) a simple
decoding of the fixed meanings of the writerly production. As Hejinian
writes: "[.

. . 1 we can say that the 'closed text' is one in which all the ele-

ments of the work are directed toward a single reading of the work. Each
element contirms that reading and delivers the text from any lurking ambi-

guity" (1984 13411.1.The rearticulation of the Russian Formalists brings for-

ward a radicality in the effectivity of the device in that "each element" can
also deliver the text toward ambiguity and nonfidty In terms of Laclau's
model, the open text is the social and the closed text is society.
While the text is produced anew within altered relations of production, there is a move away &om the text itself as it is not the object of recov-

ery or rescue. Rather the text is a force that initiates the process of the production of aproductiue reader. The productive reader's agency is enacted by
the instrumental open text. It is the reading subject who is constructed here:

a reader who is able to read ideology. Bruce Andrews outlines the problematic:
The task, beyond coding and decoding particular messages, is
also one that raises the question. "What is this code?" How is it

that these codes are constructed? I think this suggests a way
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to explore these larger frames, the "limits of the nonnative" by foregrounding not only the shape of different stylisitic traditions, but also the shape of the linguistic stmcture, of utterance
structure, of discourse structure, and of the social codes which
are also providing the limits for all of that. (Total Equals What
55)
The principal push is fkom recoding a text to understanding the social deter-

mination and the limits of imaginary. The praxis, in this extension, is "[.

. .]

one that implicitly recognizes the possibilities of constructing and reconstructing a society" because language and writing are not determined in a
base-superstructure model, but rather "writing and language are both active
and they are constitutive of this social body" (Total Equals What" 59). It is

praxis that lifts this poststructuralist commonality beyond the usual equity
or transposition of the reader and the writer. Jed Rasula's claims in his
admirable book, The American Poetry W m Museum, that: "Language poetry's most conspicuous contribution to a discussion of politics and poetic value
has been an examination of the sublimated political asymmetries of the
readedwriter relationship" (406). Yet, this denies the extension to praxis in
the social as Andrews imagines it, not because Rasula views this as a contribution within poetics, but because he structures it as only refiguring the
reader/writer relationship rather than the reader's relationship to ideology
and therefore social relations. In terms of cultural studies' imaging of a productive consumption with its potentially radical recodings, the language
writers seek the transformation of the reader rather than the transformation of uses of the cultural product. In the relationship between m h s m

and aesthetics, as Ross notes "[- . . ]a shift fiom the humanist insistence on
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the priority of delivering the individual 6-om the alienated situation of the
commodity existence, t o the emphasis on the priority of analyzing the ration-

ality of systematic discourses [. . . ]" productively locates language writing in
that trajectory. ("Commodity Form" 366). Ross continues later Inhis analysis

to propose a value of the language writers which gains contextual criticality
within the culture-ideology of consumerism in globalization: "The net result
[of the productive reader] is a claim for the importance of writing that
attempts to expose our patterns of consumption at the commodity level of

meaning" (373). The ideology of consumption is naturalized within globalization; thus through a cognitive function of defamiliarization, the ideology of
consumerism (of consumption) is revealed.
With the acceleration of the ideology of globalism into other discourses

and sites, is resistance to the incorporation of the consumerist ideology of
globalization now an emergent tactic for cultural production? The refusal to
produce a cultural product which does not question the mode by which i t

will be consumed - and to be consumed toward a normative end - can
rearticulate the role given culture within globalization. McCafZery takes this
homology of the production of language and the formation of society t o an

even less-accommodating configuration:
The general economy [of writing] would forfeit this government
[of a restricted economy], conserve nothing and, whilst not
prohibiting meaning's appearance, would only sanction its
profitless emergence in a general expenditure; hence it would
be entirely indifferent to results and concerned only with
self-dispersal. (North 203)

This Bataillian nonrecuperation into an economy that is structured as cap-
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ital (the accumulation of meaning) is not itself recoupable into a poetics of
articulation, and in fact is at odds with m y formulation of an articulatory
poetics. For the expansionist and absorptive ideology of globalization,
McCafFery gestures towards an outside: both experientially (reading
becomes a nonalienated experience outside of the government of a capitalist
mode of production) and discursively (through disarticulation). However,
read within the discourses of globalization today (to apply the presentness of
globalization) the features of t h e general and restricted economy (which
McCafYery contrasts the general economy to but not in a strict binary) sound
a lot like the roles given to the subject-consumer and to the nation-state.

The consumer in globalization is interpellated into a general economy: total
expenditure, no conservation nor accwnulation. As Leslie Sklair points out,
the production of consumption is a central problem for globalization: "[. . . I
the point of the concept of the cculture-ideology of consumerism' is precisely
that, under capitalism, the masses cannot be relied upon t o keep buying
[.

. .In (303). Likewise, a restricted economy characterized by "restraint, con-

servation, investment, profit, accumulation, and cautious proceduralities in
risk taking" (McCaEery 1986 203) aligns with the role of nation-state governments (and subordinate units fkom provinces/states to cities) in the (neoconservative and) neoliberal configuration of the world. State governments
base budgets and policies on "restraintn a n d caution, looking t o invest for the

future, while leaving the present (and its misery or wealth) t o globalization.
Personal debt is encouraged, while state debt is cast as an evil and mismanagement of the citizens' funds. I'm not casting McCafYery's poetics as neolibera1 statist policies, but rather pointing to a conjunction of t h e strategies of

the discourses of globalization with some tactics of the avant garde. The
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question regards the contextuality of radicality; whether this is an unfortunate diachronic alignment or an absorption, via the flexibility of globalization, of formerly radical concepts into the service of capital.

In fact there is a central tension within the poetics of language writing based on dispersal and accumulation or articulation and disjunction, just
as there is the tension of homogeneity and particularization within globalization, and of the universal and the particular within "multiculturalism."
McCaffery identified (in 1980) language writing's "successful" detachment of
"language from the historical purpose of summarizing global meaning
replacing the goal of utility with the free polydynamic drive of parts" (North

153). While McCafTery does account for a "dialectical economy" with the
oscillation of "utilitarian-productive and non-utilitarian resistant" forces,
polydynamic noncoherence is privileged in his model (North 158).The tension of accumulation and dispersal, or articulation and disarticulation twists

within individual poetic texts as well. McCafYery's long work "Lag," in The

Black Debt, is 111 pages of oversized type in which phrases or sentences are

linked via a comma. The comma, is in fact, the only punctuation used.
Rather than see this work as a hagmentary field of dispersal and nonaccumulation, it is possible see it as a conjunctive text of heteroglot social utterances and social fragments articulated into a highly structured text which
refuses to allow one level of language to become the dominant.1° An internal
structure of repetition, a linguistic skeleton, is developed by the strategic
reoccurrences of place names, proper names, author names, names of heads
of state, brand names, alliterative sentences, strings of numbers, palindromes, anagrams, puns and metacommentary:

[.

. . ] Castro as a botanist, conveyed by

tiny rafts of skin' epiphany slips, a
spliced mismatched but sympathetic
cosmos, the status of swans in Miltonic
philanthropy, what the Germans call
jouissance, arid by myth and no rain
since page ten, the ground within is
written out to diagram this want,
headaches not addicts [. . . .] (64)
The logic is conjunctive, not disjunctive, accumulative and not toward dispersal. But it does not move toward a unity or a totali@' but works on the
logic of articulation, linking phrases in a relational chain of meaning in
which each phrase gains relational meaning within the field o r chain.
Meaning is relational and diachronic within this text, dense and overdetermined yet not fixed.
Marxist cultural critics would see the emphasis on dispersal as the
ultimate fragmentation of the social field, guaranteeing the absence of a
subject through which to initiate social change, relying instead on an
absolute spontaneity. In general, it is diflicult (if not impossible) to recuperate a possible coalitional politics from McCaffery's models; the reader is fig-

ured as "an agent of production" (North 152), but largely an isomorphic
agent. With social identities refused through dispersal, the site where these
agents of production meet is in the word: "nanguage writing] chooses a context of productive play for a repoliticization of the word as scene for common

human engagement" (North 152). Further, it is in the libidinal and "productive desire" where the "human subjectnemerges. From a cultural studies'

viewpoint, this is the total textualizing and depoliticization of the world:
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'%dtural studies argued that such theories [the discursive theory of social
psychologyl reduced the question of identity and its political import to the
predetermined repetition of textual and/or libidinal processes" (Grossberg
Bringing 202). Of course, for Mieksin Wood and others who critique this textual turn,it represents the "post-structuralist dissolution of social reality
into discourse" (62). Grossberg poses the question as it arose in cultural
studies
Furthermore, such positions [discursive theories1 seemed
incapable of theorizing even the possibiIity of resistance except
through the production of radically alternative and avant-garde
discursive forms. Such forms would either necessarily celebrate
the infinite plurality of meaning and the endless fkagmentation
of the subject, or they would escape the political terrain entirely
by appeahg to the ultimate political undecidability of the text.

(Bringing 202)

And this is what McCaEery does in conclusion to "Writing as a General
Economy": "As such [the text] could never rest at a holistic proposal but only
stress the infinite play within the significatory activity called writing"
(North 2 2 1 ) . ~Yet,
l the plurality and ambiguie of meaning (fkorn Hejinian)
and the nonproductive reading practice of the general economy were both
aimed, per se not at the fragmentation of the subject, but at the transformation of the subject t o one who was made more aware of their position within
the relations of production, and therefore within the world system. The
value for this, at the present moment, is entirely speculative.

But, to turn a question back onto Grossberg's critique: Should not the

possibility of resistance be theorized through the "production of radically
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alternative and avant garde discursive forms"? This theorization does not
give up on other sites of resistance or rearticulation, but can be seen as part
of a linked discursive formation which bases its speculations in a particular
site. That is, the theorizing of resistance o r emancipatory practices is not a
zero-sum game. Resistance in other sites and at other levels are joined relationally to avant gardist theories of resistance and it is only a more total

imagining of Pesistance" that can counter the discourses of globalization

and of imagined social fragmentation. And is it not the annexation of such
speculative sites that is characteristic of the effect of globalization within
the cultural? To propose modes of production - or the rejection of consump
tion and production - contrary to the ideology of capitalism (but accelerated
through globalization) is a greater gesture of refusal at this moment. This is
a problematic that I hold open, not out of a reluctance to articulate aesthetic
cause to social effect, but due to the structure of the ideology of globalization. In another context (if there can be one in the discourse of globalization)
Alberto Moreiras lays out the problematic:

If there is tendentially no conceivable exterior or outside of the
global system, then all our actions are seemingly condemned to
reinforce it. So-called oppositional discourse runs the most
unfortunate risk of all: that of remaining blind to its own
conditions of production as yet another symptomatic discourse.

(92-3)
Not looking for a utopian exterior, Moreiras proposes that there are "folds"
within the totality of globalization where "concrete freedoms" might materialize. This space resembles the one proposed by the language poets here:

resisting the closure of the social by the logic of capital, but aiming at
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revealing the logic as ideology

Extra-National Language: G=L=O=B=A=L=I=Z=A=T=I=O=N

Not this.

What then?
Ron Silliman, Tjanting.

But do we at least agree
that the human body is paradise

and that the United States
of America is not?
Bob Perelman, Captive Audience.

To this point, I have outlined language writing's containment within concepts of the national culture and an historical avant garde and its engagement with the logic and ideology of globalization a t a methodological level.

The next step is to define a poetics that has the ability to move from the
material condition of poetry's production o n a localized level t o a geopolitical

and geocultural level and to read the address toward globalization at the
levels of semantic content and form. Here my insiddoutside methodology
alters; for the language writers have been read by their discursive exterior

as an exclusively aesthetic or national phenomenon, or engaging with a siteless capitalism. Rather I turn to some internal tensions that create a fold
within the reception and self-fashioning of language writing in order to

move t o globalization as a referent and determinant for their project. In
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this direction, a more recent internal defmition on the part of some language
writers establishes a relationship between their poetics and the crisis in
public meaning caused in America by the Vietnam war. This is a movement
in the internal definition of the language writers fkom the materiality of lan-

guage - %om writing as meta-sign to writing as writing," as McCaffery
designates it - to the production of meaning via the productive reader, to an
exteriorization of a politicized aesthetics in a dialectical relationship with
social conditions. In the introduction to the "Language Sampler" in the Paris

Review (no. 86 19821,Charles Bernstein notes the tone of "anger" in the
Perelman poem included, as well as the "quieter distress" in Susan Howes'
work, "[. . . ] is not, of course a formal dimension but a reaction, in part, to
the events of the current period, including a barbaric U.S. military and
social policy" (Contents Dream 242). This invocation of larger social relations
is made more specsc in Marjorie PerlofYs initial sighting of the language

writers: "Both in San Francisco and New York, the Language movement
arose as an essentially Marxist critique of contemporary American capitalist
society on behalf of young poets who came t o age in the wake of the Vietnam

War and Watergate" (Dance 233). More recently, in an essay on Bruce
Andrews' work, Peter Quartermain draws the line &om poetic production t o
the domestic and foreign politics of the U.S.:
Like most of the first generation Language Writers G

. .I

Andrews was a teenager and then at college during the Viet

Nam War, a circumstance which points to the political element
in his writing. The ten turbulent years before the U.S.
withdrawal f?om Vietnam in 1975 saw an increasing

manipulation of language by politicians and by the military:
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the doublespeak in which the "pacification" of an area meant
the slaughter of all its inhabitants. (R.Smith Andrews 162)
Posing the domestic effects of the international politics, Quartermain gives a
broad context for the politicization of Andrews' work, but how such determinants are materialized into cultural practice is not explicated. Presumably,
the misuse of language by the state leads Andrews and others to question
the representational role of language and to apply critique to the ideological
function of language. The "Vietnam Waf' then stands as a backdrop for the
production of language writing.

In the collaboratively written Leningrad (Michael Davidson, Hejinian,

Silliman and Watten) the authors specify that, with a crisis in the national
culture, a parallel crisis of public meaning arose as the galvanizing aspect of
this cornmunit9 and that "[t]he impact of the Vietnam war on one generation
of American intellectuals cannot, and should not be discountedn(10).In
response t o an interview question from Andrew Ross, Watten responds more
directly o n the influence of the Vietnam war, expanding on what
Quartermain raised:

The central problem of reference in this writing may be seen in
a context as directly related t o the administration of
information about the War on the part of the government and
media that elicited, from intellectuals-in-the-making,a radical
denial of consent for the conduct of the Wkr [. . . .] There was a

denial of "nationaln culture in all aspects [, . . I . The formation
of radical tendencies in the arts discussed above occurred
directly as a refusal of the larger context, but at the same time

it was a response to the crisis of meaning at that level- (197-
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98)
Watten links the "national crisis of Vietnam"to an investigation of the language of subject formation and social identities, a distrust of historical representation, and the crisis of meaning.
This framing of the aesthetics of the language writers as a determined
response t o an internal crisis caused by American foreign policy (and the
h c t i o n of the U.S. within the world system) foregrounds the role of the
nation in cultural production - even if the response is entirely negative, as
Watten's quotation marks around nation indicate. Do these gestures of
resistance to a national culture by the language writers then get read as a
more critical form of cultural nationalism to counter the retrograde nationalism of imperialism? Is there a sense of national address, such as Olson's

Miltonic project of "the initiation / of another kind of nation"12 or can the
poetics of the language writers be read outside of the £kame of national narration as a non-narrative site of resistance within the teleology of a nation?
What Watten and others are identifying here is the relationship between
nation and culture, but also how the interpellation of a national subject
occurs through the cultural and how this then extends beyond the boundaries of the nation and into the world system. Laura Kipnis is precise in this
set of articulations:
So the aesthetic discourse becomes f i s t a strategic political

instrument and a site on which foreign policy - and the
discourse of the nation and the constitution of "nationals" becomes assimilated to subjectivity: foreign policy becomes a
lived relation of psrception and knowledge that is exercised in

the practice of the aesthetic judgment. (210)
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Kipnis, in an Althusserian manner, covers the constitution of a national subject through the interiorization of an ideological aesthetic and national discourses. But beyond a powerful interpellation or determination, Kipnis
locates this internalized "foreign policy" as part of culture - recall Williams'
definition of culture as a %ay of life" - by making it a Lived relation.
Foreign policies are lived through relations by national subjects in the cul-

tural. This adept definition locates the cultural as a prime site of antisystemic rearticulation. It is this formulation, this set of articulations which
allows the language writers t o be simultaneously national (as a critique)
and extra-national and able to extend their critique to the world system and
globalization.

How then, at the level of method and address, do the language writers
engage with globalization? A work like P. Inman's Uneven Development

(1982) is unrecoupable into such a thematic, even if the term uneven development describes the form globalization takes. However, the fragmentation
and the resistance t o normative modes of meaning production make Uneven
Development unrecoupable, into the culture-ideology of globalization. It is

illustrative, or demonstrative, of the resistance t o commodification, keeping
in mind that, as Silliman wrote, "Poems both are and are not commodities"

(1987 20). It is odd to excerpt an example fkom a book of this type as it is the
effect of reading over a duration of time that the materiality of language
becomes clear, when the words are not "misrecognizednas sigdiers to be
completed into signs. However, here is an indication:

cleek oddity

broken blackener. spod clouds.

Now imagine it on full page, sideways. Now imagine twenty-four pages of it.

I use Uneven Development to show three things: its semantic uselessness (its
resistance to meaning) even though its title fkames it within my description
of globalization; its rejection of representation; its sheer materiality. Let me

bring back the discursive frames of language writing to at least give it contextud meaning. The materiality of the words (words?)returns (rescues)
them fkom their fate as blank commodities awaiting consumption; thus
there is an implicit rejection of capitalist modes of meaning production. This
work also resists recuperation into a %ationalnculture at any level, so in
the framework of the breakdown of meaning due to the "national" crisis of
the War, Uneven Development is a withdrawal from the cultural at a
national level. Extended to Kipnis' theory, this is also a rejection of the aesthetic logics that U.S.foreign policy is built on. As well, through the materiality of the language, the reader becomes aware of the ideology of consump-

tion at the level of language; thus a defamiliarization t o make ideology
visible is possible.

Similar to McCaEery's speculations concerning the resistance to capi-

talist modes of production at the level of language, the type of reading I
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give of this text has been critiqued, or even updated. Perloff in her "After
Language Poetry," describes McCafTery's essay which outlines his imagining

of a productive reader generated by a fragmentary text: =As the Utopian
manifesto of a twenty-eight year old poet, T h e Death of the Subjecty
[McCafZery North 13-29]inevitably overstated its case." (not paginated).
McCaffery, in the reprint of the original text in his collected essays, No& of
Intention,periodizes the aesthetics.

In a note he writes: "Adecade later I can

safely speak of this concern as an historical phase with attention having
shifted [. . . ] to a larger aspect especially to the critical status of the sentence as the minimal unit of social utterance, and hence, the foundation of
discourse" (Nodh 13). McCaffery sees a historical move within language

writing fkom the morphological relations and sub-lexical units to the more
social unit of the sentence- However, within the cultural logic of globalization, I want to foreground the speculative aspect of such sub-lexical texts,
texts that turn fkom commodity and toward materiali*

I want t o emphasize

this not as a text that can produce a particular type of reader - for subjects
and the process of meaning production are too erratic for that - but a text

that foregrounds the noncommodity status of a level of language at a
moment when culture is expected to materialize and is judged on its performance as a commodity. Culture that matters, in Butler's sense, is a commodity. Our critical methodologies do not provide a great deal of support for
this speculative emphasis; it is impossible to track a sociological reception of
such a text; reading it as a gesture within a positions war within a culture
field is reductive; nor do I want to argue for it on a purely aesthetic level.
However it is illustrative of the micro-aesthetic and macro-ideological con-

juncture that a cultural poetics should emphasize. It is antisystemic in
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that it insists on a firnction for the cultural which is not outside of the logics
of globalization, but which globalization rejects.

In a historical shift, following McCafTery, Hannah Weiner's Weeks
(1990) works with the sentence as the unit of composition and integrates

meaning into larger units through the sentence. Weeks employs a conjunc-

tive poetics where a wide range of subject matters and commentary are
enjambed into semantic units, forcing meanings, contexts and logics t o overlap. Formally,Weeks is a procedural work: it was written over 50 weeks of
gathering textual material " 'taken at the beginning fiom written matter
and TV news and later almost entirely f?om TV news' " (Weiner =paginat-

ed). Each page of the book is comprised of information gathered over that
week (one day equals approximately five sentences). Such procedural works

and works which draw their subject mater entirely from "elsewhere," relying
on a source text, have been an important aspect of the language writers'

project. Charles Bernstein uses two books of Erving GoEnan as the source
texts of poems of the same name: "Asylum" (Islets/Irritations 36-45) from
Goffman's Asylums: Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and
Other Inmates; and "Stigman (Stigma not paginated) from Goffman's Stigma:
Notes on the Management of Spoiled identity.14 Jackson MacLow uses a rig- .

orous system of procedures to generate texts; Silliman's Tjanting is structured on the Fibonaci number series; and the number of pages and the number of sentences in each section of Lyn Hejinian's continuing My Life is
based on her age at the time of writing. Perloff writes of the generative
aspect of procedural work: "Rather, a procedural poetics, which can, inciden-

tally, apply equally well to 'prose' and 'verse' 1. . . I is primarily generative,

the constraint deterxnining, not what is already fixed as a property of the
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text, but how the writer will proceed with his [sic]composition" (1991 139).
For Weiner, the constraint is both the page-per-week format, but also the
"constraint" of taking semantic material only from the media. It is not a con-

straint rigidly followed as some sentences are clearly not from the news, but
are drawn from Weiner's daily We. For instance: "Leonard Crow Dog calls
saying it is the thirteenth anniversary of Wounded Knee" (Weeks 8").
Although, clearly, this is news from another source and equally historical to
the information she abducts from the mediascape.
To read Weeks is to dive into the anxiety of the news, but with its logics bared as the sentence-by-sentence progression foregrounds the seemingly
wide, yet limited, field of semantic content provided by news programming.

Or, that Weiner's selection of the news items she chooses highlights this
logic. But, again, this work is conjunctive rather than disjunctive as it creates a relational logic of the events which are doubly reported: once as
"news" and then again by Weiner. Rather than seeing the sentence to sentence movement as disjunctive, there is a linking effect that strains toward
the causal logic of individual items. Weeks evolves as a sort of meta-newscast, "objectively" reporting the "objective" news but developing an editorial
policy out of the methodological enjambment of the sentences.
Paradoxically, Weiner's constraint of using media as her source text
opens the project beyond the national boundaries of the U.S.Due to the format of the media and the influence of a global mediascape - despite its more

recent "narrowcasting" - Weiner7stext is an oscillation from the national to
the local and the international o r global. Here is an excerpt horn Week 18":

1. . .I Does a health body mean a healthy mind
have vastly understated their losses
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We've got nuclear

Ham radio is always used in

trucking going through our city
the initial stages of a disaster

The Soviets

There is a fear of loss of

face and world opinion and the space program will go on
We're here at 67th and Lexington Ave.
aid be allowed into. the Ukraine

That international

An expert on bone marrow

transplant Perhags he will offer them access to the
American list The documents were found in the national

archive in Washington A resistance on hiring gays o n the
part of the membership

How do we know some of those

haven't infiltrated *he police dept.

They're disgracing the

job U.S oil compamies still pump most of Libya's oil
Radiation clouds dissipating

It was a special day for some

special dogs We'll brighten up your patio, shove a couple of
creepers up your trhellis This was Haiti last February [. . . .I
(not paginated)
The temptation is to recons-ct

the historical events; the Libya crisis,

Chernobyl nuclear reactor explosion, the U.S. space Shuttle disaster, Haiti's
governmental changes. Weiner Kiterally goes f?om space programs t o Libya,
the Ukraine and t o 67th and Lexington Avenue in New York City in her text,
telescoping the global and the losal through the & m e of the national. Once
again, it is -cult,

through excerpts, to approximate the effect of Weeks, for

it is accumulative: the piling on tof information, international crisis, national

dramas,local antagonisms and platitudes. Articulations occur inside sentences as well, not always re1yin.g on the conjunction between sentences to

supply extra-semantic information: "Mass Transit Systems Corporation of
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Philadelphia has been supplying the Guatemala government with laseraimed rifles 'for several years' according to the company president" (Weeks

22").After several "weeks" of information about Guatemala, Weiner chooses
the information that articulates international and national news (and local
for Philadelphia). But also the strength in this sentence is to present a social

and global fact that reveals the kind of industrial-ideological articulations
within globalization: the Mass Transit System of Philadelphia is selling guns
to an oppressive government in Guatemala. I'm tempted to close that sentence off with an exclamation mark, as the logic of a public utility enhancing
its profits via arms sales in an entirely global and neoliberal formation.

Weiner presents this contradiction amongst the flow of the mediascape, but
it is given a longer life and a Werent contextual consideration than it

would had it remained in the mediascape and not moved into the cultural.
What makes Weeks affective, in a sense, is the degree of articulations it
shows between the local, the national, and the global and how this is materialized into a horrifying structure. This then also illustrates the mediascape's
effect of presenting a hostile world filled with irrational national and international Others (see Zizek "Eorocentrism"; "You May!"), an ultimately disarticulating effect at all levels.
While Weeks relies on a relatively flat and unastonished address t o
present the social fact of the mediascape, Bob Perelman's work speedily,
ironically, and directly narrates the contradictions and logics of globalization
at the level of address. Perelman's earlier works provide an example of how
the national crisis of the Vietnam War was semantically materialized in the
work of the language writers. For instance, the poem " V.S. Seeks No Bases

in S.E.Asia' " contains a stanza engaging with the news (the title possibly

being the headline), but with a more ironic reading than Weiner's methodology allows:
Pick up the paper. Naval guns
Butter up the populace.
They think up the place t h e n go.

A picture of a man speaking (To the Reader, not paginated)
The narrative is distanced, the clipped sentences with their abrupt alliteration and assonance, not quite aligning, or creating misalignment. But the
critique is of the construction of a national popular in support of the military, who wiU "thinkup the place they'll go." This kind of ironic, but not
distanced, critique of foreign policy picks up speed in Perelman's later work

and merges with a direct address to the logics of globalization. This is a
move of the methodological critique of the language writers to the semantic
level; a thematizing of their critique of alienation within capitalist society
and the commodification of language, and by extension, experience. Here is

a stanza fkom "Person":
What society has ever failed to fashion a human
receptacle for its narrative wastes?
C'est la guerre the garage the riding mower
the obtrusive stories that won't stop when the sun goes down all
at one time like a physical short story

low blood sugar lowering the rate of vocabulary utilization
the world the universe the mind of god cushioning the fall of the
dead letter
water just coming into the river fkom an unknown source.
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Sometimes you just have to go lie down with the unnamed by-
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products (FirstWorld 51)

The construction of the subject through language is posed in the opening
question, which, despite its straining at sense, seems entirely reasonable
due to Perelmans direct address to the reader (a key feature of his work,
signaled by the chapbook To the Reader [1984]).There is a dense compression of reason (the opening question), a paratactic ordering of the words, and
a social address, tied together or pushed by the hyper-aware writer. (For
instance, is the line Yow blood sugar lowering the rate of vocabulary utilization" a metacornment on the production of the poem, on the physical status
of the writer, of the body's influence on the writing?) At the risk of using the
open text to indulge in a purely semantic reading of this poem, in "Person,"
the unnamed by-product appears to be ideology. But ideology in the sense
that I have used it throughout my dissertation, as the effect of capitalism
which causes the misrecognition of itself and which will not (can not) identify itself as ideology Ideology is precisely the by-product that one sometimes

just has to go lie down with. Later in "Person," Perelman provides another
apt description of ideology as such and the relations of production in global-

ization: "[.

. . ] blizzards of chance down upon the fountain of youth / all

without a verb / because capitalism makes the nouns / and burns the connec-

tions" (First World 51).This is a productive metaphor of "textualizing the
world" which foregrounds language within the production of the social. This
is also a description which aligns with the role I identify for the cultural
within globalization: if capitalism burns the connections, an articulatory
poetics points t o the ashes.

The closure of the imagination by globalization - cited by writers as

wide ranging as Grossberg and Zizek - is narrated by Perelman in a sec-
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tion fiom "From the Front":
[. . .I It's

1991- at Least it was, once

upon a time - and communism is
dead, leaving capitalism, the word, the

movies, the whole ball of ideomatic
wax, with nowhere to go, nothing

to mean. The fkee world belongs
in a language museum now, along

with fiee love and fiee verse (Virtual Reality 23)
Again there is the insistence on the relationship of language and capitalism,
of "the worldn and language. Perelman pushes through the loss of meaning,
in a sense, of capitalist society without communism to provide relational

meaning (as capitalism's discursive exterior) and the Cold War as a project.
His fable or fairytale-like narration of the "death" of communism foregrounds the extent t o which this has unproblematically been made myth in
the global rnediascape. He also raises the management of time within globalization, a key strategy t o give globalism its overwhelming presentness and a
totalizing procedure to reinforce the "inevitability" of globalism. In "Noveln
fkom Captive Audience (1988),Perelman gets more specific on the effects of
the mediascape and its role within globalization:

This may be obvious now,
but in 1987 the obvious

had sagged so low
as to be indistinguishable
fkom the media - blurred
modalities all over the place

[.-..I
and thus the obvious lay
beneath the hard-packed
floors of words over which flowed
institutional paychecks that worked
better than repression, any day (27-8)

The obviousness of obviousness is, in Althusserian terms, the reproduction
of the relations of production (Lenin 127-87). Perelman moves to define the
mediascape as a repressive state apparatus (Althusser Lenin 143),rather
than just an ideological state apparatus, although not one which operates
necessarily on violence. This excerpt also illustrates, or narrates, the conun-

drum of a left analysis. Due to the triumphalism of globalization, reproduced
fkesh daily by the mediascapes, critique is reduced to pointing out the "obviousness" of social relations, of the contradictions within globalization and
capitalism. But the brilliant effectof ideology within globalization is to make
the obvious and the contradictory appear natural, and to scorn critique as
simply not being applicable, as being a voice *om the past which clearly has
no application in the fast present. Throughout The First World (1986),
Captive Audience (19881,Face Value (1988) and Virtual Reality (1993),

Perelman syntactically and semantically enjambs the logics and causes of

globalization t o their subjective and systemic effects; a poetics of articula-
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tion at work both semantically and methodologically.
Perlman has also documented the language writers within literary
history - although in doing so he negates their group formation. Here I will
enter the internal tensions that create a fold within the reception and selffashioning of language writing, as I mentioned above, in order t o examine
the fiaught relationship of the de£ining of language writing in terms of the
national and the global. In Perelman's reading of Bruce Andrews, he
approaches Andrews' work through the metaphor of the bombing of the
World Trade Center. Just like capitalism, it is harder to blow up than had
been imagined, so in Andrew's attempt "to translate violence t o papern in I
Don't have Any Paper So Shut U p (or, Social Romanticism):
[. . .]the bombs may be verbal and

their targets metaphorical,

but the scale and complexity of what Andrews is trying to bring
down presents him with a conundrum whose social geometry
is similar to the physical geometry that ultimately contains a

bomb blast: whatever he destroys tends to shield contiguous
and remote areas. Of course, this is all a metaphor. Does
"destroy" here simply mean to 'Lironize"? (Marginalization97)

A curious opening given that irony is one of the tactics that Perelman uses
to "destroy" the very same target - capitalism - that Andrews is aiming at.
Also, it can be argued that the very lack of irony in the triumphalism of
globalization (the celebration of obviousness) injects a needed ambiguity into
that discourse, and that irony is therefore a contextual and contingent tactic
for a socially engaged poetics. The "targets" historically for the language
writers can be understood as: capitalism; the processes of commodification

and alienation within capitalism; U.S.national culture "culturally" and as
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materialized in its foreign policy; the solidified or Cartesian social subject
position; and more generally, language as a commoditx But these "targetsn
have never been understood as metaphors, as Perelman now designates
them, but rather social structures and relations which are part of a lived
way of life - a culture that the language writers reject (intend to change) at

a national level. Perelman seeks to "demonstrate the d3Eculties of linking
radical politics with radical poetics" (Marginalized 971,which, of course, is
diflficult; however, this should not preclude the attempt to link them. A
reflexive turn here would question the lack of a theoretical discourse which
can conceive of a speculative and culfxral critique as having a constitutive
effect within the formation of the social, to include "radical poetics" within
the project of the social, even though its direct material effects are dif5cult
(ifnot impossible) to graph. Is it an effect of the ideology of globalization
that we seem to quickly give up on (or give over) the speculative function of
avant-gardist or "radical" cultural production within a larger social project?

If it is a site to be abandoned, then what waits to take its place? A poetics
for an imagined audience? Or a poetics of accommodation which celebrates
its commodity status within globalization and seeks a wider audience, not as
a political project, but as an index of its worth as a commodity? This is a

fetish in which social value is understood via an economic measure: the economic stands in for the social and cultural, becoming the only field of value.
Although writers such as David Harvey and Grossberg are situated in a
more "material" discursive site than "radicaln or avant-gardist poetics, I read
their calls for a return of the imagination as a recognition of the linked spec-

ulative, discursive, cognitive, and praxis-oriented acts within the cultural

from a semi-autonomous position of culture. Not discredited determined
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culture which merely reflects or aids globalization in its homogenizing,
expansive, yet uneven project; and not autonomous culture which drifts t o
an imagined elsewhere outside of globalization. Thus the role for the cultural
within globalization is also the space for the cultural within the discourse of
globalization.
This is not to again read Perehan as symptom, paralleling Jameson,
as another reading of language writing as symptomatic would be symptomatic itself'. What then are the politics and critical framing of Perelman's
~ n d r e w s The
? ~ ~drift away fiom a speculative politics is possible because
Perelman, in this critical essay, makes a split between a discursive function
and an artistic function. In analyzing a section from Shut Up, Perelman
writes: "Ifwe take these sentences as discursive and not as art, then they
seem t o say that nationalism is a dead end" (Marginalized 103). It is unclear
whether Perelman is using "discursive" here in a manner similar to Laclau

and Mouffe, for instance, where discourse is a social formation which is linguistic and extra-linguistic, but not merely limited too speech and writing
(Laclau New Reflections 100-03;Laclau and M o d e Hegemony 93-148)or if
he is employing it in a more general manner in the sense of a communicative speech act. As I argue earlier, the rejection of the distinction between
the discursive and the nondiscursive - as Laclau and MouEe assert - which
the c u l t u r a l to be imagined (seen) as an active element of the social and thus
to open a speculative discursive role for the cultural in the social - a role
which Kipnis and others understand as constitutive. Here are the sentences

which Perelman excerpts from Andrews and which lead to this split:
[.

. .] We gave the Jews Israel so let's give Puerto Rico to the

Palestinians & then do some Finlandization of Canada.
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Oblivious algebraic suicide, am unopposed, squelch-a-roni
platitudes as tinder box; would you prefer infantibation or
pedestalization? Exception! Clean soot fkom punt (Shut Up

189)
Taken as both discursive and artistic, what is it that these lines are not so

much saying, but proposing? That nationalism is a "dead e n d ? Well, yes,
which is not surprising given the language writers distrust of national cultures, a politics which is determined by the effect of the Vietnam war on the
American public sphere. But also Andrews here is, t o my mind, very precise
in the effects of the organization of nations into a world system under capi-

talism. The logic of the sentence, 'We gave the Jews Israel so let's give
Puerto Rico to the Palestinians & then do some Finlandization of Canada,"
is an acceleration and exaggeration of the logic of national power within the

world system and also a bmtal assessment of the U.S.'s role within the
world system as the arbikator of or manager of other nation's positions t o
the U.S.'s desire. The logic is "if'' the U.S. gave the "Jews Israel" then why
not these other acts of power in the world system as well, rearranging
nations. We have to trust the reflexive irony in Shut Up, as well, to question
the veracity of directness of W e gave the Jews Israel.

. . " as it simplifies a

historical process in order to make a political point. Perelman also sees a
rejection of "identity politics" in these sentences. Again, yes, and not unpredictable given the range of the rejection of a certain type of identity and subject formation in the language writers' theorizations from McCafEery's 1977
essay 'The Death of the Subject" (Open Letter 3. '7.) to Bernstein's critique of
official identi* politics in the US. (A Poetics 1-8), which are based on corn-

modification through representation (very similar to my analysis in the
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previous section) and then Watten's critique of Bernstein on charges of univeralism ("Bride").But IfAndrew's critique is of identity politics, it is of
exactly the limitations enforced by liberal representational "multiculturalism": "Would you prefer infantilization or pedestalization?" As if identity is a

menu option. And this position on multiculturalism is hardly unique to
Andrews, as I showed in my discussion of the various critiques of such a discourse. Andrews is more aligning with an existing politics than proposing a

new one.
Perelman also asks of these lines: "But what are [Andrewsl politics
aside from critique?" (Marginalization102),which enacts a split of critique
from speculation and praxis. The tip is then to turn to Andrews' essay Total
Equals What: Poetics & Praxis" (48) where Andrews lays out a praxis within
the more globalized view Shut Up engages with:
At the level of prescription, or how you conceive of the task, I
think this has t o do with the desire for totalization, for getting

a more and more total grasp (I mean here not a complete
mapping, but an attempt t o go toward the outer boundaries,
toward a perimetering of the field - a field which is itself more
and more this total arrangement at a national and even global

level, this integrated capitalist world system, for instance,

which then brings to mind Adorno's claim that &thewhole is
false," or at least that the whole is open to question in a total

way). (40-1)
Andrews' model of the "integrated world systemnis based on a discursive
structure. In Andrews' formulation, the articulatory force of the discourse of

"the global" is the capitalist world system. In his work as a poIitical scien-
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tist, Andrews has published several articles on world systems theory that
equally inform his practice within the cultural at both a micro-aesthetic
level and a t a macro-ideological level (Tolitical Economy"; "Domestic
Content"). Like Andrews' poetics, his reading of the world system moves
through the structural (world system) to the subjective (national subject or
"you" in the poems). In his early overview and analysis of world system theory, Andrews endorses the line of analysis that c a n "conceptualize the connec-

tion between state or society and world economy as a phenomenon of part
and whole" ("Political Economy" 148). From that position, Andrews is attentive to the role of individual states within a world system. Such an integrat-

ed world system theory could led to see domestic policy as determined or
reflective of global structure. This international theory extends down to the
subject, which is "the logic of global social organization" but which materidizes within a nation-state. In asking what is to be done, Andrews further
queries: "First, what, in general, is the role or the autonomy of the subject
(that is, the part) within the overall organization of world capitalism as a
social whole (that is, the totality)?" ("Political Economy" 157). Having identified the world system as a structured totality, Andrews proposes a praxis

that will take place on all levels - the global, the national, and at the site of
the subject: "Given the complexities of the determination of social outcomes,
a constant process of resistance to power, questioning power relations, and
restructuring power relations will be required a t all levels if substantial
social change is to be achieved" ("Political Economy" 163). What is striking
here is not the integration of Andrews' prescription, but its alignment with

his poetics statements and his poetic methodology. For the "verbal barrage"

(Lazer Opposing vol2) of Andrews7poetry is "aimed"at all levels of the
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social and a l l IeveIs of language. But I tend to read Andrews work outside of
these metaphors of violence (see also Quartermain Aerial 9 ed- R. Smith),
without negating it as an effect of the text but locating a critique of globalism rather than a subjective (readerly) effect.

In ' T h e Domestic Content of International Desire" Andrews asserts
the idluence of domestic policy on international policy. In a flip of the world
systems theory which would see a nation-state's domestic policy determined
by the world system, Andrews proposes that "Moreign policy purposes, in
other words, can be said to grow out of the desire to protect (and deepen the
specscity of) a domestic systemn (?DomesticContent" 327-28) . To synthesize Andrews' formulation: the state works through a universalism t o have

its policies internalized by a national subject so that the state can be seen as
acting in the "general public concern," then in an inversion similar t o a camera obscura (recall Marx's use of that metaphor in The German Ideology) the
social relations underpinning policies are hidden. International policies can
then be projected as national desires. In this way, the national is embedded
in international policies but also constituted by international relations, but

it is at the domestic level "where they become fully intelligible" ("Domestic
Content" 325). And, moving towards a praxis, Andrews prescribes that
"these international schemes and protocols [.

. . ] must be interrogated and

put into context a t the domestic level" ("Domestic Contentn 325). Here
Andrews' schema for the analysis of national foreign policies - a method t o
understand the world system - differs with current theories of globalization
which either seek an understanding of the totality of globalization or look to

-thesub-national, or the local as the site where globalism is materialized.

These theories disarticulate the nation, in the process I described earlier,
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through projecting a decline in the role of the nation-state within globalism

and, as a result, privilege the articulation of the global and the local.
Andrews emphasizes the nation-state as the locus of foreign policy (so states
are working in their own self-interest rather than strictly in the interest of a
world system). Andrews further brings this down t o the subject - his emphasis on the structural and the subjective - in that the universalized national
desires are internalized as the desires of the national subject so that all
national policies (domestic and foreign) are understood as being for a "common good." This tracing of interpellation &om the subjective t o the global
centres on the nation as the site from which the ideological hailing
emanates.
To bring this back t o the poetics of the language writers and Andrews
in particular, we can see a tension between McCafEery's earlier citation of
the language writers' detachment of "language from the historical purpose of
summarizing global meaning replacing the goal of utility with the free polydynamic drive of parts" (North 153).Andrews, informed through his world

system research, works fkom a world system discursively articulated into a
totality by historical world capitalism and the process of globalization. The
tension of accumulation and dispersal meets a parallel tension of fragmenta-

tion and totalify- Andrews' poetry has four functions, one for each level of his
conceptual horizons of the world system in globalism and one for his materi-

al of intervention. Firstly, there is the attempt to move toward a "total
grasp" of the articulations and contradictions of globalization, but under-

standing the nation-state as the site which drives the world system at the
same time as it is determined by the world system. Secondly, there is the cri-

tique of the domestic policies of the nation-state, America in particular, as
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domestic policies are conceptualized as the force behind and within foreign
policies, and recognizing the role of both policies in the maintenance of globalism. And, thirdly, to hammer away (those aggressive verbs to describe the
poetry) at the subject as the site where these articulated domestic/foreign

(nation-state/globalization)policies as desires are internalized. Fourth% language as a signifying system, and the process of representation are examined as the vehicle of the state aggression and containment; but language is
also a sliding area where underdetermined moments materialize. This articulated poetics links the global, the national and the subjective, but fore-

grounds the national. This coincides with the language writers' inside selffashioning as a national movement - o r the aesthetic-ideological response to

a national crisis - and the external reception of them as a national avant
garde and challenge to an ineffectual national verse. However, my construction of his poetics disarticulates his work (his project) &om the avant-garde
£kamings of the language writing and the institutional challenges of

Sillirnan, for example.
Through Perelman's Andrews, let me give an example of how this
poetics works on the three levels. Perelman cites several sentences of a short

Bildungsroman in Shut Up:
My graduate education, most of which I devoted to
thinking about neo-marxist theories of capitalism, and imperialism, was entirely financed by a grant, awarded under the
National Defence Act, NDEA, which was passed in
1958, in reaction to the Soviet Union's triumphant launch of

Sputnik in 1957,putting a satellite in space ahead of the U.S.

So: thank you, Nikita! (180)
For Perelman, this is an example of the "culturd aggression" (Marginalization 105) in S h u t Up. This aggression is aimed at "the p r o e a t e target,

the autonomy of the self" (Marginalization 105). The self - or in my formulation, the subject or the national citizen - is the target because the real tar-

get is immaterial: "Global capital, the ultimate target, is unlocalizable and
can never be hit" (Marginalization 105).As I outlined in the section on theories of globalization, this siteless globalization can be read as the ideological
effect of globalization itself. This effect renders globalization as mysterious

and causes the misrecognition of its articulations. Theories of globalization
work against this t o locate globalization in its material sites in order to
resist o r deflect it. For instance, as I mentioned, Saskia Sassen i b d s globalization materializing in the control sites of global cities; Appadurai defines
the five scapes which drive globalization, while others see the nation-state
as the territory fkom which globalization emanates. Andrews, in his writing
on the world system, materializes globalization in the descending articda-

tion of the nation-state, domestic and foreign polices and the national citizen
subject. The "proximate target" of the self is therefore not a stand in or convenient silhouette to blast at, but one of the articulated sites where globalization materializes.
Andrews' Bildungsroman traces the path of geopolitical and geocul-

turd articulation &om outer space (Sputnik) t o himself as an overdetermined national subject in which global and Cold War ironies are embedded.
Literally you are your nation's foreign policies. From the U.S.'s Cold war
policies and the 'Space Race" in order to have dominance in the technoscape

and the media scape, and as part of the positions war of the nation-state in

the world system, a national scholarship is established. The scholarship,
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set up to vault the U.S. ahead of the Soviets, ends up in the hands of a student who spends his funded time "thinking about neo-marrdst theories of
capitalism, and imperialism." I think two aspects of Andrews' poetics are at
work here. One is an articulatory poetics which joins cause and effect, policy
and subjectivity, national and global - a poetics which doesn't allow capital-

ism to make the nouns and then burn the connection. Andrews' impulse in
this is shared by another "totalizer," Jameson, who also looks for a cognitive
mapping of one's place within the world system and the geopolitical aesthetic. Another aspect is a humourous (and not bitter) irony: the person who

received the NDEA grant spent his time thinking about neo-marxist theories

and imperialism, likely U.S. imperialism- Beyond the humourJ this semantic
content points to folds within globalization, within the total that Andrews

looks to grasp, where agency can do its sneaky work of nonaccommodation.
Reading Andrews through Perelman and globalization/world systems

theory highlights the tensions within the language site and also the pressures of literary history. Perelman's Andrews presents language writing as a

site with internal disagreements, approaches to and readings of ideology
Perelman writes from an insiddoutside position, placing the language writ-

ers within literary history, but also adding to the continual formation and

internal defining of the group. My reading is an engagement with this tension, as well as the tension Gtin the texts. The framework of the nationstate, of America, contains the language writers in a manner that makes
them more easily understood as a formation, fitting into a history of national
avant-gardes, challenging national verse culture, a reaction to how the
national crisis of the Vietnam War materialized in American culture and

altered the cultural. Of course, the Vietnam War was an international cri-
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sis, felt most profoundly on the ground it was fought on: in this sense the

crisis is for Vietnam. And avant gardes, unless they base themselves on an
absolute historical brealr as a founding myth, are also transnational. But
the texts of the language poets exceed these national fr-ameworks, or per-

haps more accurately, oscillate from the levels of the local and the global
&om the fulcrum of the nation. With the relations of the cultural and the
economic within globalization, a national framework is strained, and neces-

sarily brought into globalization via the technoscape, the mediascape, and
the ethnoscape in particular. But these effects are not felt equally in all
sites, and in all nations, nor at their borders, which still function as contact
zones of antagonisms. What I have tried t o do then is not a grasping at a
totality - for to do so is t o figure globalization and its operative discourses as
such - rather I have tried t o outline a methodology t o read the cultural - in

this instance, the language writers - &om the micro-aesthetic to the macroideological.

Outro: Devices Across the Border, or, The Rejection of Institutional Closure

Forget it forget it write about US.
Dorothy Trujillo Lusk, Redactive.

I was a formal device
before I was born.
Kevin Davies, C o w .

A n analysis of the reception of language writing in Canada, both
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institutionally and within writing communities, foregrounds the effect of cultural nationalism on the reception of poetry as well as the antagonism creat-

ed by language writings self-definition as an American poetic movement
emerging in reaction to changes in public meaning in the US. Language
writing does not circulate across national borders as a transnational avant
garde; instead it becomes a situated response to a particular national crisis,

a crisis which is more emphatically a crisis created within and enabled by

the world system. Yet, the circulation of culture opens cultural production up

to other situated uses, other recontextualizations and rearticulations.

In Canada, the relationship of theory to so-called radical texts defines
an outer horizon of intelligibility that language writing and others with
shared aesthetic-ideological textual tactics fall outside of. In effect, alternative canon formation or canon revision appropriates a discourse of radicality
while narrowly limiting what is deemed meanin@.

As Bourdieu writes,

"[tlhe work of art is an object which exists only by virtue of the (collective)
belief which knows and acknowledges it as a work of art" (351, and as works
of art are manifestations of its field of production, it is a t the boundary of
the field where struggle for entry and the delimiting of territory takes place

(42-3).Politicized texts that contest normative representation within Ianguage and within a politics of recognition, or texts that look for effects out-

side of a subscribed agency, are refigured as "difticult" - which shifts them
to language puzzles to be decoded by an individuated reader. Or such texts
are designated "experimental," leaving them within an aesthetic realm unaffected by social determinants. This depoliticizing of texts enacts a national
boundary of intelligibility by failing to engage with the material determina-

tions of these texts. An official national literature thus tends to elide histo-
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ry (as a determinant) fkom its readings in order to form an archive of texts

which can be recognized under the sign of a nation.
The result of this delimiting - of effect and of positions - has dampened and depoliticized the effect of language writing within Canadian institutions. Aside fkom the barriers inherent to institutional interventions,
there is, for a poetic movement that has defined itself as "American," partic-

ularly in its anthologies, the still-strong veil of Canadian cultural nationalism to pierce. In terms of Canada's place within the world system, it may
appear that cultural nationalism has been disrupted or renegotiated through

international trade pacts such as NAFTA and the eroding of barriers t o
transnational economic and cultural trade, even in the face of U.S. protectionism. However, in the arts, there was a strong lobby against NAFTA and
to take culture "off the table" as a negotiable commodity, recognizing that
the American culture industry would ovemde its smaller Canadian counterpart. Retrospectively, this was a resistance to the becoming economic of
the cultural and the attempt t o alter the configuration of the cultural in
globalism and not old-time Canadian cultural nationalism. Despite the
remapping of culture and nation by challenges to official multiculturalism in
Canada and despite the withdrawal of state cultural funding,cultural
nationalism remains a primary framework for not only the production of
culture in Canada, but also in the reception of culture. To see a presence and

an effect of language writing in Canada, focus must shift horn official sites
to formations of writers and little magazines. This shift sidesteps the invoca-

tion of the institution as the primary site for the effect of poetry.
One such rearticulation of the language writers - where similar

devices and tactics of language writing were redeployed by a group of
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emerging poets in the mid-eighties in Vancouver - exceeds both their inter-

nal and external definitions. Within this emergent cultural formation, the
language writers figured not only as a response to a crisis in the production
of American poetry nor as a uniquely American articulation, but as a politicized poetic methodology adaptable to the particular crisis in the public
sphere in Vancouver. This recirculation of the politics and tactics of the language writers opens the problematic of the circulation of culture and of the
narrowness of the imagined influence and effects of language writing as a
national formation.
The materialization and rearticulation of the language writers is
most readable in the scene of Vancouver writers who emerged through selfproduced magazines and chapbooks around the mid-eighties. This thenemergent cultural formation had its own "institutional" or supplemental site
in the artist-run Kootenay School of Writing (KSW) and parallel gallery,

Artspeak. By organizing the New Poetics Colloquium in 1985 (the first
large-scale international gathering of the language writers), KSW was
associated with and made nearly synonymous with language poetry by a discursive exterior that used cultural nationalism to fkame the poetics. This
fkame had already been utilized in the reception of the early-sixties TISH
poets as they took up and modified New American poetry for their own
investigations of place, history and poetic practice.
For the emergent formation of writers and artists in Vancouver whose poetics are hybrids of at least the more innovative and rearticulatory
aspects of Canadian literature, the language writers and contemporary
visual arts - this prefabricated frame produced predictable external discur-

sive definitions. From accusations that "language-centred writersnwere
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"retreatring] into expressive KabaIas [that] killed New American poetry"
and that will now "probably destroy what little audience poetry has leftn
(Fawcett 101)to more nuanced readings recognized a paradigm of a
Canadian avant garde in TISH (Bowering), these external definitions have
failed to link these poetics to present structures of feeling in Vancouver that
would provide a more articulated social field for this work to be situated in.
To do so would move past defining this community of writers - who have

been producing work for a decade now - as a formation that is more than a
continuation and opposition to a sixties avant garde, as a breach of cultural
nationalism, o r as an extension (or branch plant) of language writing.A c u l tural poetics wodd enable these poetics to be placed in a field of relations to

take into account the changes in the public sphere in Vancouver in the mideighties (precipitated by the hosting of Expo 86); the high unemployment
level which created an economics of the community ; the effects of globalization through the implementation of Thatcherist policies by the provincial
government; and a homology of poetics to economics. This homology would
expand on a poetics that utilized the general economic aspects of language,
the excess of language, at a time when governmental restraint was radically
altering the relationship of the social sphere t o education, union organization, culture in general, and working-class culture in specific. That is, these
determinations in the cultural and political sphere resulted in a poetics of

excess during a time of restraint and of articulation at a time when the local
governments didn't even make the nouns, but only burnt the connections, t o
paraphrase Perelman. In this instance, the local was not the last line of

defence against globalization, but the very structure which enhanced global-

ization, bypassing national regulations and policies to attach itself to glob-
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alism's scapes. The writers and artists around KSW and other artist-&
centres in Vancouver could be seen as a moment of collectivity at a time
when the individual and individual interest was being promoted and enacted by the federal and provincial governments, when neoliberalism was solid-

ifying as a dominant discourse.

By turning lastly to other writing communities as a discursive exterio r for language writing,I am emphasizing that institutions should n o t be

privileged as a dominant site or set of discourses. The academy, along with
other social institutions that give an official shape to poetic production, is
not buffered fkom its own discursive outside. A discursive exterior is felt not
only in how it articulates a poetic movement, but also in how poetry's social
effect might be registered. There is a discursive impasse as poetics move into
the social sphere; narratives and critiques of cultural production tend to
hinge on the massification of effects and, as a result, poetry's cultural capital

has not been bullish. However, a cultural poetics that could move fkom the
micro-aesthetics of the text t o the macro-ideology of nation states and of a
geoculture could locate the effects of poetry at the field of its own production,
at an institutional level, and in the social sphere.

Notes

This early self-contructing and -critique was done in magazines
(most notably L=A=N=GU=A=G=E and Poetics Journal) and in talks
series, Much of this work has been collected in The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E

Book (eds- Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein. Carbondale and
Edwardsville: Southern Tllinois UP, 1984) and in individual writers7collected
essays, such as Charles Bernstein's Content's Dream: Essays 1975-1984 (Los
Angeles: Sun & Moon, 1986), Ron Silliman's The New Sentence (New York:
Roof, 19871, Steve McCafYery's North of Intention: Critical Writing 1973-1980
(New YorWToronto: RoofXJnderwhich, 1986),Nan Davies' Signage (New
York: Roof, 1987), and Bruce Andrews' belated Paradise and Method: Poetics
& Praxis (Evanston: Northwestern UP, 1996). To break the male pantheon of

this list, see Poetics Journal 4 , 'Women & Language" (1984).
Jameson's reading of Perelman's "China" as a symptom of late capitalism has generated some continued debate, &om an array of positions. See
also George Hartley "Jameson's Perelman: Reification and the Material
Signifier," Textual Politics and the Langxage Poets (Bloomington: U of

Indian P, 1989) 42-51; Gayatri Chakravarty Spivak, A Critique of
Postcolonial Reason: Toward a History of the Vanishing Present. (Cambridge

Mass,: Harvard UP, 2000): 330-336; Bob Perelman The Marginalization of
Poetry: Lanmage Wm'ting and Literary History (Princeton, Princeton UP,
199): 59-78. My favourite intervention into this discussion is again from
Perelman himself, from his poem movie" from the Captiue Audience (Great
Barrington: The Figures, 1994):

"[*..I I
call it the schizophrenic

theory,Bob, if we can
make the reader believe that
any word can come next ..."

where any word refers to
the nuclear bombs Nixon wanted
to have Vietnam believe
he was willing to drop on them

if they didn't stop defending
themselves

[...I

(55-6)

This is also an example the language writers un-gness

to let a discur-

sive exterior control their representation.
Famously, from "A" 12 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1978) Louis
Zukofsky regarding his poetics: :
An integral

Lower limit speech
Upper limit music (138)
Not to overly single out Sillirnan for criticism, but he is the master

of the Iist of who got left out but who could have been included. See, for
example, his introduction t o in the American D e e (Orono: National Poetry
Foundation, 1986); he supplies an aditional79 names of writers who could
be considered part of the language writers nexus. See as well his introduc-

tion to The Art of Practise: Forty-Five Contemporary Poets (eds.Peter Ganick
and Dennis Barone. Great B e g t o n : Potes & Poets Press, 1994) for another list. This listing tendecy is also found in Perloffs essays, where she tends

to note emerging writers. Curiously these lists tend to be extra-national,
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an eruption into the nationalistic frame of the language writers, giving the
names of writers in other countries who are affiliated but not included. In

fact it is in the process of anthologizing that the language writers have been

the most vigilante in their border defences, despite the listings. The inexplicable exclusion of Steve McCafYery £komIn the American Dee fundamentally
misrepresents the language writers. Curiously, Alan Davies, another
Canadian, is included in the anthology; however, Davies has lived in the

U.S. for many years. It appears that it is a matter of geography then, rather
than nationality. For McCaf5ery can not be considered "Canadian" because of

his inclusion in a Canadian literary canon. In the American Dee is organized
geographically, with sections of "East" and "West," suggesting a kind localism or, conversely, national coverage. The tensions in the anthologizing of

the language writers is a national tension, a geographical tension, and (as
always) a tension of inclusion and exclusion. The formal innovation of the
poetry is not carried over to the form of anthologies: they tend to be normatively organized with no challenge to literary models of poetry formations.
For instance, see Rae Armentrout's hilarious review of The Morrow

Anthology of Younger American Poets. Armentrout summarizes the content
of the anthology: "Thus we see the 'typical younger American poet' is outdoors in an 'abandoned' location doing physical labour with a sharp imple-

ment" (Poetics Journal 6: 142).
For instance, see the tension over "multiculturalism" in Barrett

Watten, "The Bride of the Assembly Line: From Material Text to Cultural
Poetics," Impercipient Lecture Series,vol. 1 no. 8 (Oct. 1997) and Charles
Bernstein's transnational gesture of oppositional poetics in "Poetics of the

Americas," My Way: Speeches and Poems. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1999).
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Recently, Barret Watten has challenged Grenierysstatement as the
originary moment of language writing.But, rather than dispute the logic of
an originary moment and its avant gardist limitations and historical abrupt-

ness, Watten proposes an alternative originary momentn: the CIark Coolidge
poem "MADE THOUGHT" from the same issue of This magazine (Issue 1
Winter 1977). So the originary site of language writing has been shifted a
few pages in the same magazine. I'll propose the originary moment of the
end of the language movement of August 1985 in Vancouver. The New

Poetics Colloquium organized by the Kootenay School of Writing (the f i s t
major gathering of the language writers) clearly showed they did not have
enough units' to continue to be imagined as a formation.

In a more striking example in which the projection of the metaphor
of colonization is applied to the academy occurs in Stephen Owen's short flip
essay "National Literatures in a Global World? - Sometimes - Maybe,"
Fieldwork: Sites i n Literary and Cultural Studies., eds. Marjorie Garber,

Rebecca L.Walkowitz and Paul B. Franklin (London: Routledge, 1996): 120124. Owens speculates that: T h e corollary question to Wational Cultures in

a Global World?' is: are the boundaries between disciplines in a way more

substantial than the boundaries between national entities and languages?"
(124). Even to put Owen's speculation in its context of a moment when the
discourse of globalization was figuring the weakening, if not demise, of the
nation-state both economocally and culturally (through the circulation of
transnational capital and culture and the dissolution of w a d e barriersn),
it is a striking instance of the academy imagining itself as the corollary to
the nation-state. In his application of a micro to macro homology, Owens

unfortunatley typxes, in a dramatic fashion, an understanding of '%or-
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ders" as merely discursive (that is, not materialized within social relations).
The "policing" of disciplinary boundaries through publication and conferences, etc., is in n o way analagous to the policing of the boundaries of nation
states nor the function of language in this policing. Particularly now when
the movement of class-defined, racialized subjects is coming under even
greater restrictions (despite capital's need for these devalued working bodies). At this moment the U.S. is calling on Canada to tighten its borders to
prevent "terrorism," to make the United States' northern border as policed
as its southern border. Owen's discursive porousness is itself a little too
porous.

For a continuation of this grappling over terms and representations
of "so-called language writing" and the devices it set in circulation,see my
introduction to "Disgust & Overdetermination: a poetics issue," Open Letter
10/1 (Winter 1998).
loAnother radical poetic concept which fits too tightly into ideologies

of globalization is Gertrude Stein's "continous present" which aligns with the
"radical" presentness of globalization (which it uses to deny any options or
worlds other than itself).
l1See Roman Jakobson, "The Dominantn Langzmge and Literature,

eds. Krystyna Pomorska and Stephen Rudy (Cambridge and London:
Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 198): 41-6.

l2 It is ambivalent in McCaBery's text whether the "it," the subject if
the sentence is "the text" as I have indicated: it could also be "pluraliw o r
"the drive towards de-centrality."
l3These are the closing lines of the penultimate poem of The

Maximus Poems Volume, eds. Charles Boer and George F.Butterick (New
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York: Viking Press, 1975, not paginated) which come just before t h e closing
lines, "mywife my color my c z and myseKn This instance of closure is
opened u p by its relationship to Samson's final speech in Milton's Samson
Agonistes:

Wapp'n what may, of m e expect to hear
Nothing dishonorable, impure, unworthy

Our God, our Law, m y nation, o r myself;

The last of me or I cannot warrant" (1423-26)
Olson here has constructed himself as a Miltonic figure. A poet who
addressed his nation and who attempted t o create a nation of readers ("tit
though few"). The previous pages of The Maximus Poems further build on
this connection. Olson writes: "but now I am a poet / who thinks more than

writes...". I r e a d this as an allusion to both Milton's and Olson's emphasis on
praxis - both social a n d textual. Olson t h e n has moved fkom an address t o

his nation as Y, Maximus of Gloucester" t o a somewhat despondent poet

who is no longer writing. This paraUeIs Milton's construction as a split figure: t h e political and spiritual writer and the Restoration defeated revolutionary writer. This intertextual connection opens a different field to view
Olson in, one that emphasizes his role as a national poet, one who sought t o
address his nation at a particular historical juncture (post-war America for
Olson, revolutionary and Restoration England for Milton) through an epic
poem. And both poets sought out a new form for their national epics: Olson's
postmodernism o n the cusp of the modernist intrigue with the relation of the
one to the many which utilized an open field composition, drawing on (like

Pound) discourses and images &om a huge temporal and cultural range.

Milton, for his part, used his blank verse for Paradise Lost (and likewise
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we see Spenser create a unique verse form for his national poem, The Faerie

Queene). Olson in some ways inserts himself into literary history through
Milton, but he also parallels himself as a national poet.

l4 Erving Goffman, Asylums:Essays on the Social Situation of Mental
Patients and Other Inmates (New York: Anchor, 1961) and Stigma: Notes on
the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986
[reprint]).

l5See in particular MacLow's Representative Works: 1938-1985(New
York: Roof, 1986). This tradition of procedural work and source text subject
matter is carried on by "younger" poets as well. For example, see Dan
Farrell's (Untitled Epic Poem on the Histoly of Industrialization by R.

Buckminster Fuller PP 1-50)Grid (Buffalo: Meow Books, 1999) and Brian

Kim Stefans' "Adimadversions on Lines fkom William Carlos Williams' Kora
In HeIln (source text use) and "(POTASH Nude) Solitaire: Revised No'tes
Fo'r a Talk" in Gulf (New York: Object, 1998).

l6 In this phrasing, "Perelman's Andrews" I a m paralleling George
Hartely's chapter title "Jameson's Perelman: Reification and the Material
Signifier," T&ual Politics and the Language Poets (Bloomington: Indiana

UP, 1989): 42-52.
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